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ISSUED BY THE

rumsellers would quail and yield, could
it be concentrated against their trafic.
But the rumsellers and their friends understand that it can not thus be concentrated,
therefore, little danger is apprehended by

able interest in the city, as well as
throughout India. A full hench of mag-

awakened

istrates decided that the Commisioner
of Police acted beyond his poweérs in

ward.

sponsibility on the general public,

missionaries have been discharged and

and encouragement

will be felt in the school for months after-

s, remittances of

tters on busines
Bye be addressed, at Dover, N. H.
communications designed for publication

]

he

Dover, N.

7'he Morning Star,

geliressed to Editor

H.

Terms

meant

first thirty

2.00

per

It is far from true that the liquor shops

year,

if

paid strictly

89:90Af pata within the
days, and $3.50
if not.

WEDNESDAY,

highly

UNITED BY DEATH.

The following lines were written by the late Dean
the London

Spectator.

They

death

by

evidently referred to

the death of his wife, Lady Augusta Stanley:

8

« ¢ Pill Death us part.’

one

locality.” In fact, it is difficult to see
any signs whatever of concentration, but

favored

localities

are

than before.

consider, however,

AUGUST 24, 1881.

Stanley,
and were first published after his

* concentrated in

| without doubt some

The Worning Star,
|

of this city are

that

more

When we

the poorer

and

peal to the High Court and some fancy
that Government may legislate unfavorably in regard to street preaching. Time
will tell.
:

"It was my good fortune to be present

more unfortunate classes are the ones who at the Monthly Conference of the Calcutta
are to be the sufferers by the removal of missionaries. Seven denominations and
some of these places to their localities, we eight societies or more are represented
think that it is not a matter for much re- in this,and the monthly meeting is always
joicing, especially among the followers of well worth attending, for live topics come
Him, who came ** to seek and to save that to the front and are ably discussed by
practical thinkers and earnest workers.
which was lost.”
It is best that the temperance people The value of singing as an evangelistic
A
of Rhode Island should do the best they agency - was the topic this. time.
can under the present, or any other form thoughtful paper was read and several

of law, but deferd a license law? Never,

So speaks the heart,

the case dismissed. It is rumored that
the counsel for the prosecution will ap-

‘When each to each repeats the words of doom! | NEVER, NEVER.
Through blessing and through curse,

addresses made.

India has no Sankey as

yet, but her churches are

coming to

see

the importance and appreciate the power
of soul-stirring song, and I have no doubt
We will be one, till that
dread hour shall come.
INDIA LETTER.
there are hearts and voices here that will
MIDNAPORE, June 28, 1881.
“ Life, with its myriad grasp,
The last form of our Annnal Report be consecrated to singing the glorious
Our yearning souls shall clasp,
‘goes to press to-day, and I hope we may gospel of peace to these benighted people.
By ceaseless love and still expectant wonder :
beable to post it to our friends next Even in their native airs, which strike
In bonds that shall endure,
Indissolubly sure,
:
week,
so that they will be reading it our ears as wild and weird enough, this
people shall hear and heed the old, old stoTill God in death shall part our path asunder, about the time this letter reaches
ry of Jesus and his love. May the time
They
will
I
trust
perceive
on
its
‘“ Tul Death us join.
goon
come.
O voice yet more divine!
unmistakable evidences of true
Our
rainy season which began a full
That to the broken heart breathes hope sub- in this far away field.
I conféss that I
lime.
2
month
earlier
than usual,is holding on wonam more and more impresséd, as the
Through lonely hours
derfully. Indeed we have had a remarkable
years
roll
on,
with
the
remarkable
growth
And shattered powers
of Christianity throughout the pagan rainfall already—too great it is feared for
We still are one, despiteof change and time.
world. What wonders it had wrought in the good of the rice crop. Hindoo proph*¢ Death, with his healing hand,
the Roman Empire even before the death ets begin to foretell famine resulting from
Shall once more knit the band
a failure of the latter rain. How comfortWhich needs but that one link which none may of Paul or John. And what wonders it has ing to feel that we are in the hands of
wrought in these latter days in that same
| sever;
iI
Till, throogh the Oaly Good,
Asia where Peter and Paul and John toil- our kind Heavenly Father, who will not
'\._ Heard, feit and understood,
ed and suffered!
Think of the progress do wrong and whose plans of mercy toOur life in God shall make us one forever.”
made here in India since Carey began wards this degraded race can not fail of acSRNR fii di
his work at Serampore, less than a cen- complishment. God knows best is our
tury ago, then read Matt. 21: 42, afresh, only answerto the questioning, quibbling,
sophists who prognosticate evil.
If only
and thank God.
:
by
a
famine—or
better
by
a
famine,
can
How very little of a year's work it is
BY E. 8S, BURLINGAME.
poor
India
be
saved
from
her
superstipossible for us to put on paper. This
In the reply. to our article with the Annual Report and occasional letlers to tions and her sins—I|et the famine come,
above title, B. implies that we have hard- the Star and the Helper comprise all we however terrible it be. There can not be
ly stated the matter correctly. The point say about a work into which our daily a doubt that the fearful fdmine of 1866
that we made was that, so far, the results lives are wrought, and which comes to be has been a real blessing to India in many
3
J. L.P.
. of the mew law are not such as to enable
more necessary and certainly more dear ways.
temperance people to believe that, at to us than our meat and drink. But it is
BT
SE
. . + For better

oOo
+4

and.fo worse,

REODE ISLAND'S IMPROVE
LICENSE LAW.”

last,

a license

law

has

been

devised,

which they can sanction and believe to
be a helper in the cause of reform. This
position we reaffirm, in view of all the
developments of improved liquor selling
since writing the previous article. In

order to enable the jury of readers to
judge impartially of the case, we summon
a

witness

of

mndoubted

veracity,

the

* Providence Journal.

In an article in the Journal of July 25,
we find the following: ¢‘ Although the
new liquor law has closed the doors of
more than one hundred saloons in different
localities in this city, there is no perceptible decreasein the nuiaber of drunken
persons to be seen on the street; but on
the other hand,

drunkenness

within

the

last three weeks has increased, and more
especially among women. It is a noticeable fact that more drunken men can be
seen on the streets Sunday than any other
days, except perhaps holidays, notwithstanding the law against Sunday liquor

selling. It can not be charged that there
is a laxity in the enforcement of the law
against Sunday sales, for /the police have

made

numerous

prosecutions,

but still

the sales go on Sunday afler Sunday and

the number of intoxicated

persons to be

seen reeling on the, streets seems to in-

* crease rather than decrease.”
Now, if we had a prohibitory
because

of

law

its .non-enforcement,

and
these

evils were as prevalent as now, or evén
more so, we could say,
of the law, but rather-of
laxity of whose

moral

‘‘Itis no fault
the people, the
sentiment’ allows

this state of .4hings.;” but when,

on the

contrary, we have a law which B. admits
is not founded on correct principles, when

he says, *« The principle of prohibition is
the only correct one,”

and which we be-

lieveto be a compromise with sin, we do

a poor show at best we

Not

one

hundredth

make

part

on

what makes it and what it means,
forces, its fears, its failures and

its
its

triumphs is it possible to reproduce by
pen or pencil. A philosopher asked his
student to fetch him a fig from a banyan
tree, then asked him what he saw. ** A
little fig,” answered the lad. ‘Break it,

and what
teacher.
‘“ Break a
rejoined
sponded

do you see ? ” continued the
‘A little seed,” was the reply.
seed and what do you see? ”
the pundit.
¢‘ Nothing,” rethe boy, whereupon the wise

their

neighborhoods,

were

courteously

treated by the commigsiohers
and felt as
it they ‘had accomplished’ considerable ;
but when we came together. after our

ardor had time to cool, looked the matter
fairly over and discussed it in its various

bearings, we felt that practically little

had been aecomplidhed, that the work of
the legislators had” been to’ endeavor

. to shift the responsibility of ' the nefari.

ous license systemi upon the shoulders
of private citizens, so that they might
say as B, does,‘“ The number of licenses

BY

JOHN

We were glad

INSTITUTES.

BROWN

to

SMITH.

learn from

the

excel,

lent report of the Ocean Park Assembly
that the subject of Sanday-school Institutes was discussed there, and that a reso.

lution in favor of holding such an Institute
at that'place was adopted.
It is a move in
the right direction.
The idea is taken
from the ‘ Institutes” held in many

States

for the instruction and training of public
school-teachers in practical matters pertaining to their work.
An Institute is a
miniature and modified Normal School.

man said, ¢* Where you see nothing, there

A Sunday-school Institute is designed

dwells a mighty banyan tree.”

afford similar advantages to those engaged
in Sunday.school work.
Its object is to
give instruction in Biblical knowledgeand in the details of Sunday-school management. The highest development of this

Could you, kind

reader,

read between

the lines, and know the thousand things
unsaid that constitute after all. the warp
and woof of a missionary’s life, things
that never reach our. pens but never
leave our hearts, you might understand
something of life and work among the
heathen.

But,

as

the

wise

man

said,

‘‘ where you see nothing, there dwells a
mighty banyan tree.” In some cases

what is needed

to fill out the shortest

sentence, and to bring its little world

of

work and waiting before the eyes of the
reader, would filla volume as it has filled
to

overflowing

beart.

an

eager

and

earnest

There are facts thata pen may

idea is found in the

famous

to

‘* Chautauqua

Assembly,” all the essential features of
which are now reproduced in the NewEngland ‘Assembly at South Framingham,
Mass. In many other places the same
idea has been utilized and great good has
been done to: the schools of our land,
There is still room for others and few

places can offer facilities for

such

work

equal to those which may readily be enjoyed at Ocean. Park. But our schools
need not wait until next year for these
good things. Most excellent results have
attended and followed the holding of sin-

note and there are feelings that language
fails to express. Perhaps one sprightly gle-day local Institutes, or Conferences,
line is the best that could be written of as some prefer to call them. The teacha glad event that made a whole day ers of a single school, or of several
radiant, and many hearts jubilant. So as schools located near each other,. may be
you

read

our

report,

‘pray for us.”

think

of

us

and

:

The prominence of Woman's work for

woman will strike every thoughtful reader of this report.

I hazard

nothing

in

saying that never before has our mission

not feel called upon to say one word in been able to, make so cheering a state‘ment concerning this important departexcuse of its failure,
:
Members of ‘the Woman's Chridtian ment of Christian effort. The Lord has
Temperance Union were very active in
securinthe
g nawes of property owners
to remonstrances against liquor stores in

SUNDAY-SOHOOL

paper.

of our work,

gathered

together

and enjoy for one

will be

at

a convenient

place,

day

advantages

which

helpful fer a whole

year.

No

great preparation is needed except on the
part of the man who is to couduct the Institute. He can not be too well prepared.
If this be divided between two or three
neighboring
pastors,
each
taking
a
‘definite share of the work, it need not be.

=
:
THE ORDER OF THE OOMMANDMENTS.
those to our fellow-men.

As in the Lord’s

Granted would hiive been less, had’ the’
work I was in Calcutta for a week. While
own
anders
occupants of land property thereI witnessed the conclusion of ** The
themselves.” Of. course we.
know there would be no liquor sold in ‘missionary cass,” asit is called, i. ¢., the
ous land to.morrow, if these persons trial of the missionaries for preaching in
the public squares in violation of the.
Properly bestirred themselves.” There ors of the Commissioners of Police.
18 2 power in the moral and. intellectual
e missionaries were defended by able

But they, while their companions slept,
Were toiling upward in the night.
— Longfellow.

‘Give admittance unto Christ and deny
entrance to all others. He will be thy
faithful and provident helper in all things,
80 as thou shalt not need to trust in men.
For men soon change and quickly fail;
but Christ remaineth forever and standeth
by us firmly unto the end.—Zhomas a’

Kemps.

:

Count that day lost, whose low, declining sun
Sees from thy hand no worthy action done.
:
—Anon.

Striking manyers
Robert Hall,

are

bad
3

manners.—

the law is

elewent in. oiir land before ‘which the barristers and the case elicited remark-

should be

the

‘little

folks”

present to sing the’ hymns

love and hear

they

brief addresses prepared es-

pecially for them, =~

;

The good things presented
gathered up and stored away,

should be
not to be

kept hid, but to be put into immediate
use.

In

this

way

enthusiasm

may

be

of any

trunk.of the tree;
and acts of others, are exactly those of
is the outbranching, effiores- ‘which we
ourselves are capable.— Epssco--

| ence, and fruitage thereof.” Qur neighbor
|p
has a God-given right to our love, but before

we

can

acknowledge

that right, we

must acknowledge the God who gave it;
and, though there may ‘be apparent exceptions in the history of individuals, it will

be found that all communities which

have

the first four commandments, will be impelled, as

if by some

seek to comply with

inner

necessity, to

the other six.

They

can not stop with the first table, but they
must go on to.the second, and the Sabbath
Oh, many a shaft at random sent,
‘| law forms the point of transition from the
Finds mark the archer little meant,
one to the other; for in it, while reserving
And mauy a word at random spoken
a day for himself, the Lord teaches all who
May soothe or wound a heart that’s broken.
observe it to have a tender regard for the
1
—Scott.
comfort and rest of others. And in this
Truth is the highest thing a man may
respect, as furnishing a witness to man’s
keep.— Chaucer.
need of periodic relief from labor, and leadHonor the Lord with

thy substance, and

with the first fruits of all thine increase;
so shall thy barns be filled with plenty, and
thy presses shall burst out with new wine.
— Solomon.
Let

fate do

her worst;

there are

moments of

Joy,
Bright dreams of the past, which she car not
destroy;
Which come in the night-time of sorrow and
care,
And bring back the features that joy used to

Wear,

:
— Thomas Moore.

Heaven is not gained at a single bound ;
But we build the ladder by which we rise
From the lowly earth to the vaulted skies,
And we mount to its summit round by round.

ing all who receive it to think for the welfare of others, as well as for their own,
the fourth commandment has an importance

which is too seldom recognized.

It is the

link that binds the love of our

neighbor

to the love of our God; and if that link
should be permitted to be broken, the poor
working-man would be the first to feel the
oppression which would ensue.
But the order

in which

the several

pre-

cepts of both tables follow each other, is at
once strictly philosophical and richly sugsestive. Our duties to God relate first to
his being, second

to his

worship,

third to

his name, and fourth to his day; while our
duties to our fellow-men have their start-

ing-point in the home, and then flow out to

our neighbor, having regard first to his life,
—J, G. Holland.
second to his other self, his wife, third to
Who, well deserves, needs not another’s
praise.— Heath.
: | his property, and fourth to his general
standing and position.
The law begins
By ignorance is pride increasd;
with the state of the heart toward God,
They most assume who know the least,
Their own self-balance gives them weight,
And every other finds them light.
—Gay.
Leaves have their time to fall,
And flowers to wither at the north wind’s
breath,
And stars to set; but all—
Thou hast all seasons for thine own, O Death!
—Mrs. Hemans.

~_Itis

sad, but true, that we can silence

our consciences easier than our desires.
Unhappy the man who fails to remember
the dreams of his youth.— Goethe.
The only way to shine ever, in this false
world, is to be modest and unassuming.
Falsehood may be a thick crust, but in the
course of

time, truth

break through.

will

find a

place to
simplici-

ty and straightforwardness are.— Bryant.
There

is no Death! what seems so
tion;
This life of mortal breath
Is but a suburb of the life elysian, Whose portal we ¢all Death.

J
Judge not according
— St. Joh.

is transi-

~ Longfellow.
to the appearance.
;

—E. Waller.
Behold how good and how pleasant it is
for brethren to dwell together in unity.—
David.
This fair universe is indeed the star—
domed city of God.
Through every star,
every

grass

blade,

and

no other gods

before me,” involving therein all

precepts regarding God;

the other

and it concludes

with the state of the heart toward our fellow-man thus, ¢ Thou

neighbor's house;
neighbor’s

shalt not covet

thy

thou shalt not covet thy

wife, nor his

man-servant,

nor

his maid-servant, nor his ox, nor his ass,
nor anything that is thy neighbor’s;” and
that involves in it all the other precepts
concerning our neighbor.
Thus the Decalogue spheres itself into full-rounded perfection, the spiritual nature of the law is
vindicated, and the golden circlet that began in love Jo God

is clasped and complet-

ed by that love of man.—Z'aylor’s Moses.
ete.

PROHIBITION IN MAINE.
Ex-Governor Dingley gives some facts
and figures in response to some random
shots-at-the—Pine Tree State as to the

workingof the Maine liquor law. He
doés not claim the millennium has dawn-

Could we forbear dispute and practice love,
We should agree as angels do above.

through

"| saying, ‘“ Thou shalt have

Elegance of language may

not be in the power of us all, but

most

through every living soul, the glory of a
present God still beams.— Carlyle.
The quality of mercy is hot strained;
It droppeth as the gentle rain from heaven
Upon the place beneath. It is twice bless’d :

ed on the State, or that criminals are not

found there, but he does claim that prohibition has closed every brewery and distillery in Maine, and such is known

to be.

the fact. In the second place, the same
authority says, prohibition has closed the
open dram-shops in XMaine. This is a
great gain, since it removes the open
flaunting
temptation.
Driven
under
ground, Maine has a third less grog-shops
of this character than the average of the
States of the Union. That average is one
dram-shop to every 236 inbabitants. In
1838 Maine had one dram-shop to every
225 inhabitants. The average in Maine
to-day, at the outside, is one secret dram-

shop to 700 inhabitants. There are only
It blesseth him that gives and him that takes.
750 licenses issued in the State, and of
.
:
—Shakespeare.
More than half
Every man is born for heaven; and he is these 200 are druggists.
the
towns
of
the
State
have
not a secret
received in heaven who receives heaven in
In Lewiston and
Auburn,
himself, whilein the world; and he is ex- groggery.
cluded who does not.— Swedenborg.
PP
ht

A WOMAN'S WIT.

fidantes of their wives.

where the law is enforced, there

one

secret

itants.

groggery

to

is only

1,000

inhab-

In license cities the average is

or make them seem fewer ind lighter? Let

“us go with them at once to

him,

knowing

If the woman of a family, especially the that.it is ag self-righteous to keep our cares
mother, make intellectual influenced part of .8 our sing from him.
Let us go to him
the daily life of the home, mach more will with thanksgiving as well as prayer. Oh,
be done to plant love of knowledge in
their children’s minds than can be ef- how thanksgiving lightens all burdens and
fected by the. ardent competitionof ex- scatters all shadows! . How quickly care
amination at a later peried of life.—Lord
leaves when we rebuke it with “‘Bless

Salisbury.

Recorder,

its

the Lord, O nly soul!”—H. Bonar,
{4

ES

;

The spirit which has animated a very
large part of the scientific activity of this. .
generation has been hostileto the Seriptures, and has desired to prove them:
false. It has failed absolutely.— Christian.

thrown off allegiance to God have been Intelligencer.
cruel and oppressive to men; while it is |
h just as true that they who study to obey
Count not the

-

o

We can not yield to skepticism

of Christ’s teachings without the hazard
of wrecking all our religious faith.
— Zion's:

the root and

the second

a heavy

Service,” ‘at which

Wh

| Prayer we are taught to think first of Herald.
w
God’s name and kingdom, before we ask |
BOUND TOGETHER BY ALEX.
It
is
a
very
evil
habit
into
which
some
anything for ourselves, so. in: the DecaSay unto Wisdom, Thou art my sister, logue our obligations toward God are first churches have fallen, that of shutting theand call Understanding thy kinswoman.—
set before us, and then those under which meeting-house and having no meeting:
“Solomon.
i
we are to our fellowmen.. The earliest when there is no minister on hand to
Do the duty which lieth nearest thee! thing to be sought by any one is to be preach.— Chrislian Secretary. =
thy second duty will have already become right with God, and that will bring him inIt is a terrible vindication of the un-clearer.— Carlyle.
.
2
: to harmony with men.
Religion is the seen truth as to character, thatthe wrongs:
The hights by great men reached and kept,
foundation of morality.
The first table of we gratuitously suspect in the
motives.
‘Were not attained by sudden flight;

Then,
task for any one of them.
The
A woman's advice is generally worth one grog-shop to 200 inhabitants.
exercises might be confined to one day, or having ; so, if you are in any trouble, tell ‘as to crime, Maine has 199 convicts in
beginning in the evening, extend through. yourmother or your wife or your sister all ‘State prison, which is one to 3,000 inhabthere is one fact which well nigh every ‘the next day and evening, thus Securing about it. Be assured that light will flash itants ; Alabama,one to 1,400 ; California
page of the report must emphasize, that two evening sessions, at which a larger upon your darkness.
Women are too one'to 600 ;. Connecticut, one to 2,100;
commonly judged verdant in all but purely
is, the need of men. I can not write too attendance might be expected.
The proMassachusetts, one to 2,200; New Hampwomanish affairs.
No philosophical stustrongly on this point,
The figures of gramme should include practical topics,
dents of the sex thus judge them.
Their shire, one to 1,900; New York, one to
the recent census (to which I shall refer such as common teachers need instruction
1,400; Vermont, one to 1,800. The law,
intuitions or insight are most: subtle, and
more particularly by and by) are sug- upon, and should be arranged so as to Lif they can not see a cat in the meal there wherever fairly administered,supplementgestive indeed. Unless men ave sent us interest and help all classes of workers. is no cat there. I advise a man to keep ing moral agencies, has, - the’ Governor
soon Paul's charge to his ¢‘ true yokefel- The topics should be introduced by the none of his affairs from. his wife. Many a concludes, greatly aided in mitigating the
home has been saved-and many a fortune
low ” at Philippi, ¢* Help those women,” conductor, or some person appointed, and retrieved by a man’s confidence in his evils of the dram shops.
mn
will have to be turned into a wail from an opportunity given for a free inter- wife. Woman is far more a seer and a
prophet than man, if she be given a fair
our American sisters to the women of the change of views, so far as time would chance.
Why should we insist on bearing our.
Asa general rule the wives conpermit.
‘There
should
be
an
opportunity
own cares, when God is ready to bear
mission (a fair share of whom are Philipfide the minutest of their plansand thoughts
plans) calling upon them to help those for the asking of questions, either through to their husbands. Why not reciprocate, them for us? Why do we magnify, them,
or if but for the pleasure of meeting confl- and multiply - them, and brood over them,
men, even ‘‘ the remnant that are left "! the now familar ‘‘ Question Box,”
directly, If possible, there should also be, dence with confidence? The nen who suc- as if in so doing we could relieve ourselves
- During the brief recess in our school
at ‘some convenient time, a * Children’s ceed best in life are those who make conrichly - blessed the work of our sisters and
will increase_ it more and more. But

3

QUOTATIONS.

The order of the precepts is suggestive.

First come our duties to (od, and then

bbb
4-040

freowill Baptist Printing Establishment,
issuing the ovder prohibiting preaching
her,
Publis
RT,
in
the public squares, consequently the |
|
them
from
any
law
which
throws
the
reSTEWA
D,
I.
Rev.
hs

given that

:

:

listless days of summer

lost if they see no great work done.
Enough if the rest they enforce shall storebody, brain, and heart with new power

rd

for the working-days that are to come.—
Christian Register.

It is to be hoped that the government
can give the manufacturer of Irish dynamite machines at least as much of a.

scare as it has given Mr. Hartmann,
so rid us of another

if it can
Union.

do

would-be

nothipg

and

murderer,

more.—Christian
>

As the moth follows any soil on garments, eating away - the fibers and destroying the entire fabric,

so

temptation

searches every inherited or acquired susceptibility to the approach of evil, enslaying the passions, obseuring the reason,
degrading the soul and blotting out every
hope of heaven.— Watch Tower.
Thus we hold the inspiration of the
Bible to be no intermittent force, leaving:
the writers sometimes ¢‘ weak and as
another man,” and causing the Book to
have an undetermined and undetermins
able percentage of error; but a divine
gift that permits us to repose an undoubting faith in the Scriptures as the Word of
God.— Watchman.
Si
“She is very natural,” said a fond
mother to us recently. ‘If she dislikes

anybody she

always

shows

it, and

it"

sometimes gets her<nto serious trouble.”
We could not help tainking. ‘‘and she
therein comes very nearto being a natural

fool.” What if all the world went about
showing its dislikes for peculiarities of
person or temperament!
We ought roéof course to make people believe that we are fond of them

if we

are

not,

but

great amount of discomfort would

a.

result.

if we were always to appear to feel precisely as we do.—Congregationalist.
For the work of missions,

we

believe

-

there must be prayer, there must be men,.
but after all, our greatest want is—
money. Givethe money, and the men
are ready to start. Itis money that will
make the wheels of missionary effort spin
everywhere, and make China, Japan,.
Turkey, all places, hum with most cheers ful activity. But how get the money?
Let us ask the children for it especially.
We emphasize that. Educate the chil
dren to the most active interest and the
largest money-giving.
It may seem like
slow planting, but it means a big crop by

and by.— Christian at Work.
Of the fifty millions of men, women
and children who have sat beside that
patient couch, who have day by day
watched the beat of that feverish pulse,
not one will ever remember him except
with softened heart and tender” hope. If
he is to be spared to us he will come back
with power; struck down in tears and
sorrow he will be rajsed in joy and hope.
He will come back to us with no riva)
among the living, with no peer except
among the dead. And. fifty millions of

people good and true hope
that he will bring

back

and believe

from

the inner

gates of death something better than life,,
the wisdom and the power to do for this
nation what in the light of all future history shall prove to be worthy of his brave
and struggling youth, his toilsome and

victorious manhood and of a beneficent

and honorable

old age.— Representative

Reed. of Maine.
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The Church: of England Temperance Society

is rapidly

gaining

national institution.

the position ofa

Twelve

clerical and.

nine lay secretaries are constantly em- ‘ployed in forming and visiting parochial

associations.

At the recent anniversary

167 churches in London alone joinedin

Simultaneous

the

Sermons, being an increase

of twenty-four churches over the number
of last 'year. The sum collected for the:
promotion of its work amounts already
for’ the year' to: over $60,000.
Mr. S. S.
Caine, a Nonconformist-and member oft

Parliament for Scarborough, gave this
splendid testimony to the vigorous exertions of the Soclety :

The Church of England

4

has dong more:

to-postpone the day of disestablishment by

its temperance work than by. any other to
which it everput its hand. It has made
the Church the Church of the people, in &
sense in which it has never ‘been before,
and by means of its Temperance Society is
Going a magoiticent work.— Christian at
ork.”
a
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'. THE MORNING

( For Questions see Siar Quarterly ant Lesson Papers.)

THE COMMANDMENTS.
DAILY

I.

The law holy. Rom. 7: 1-12.
The law broad. Ps. 119: 89—104.

1.

Love to our neighbor.

W.
S§.
S.

III.

Luke 10: 25—37.

The law leads to Christ. Gal. 3: 9-29.
The law in the heart. Jer. 81: 31—37.
The law fulfilled in Christ. Matt. 5: 17—20.

GOLDEN TEXT:— And the second is like
unto it, Thou shalt lovethy neighbor as
thyself. On these two commandments hang
Prophets.”—Matt.

all the Law and the

The

22:

my father’s study with a big bound vol-

the

ume

«

GLEANINGS FROM THE NOTEMAKERS.
filial

V4

P. S. Henson.)

relation.

This

deserves

a

whole session by itself; and if the whole
session be given to 1t, it will be none too

much.

«39,40.

We

fear ‘that

reverence

for

parents is fast dying out from the: earth.
Young
America is nothing if not pert
Torics—Duty to parents; Social, duties; to the verge of impertinence.
The
7 tendency is, very early in life, to break
The law from God.
i
Notes and Hints.
z away from parental control as if it were
The first four commandmeauts, relating unreasonable and tyrannical. It may be
that aforetime there was too much gevespecially to our duties to God, are often ernment;
we are rapidly drifting into a
recalled the first table of the law; the
condition where there will be far too
our
to
duties
our
of
treating
six,
maining
little. Even despotism is better than
fellow-men, constitute the second table
Nihilism.
There must be government;
our
of the law. These are taken up in
there
must
be authority ; and the fountainlesson to-day.
‘
head
of
all
human
authority is the parentLI. Duty to parents. The family is the
al relation. If ¢ the times are out of
.corner-stone of society and the state. The
joint,” we have only to look there to find
fundamental law of the family is found an" adequate explanation; parental audn the authority of the parent. This thority is neither properly asserted nor
authority is of divine appointment, and,
respected. Parents and children have
the revExodus 20: 12-21,

to

therefore, entitles the parent

need alike to be exhorted to come

erence and filial regard of the child. All
this is embodied in the single word

ss honor,” in the fifth commandment.

includes a cheerful and
tion of the claim of the

That

child, as the author of his existence,

and dwéll on the assured blessing which
God has attached to filial reverence, and

the inevitable curse that clings to him

and

who tramples on
Baptist Teacher.

his natural protector and friend, as the
one appointed of God to guard and guide
him until he is able to

care for

back

to God's order.
Let the teachers enforce
this matter gn the minds of the children,

grateful recogniparent upon the

( From Rev.

himself;

parental

R. R.

authority.—

Meredith;

D.D.)

The tenth commandment, * Thou shalt
not covet,” etc. (verse 17). These commandments forbid the commission of all
evil, whether against God, or our neighbor.
The spiritual exposition of the
Saviour has also shown, that the law may

it includes a prompt and respectful obedience to the commands and instructions
«of the parent, and a thoughtful regard for
all his known wishes; it is designed to
secure from the child a considerate atten‘tion to, and suitable provision for the
be broken, in the absence of the outward
waats of the parent, whenever it may be
| act; that murder may be the enmity of
necessary to do so.
The spirit of this command includes the spirit, and adultery the impurity of
But in this last commandwithin its scope all those who, in -the the heart.
ment,
even
the
literal precept discavers
“course of our experience, may be in a relation similar to that of the parent, as the mind of the Lawgiver in this respect ;
teachers

and

filial relation

and ' harmony.

rulers.

The

underlies

Secular

teachers, civil rulers and

and while the first nine forbid any unholy

spirit of the

all

social

and

practice, the tenth lays the ax at the root
of all improper desire. Our Lord, without

order

religious

expressly speaking of it, has shown us
how we ought to understand it, in those
passages in which he exhorts us to lay up

public officers,

in so far as they are charged with duties
and responsibilities like those of the

for ourselves treasures in

_parent, are entitled to a similar reverence.

own, and which he has a right

heaven, and to

dismiss all anxiety abeut the morrow.

The relation should be one of mutual
«confidence and love; one in which both
parties find delight in consulting the
other’s happiness, but in which the will
of the parent is the Jaw under which the
duties of the relation are discharged. The
gracious promise of God’s blessing upon
those who obey the commandment ought
to lead both parents and children to carefal study of its nature and requirements.
II. Social dulies. Here follow several
precepts regulating man’s
intercourse
with his neighbors, prohibiting certain
.grave offenses against
social, peace,
purity and order. There are some things
which every man is permitted to call his

If

we act on the principle of these heavenly
precepts, we shall not only abstain from
coveting what belongs to our neighbor,
but we shall never covet anything this
earth can give, with an undue desire.
(From

Rev,

P.B, Davis.)

The commandments are to be kept. They
require only the doing of what is right in
itself. The dutyto obey them exists in the
nature of things. I am not to keep the
commandments simply because God requires it ; but because they are right God
requires me to keep them. The Decalogue
does not create obligation; it reveals
obligation.
The commandments show us our meed
of Christ. The law teaches us what we
ought to be ; what we should strive to be.

to defend;

against these no man has a right to commit any trespass. These commands are
directed against specific acts, the gravest

When we look at

ourselves

in its

light,

«clude and cover all minor offenses

we find that we are,the very thing which
of its the law condemns. Having no saving

class.

crime

-of their kind, and each is designed to

Murder is the

greatest

in-

power it compels us to seek One who can
save.
That is Christ.—Monday
Sermons.
RE
Cr

against human life, and the law forbidding
it, prohibits, also, every attack upon
it A physical health

and

safety,

every thing,

in short, by which the life of another

may be directly or indirectly shortened.
So with the other commandments; each
is to be interpreted according to its spirit
-and not merely according to its letter.
The seventh forbids every violation of
-ehastity or purity ; the eighth, every tres\pass upon the property of others ; the ninth,
very form of misrepresentation or detraction; the tenth, every desire to get what
we have no right even to wish for. In all
these things we are to be governed, by
the principle afterwards announced by
«our Saviour in the Golden Rule.
All. The law from God. After the
«giving of the law, the people perceived
plainly that Jehovah had spoked unto
them. The words were not from Moses,
‘though spoken ‘by his lips. They were,
+deeply impressed by the manifestations
-of this presence and power ; they became

«conscious of their own imperfections and
~short-comings ; they shrunk from the im‘mediate presence of

the

Deity,

and

. ‘sought Moses to speak, for them;
humbled themselves before God

devoutly worshiped him.

be-

they
and

The law does

‘not create the sin which it condemns,
‘nor does it eure it; its -office is to reveal
‘sin,
as the light of the sun reveals the
dirt which it neither creates nor removes.
The law, coming from God, is like its
author, holy, just and good, and is, for

Club

The next meeting of the Rhode Island
State Sunday School Convention will be
held at Providence, Nov. 9, 10. Sunday,
Oct. 16, and Monday, Oct. 17, have been

recommended

by the committee

of the

London Sunday School Union as days of
universal prayer for Sunday-schools.

The pastor of a New England church
statedin a recent public address, thdi of
160 persons admitted to his church on

laid

open

wlose pages

I

across my
pored

with

slopes of highlands

which

stretch

away

until they rise tp.the summits of Mounts
Abraham, Saddleback

and

Blue, where,

among these highest elevations in the
State, the wide waters of the Kennebec
and Androscoggin take their rise.
The
village itself will prove to be a surprise
to the unexpectant tourist.
Its shady
streets—indeed long bowers are they,
arched by the shadows of ancient trees;
its busy center of trade with brick blocks
and sidewalks, and its literary institutions
enbosomed in classic shades way up here
in Northern Maine, so far from the business centers of the State, will cause one to

exclaim, *“ How ever did it happen that
Farmington has become such an enterprising little town?” while your genial
hostess will reply, ‘‘ Well, I cannot tell;
every stranger asks that question.” It
seems, however, that the beauty of the
locality, its educational

‘advantages

and

the influence and genius of the Abbott
families, have been sufficient to set this

rare village quite by itself and to attract
to itself some of the wealth and refinement of which New England boasts and
of which Maine may claim a distinguished share. In the center of the town
stands the fine
school-building
once
known as the seat of the Farmington
Academy, incorporated in 1807, and

now

scarcely less widely known as a State
Normal School. Not far from its pleasant grounds is the village High School.
At the upper end of the village there yet
remains a spacious and handsome building, called. The Willows, named

little grove

formed

by

those

from

a

graceful

a Female Seminary but

cottage

had been members of the Sunday-school.

uel P. Abbott in 1844.

Just across the
there

school-building,

now

street from this little

stands a tall, pretentious

the

Abbott

Family

School for boys, established by Rev. Sambeen kept in the

family.

It has

always

The school

is

familiarly known in the village as Little
cut has been greatly helped by a series Blue, because of its miniature mountain
in Connecti-

of half-day Sunday-school meetings in the
smaller and more remote country com-

rising abruptly by the side of the building and strangely resembling Old Mount

munities. One pastor testifies that as the
resultof the meeting held in his church

Blue which rises up against the distant
Horizon. Its chief attraction, however,
lies in the fact that before it assumed its

the attendance on'the Sunday-school

has

increased fully one-fourth, and another

present proportions it had

been

4 little

says that on acceunt of the impetus im-

retired cottage built by Jacob Abbott him-

parted by such a meeting, his Sundayschool continued its sessions through the
winter month for the first time in many
years.-LS. 8. Vorld...
...
oc
|

self, where nearly all of his literary labor

Rev.

M.

L.

Laws,

leader in Sunday-school

of

Missouri,

a

mission work

was performed, except such of his work

is sure No fo)

rougll

a careful

study and

nd erstanding of our relations

York.
;
i
An extensive lot of this fine territory,

from once a month preaching to employing a pastor for his whole time, and have

tractiveness of the place. After wandering through these woody and winding

church had a dilapidated house und once

some of stone and others of the more rus-

opened two mission stations. ‘Anpther | ways, crossing often quaint little bridges,
a month preaching, but no Sunday-school.
The:
a school, and soon coneluded

they must

repair

met every Sunday.

I. God's law touches and makes
<all human relations.
octal)

sacred

oe

a4

their house

if they

They did so, and

then called their pastor for half his time,
At the close of the year they called him
for his whole ime.

National Teacher.

delicate-looking lady of whom I shall
write further on. There are other things
in life which speak besides human lips,
and the very chairs and walls of this

cences of the brothers are kept.

In one

corner hang the shelves of no mean proportions which the heart and brain of
Jacob Abbott was enabled to fill. In
looking over these shelves I. was impressed anew with a sense of the valuable labor which the good man performed
for young people. Letme refresh your
memories with the titles of some of these
volumes, of which

bundred.

Here

there

are

are

the

over

In my, last paper I spoke of Coffee
House visitation in the early morning.
One rainy morning the missionary found

but who

city, the capital of Michigan, should claim

soon after, a man who was rot a cabman,
seemed

to

have

night, went in among them.

been out

all

When they

coffee and bread and

butter, the

tions it contained, when the man-interby askingif he thought

his

preaching did any good to the cabmen.
The missionary replied, * Perhaps they
will answer for themselves.” An old man

immediately said (while tears ran’ down
his cheeks), ¢ Ah!
blessed be God, it
has done me good, for-the Lord has

saved my soul, and I long for Sunday to
come when I can go to the Cabmen's

‘Mission Hall and sing, * Shall we gather
at the river?”

Another said, *‘ Everybody

knows what a drunkard I have

been, and

-equld not drink a cup of coffee without
some rum in it.
ed me to

Mr. Grimmett persuad-

become a teetotaler, and

now I

attend church, and am a reformed
happy man.”

and

Another said, *¢ Mr. Grim-

mett is an old friend of ours, Sir, and we

don’t allow any one to anney him.”

or six of the men

Five

pointed to the warm

wrappers around their necks which the
missionary had given them, as further in-

dications of good

done them, and the

At another Coffee House, a cabman said

to the missionary; ‘ Do you remember
talking to me in the summerat the Hyde
Park

Corner,

about

four

o'clock

one

morning. There was only my cab there,
and the birds were singing in one of the
trees close by, and you said they were
praising their Creator. You asked me if
I ever thanked him for his mercies and
goodness to me.

1 felt

1did

not, and I

did not answer; but my conscience condemned me, and I determined I would
never go, to bed again without kneeling
down and thanking him, and I have kept
my resolution.” Another said; ** Since I
read the Testament you gave me, Sir, I
have thought different to what I once did.
I read it every day, and never go to bed
without praying to God to forgive me my
sins for Jesus Christ's sake.”

Other illus-

trations might be given, but these may
suffice.
O00

Story

Rollo Rooks,

Young Christians Series;
14 volumes;

Kings

and

Stone,
10;

Rollo’s Tour in Europe,

Queens, 24;

Aboriginal

America, 8: Juno Stories, 4; Franconia
Stories; Little Learner Series, &c.
“Your brother QL said,

‘‘was the first,

|.

.

LANSING, Aug. 8, 1881.

kindred and friends, and reached

of Lansing, Mich., April 7th.

the growing minds
of childhood.
I
think he should have the honor of having
inaugurated what has since become a dis-

and
and

many letters my brother has received,

in

which the writers have said, ‘Mr. Abbott,

I grew up on your books, they have been

every thing to me !*”
" But I must not linger longer among
these pleasant places, for this article is
already too long. It has been a privilege
to have approached so near to the private
life of this noted family whose descendants are still found among the cultured
portion of our country, though the pens
of the two more noted brothers have long
been at rest. I bade the two good sisters,

MISSION

WORK

AMONG NIGHT

the city

Brethren

‘sisters were ready to welcome us,
we soon forgot we were among

strangers.

We found Lansing a flourishing
-‘‘so

OAB-

a

little

over

8,000

city of

inhabitants, situated

about 80 miles northwest of Detroit, and
60 miles north of Hillsdale. It is well
laid out; the streets are wide and
straight. To an efficient board of health
much is due in giving the city the reputation of being clean and healthy.
The
public buildings are very fine.
The
State House is an honor to the State and
an ornament to-thexcity: The State Reform School buildings are fine in appearance and well arranged. At present it
contains about 300 boys that have been
arrested for petty crimes and sent from
different parts of the State; they are from
8 to 18 years of age. Formerly they were
barred

windows, a

high wall or fence encircled
the hand-cuffs and ball and

kept

in rooms

with

the ground,
ghain were

almostin constant use and thumb-serews
and sweat-box were resorted to frequently ‘as means of punishment; but mow
these are all banished. Each bqy is put
upon his honor, and receives so many’

MEN.

+

But earnest and between’50 and 60 students; the buildings arefo be spon enlarged to accommodate more. They are educated and taught

and disappointments.

faithful labor usually brings more or less
success, and it.is so in this department of
Christian work.

Here is A."

Sunday evenings in reading the
paper.”

The

missionary

urged

newshim

to

commenced attendance at ‘the Cabman’s

state of cultivation. The college build
ings are well arranged, the barns and

We found our church in a low condition, having had no pastor for several

Mission Hall. There they learned [their
danger
as sinners, and the husband and
wife found peace in believing in the Lord

and

Christian church. The

city.

months ; many had become discouraged
the

congregation

was

scattered

Jesus Christ, and are now members of a among the sixteen other churches of the
daughter also is

There were a few that stood by the

herself

ship, having Bible readings and social

useful at the Mission Hall.
B. is a cabman, about forty years old,
who used to spend his leisure time at the

and believed and waited for the manifes:

in a hopeful

state,

and

makes

The blessed Lord has saved many

souls, and six Freewill Baptist churches
have

been

organized with

the converts,

which are all living and having pastors.

All these years

I have known

withouta

doubt that all was on God's altar, but aft-

er all there was a longing in my heart to
be filled with God.
i
Ata Free Methodist conference I was
more than ever convicted for the real fullness of the Spirit. Last summer at our.
General

Conference, in conversation with

Brothers Peckham, of Maine, and Tracey,

‘of Mass., and Sister Fenner, of

Conn, I.

found out what I needed to’pray for was
the blessingof entire sanctification. The
advised me to attend Dr. Cullis's holiness
meeting at Old Orchard ‘Beach.

there, instructed
Kenney,

by brother F.

of Portland, and Brother

And
W. McMun-

ger, I learned how to exercise faith in
the
blood of Jesus for the perfect cleansing,

and I wish to say through the Star, to
my

many brothers and ‘sisters that knew my
anxiety for this blessing, and before
whom I may never have the opportunity
of testifying, that I am so glad of the steps
I took in seeking it last summer. Jesus
sweetly keeps me all the while, and the

last year has been not only the best year

of my life for my own soul, but for those
with whom I labored, I have been at
home roany weeks with a sick mother, yet
bave been privilegéd to hold several
holiness meetings, and seen many of the
dear

children of God

go down into

the

fountain of cleansing, and come up filled
with the Spirit. I have held a few protracted efforts, where many have been saved.

Am now visiting one of the fields of last
winter's labor, at Highland, Mich.—Broth-

er John Silvernail, pastor.

We find near-

ly all the converts strong in the Lord. . A
number of them have already: obtained
Midst the hurry of harvest, and

with the

melting heat of a Michigan summer, from

forty to sixty are present at the Thursday

night prayér-meetings; and at the Sunday afternoon prayer-meeting, last Sab:

bath, over one hundred were present.
Bro. S. is a faithful pastor. He is continually receiving new members.
Last
spring ‘we held a holiness convention at
Green Oak—Brother John Rogers, pastor

of the church. Brother
R.and quite a
number. afithe church sought entire sanctification, und sinners were converted.
The result up to the present time is a

church built up in pumbers and spiritual .
power,

and

a minister

filled

with

the

Spirit to lead them on to greater victories.
I write this, praying the Spirit to bless
itto the aid of some struggling child of
God.
There is power in the blood of Jesus to

save

to the

name!

uttermost.

Yes, in

Glory

to

his

this world of labor, and

in that world of rest, shall our song be,
Not unto us, no, not

Him

unto

who has washed

the glory.

ps,

but

unto

us, will we

give

‘Now unto him who is able to

do exceeding abundantly above all that we

ask or think, according to the power that
worketh in us, unto him be glory in the

all

church, by Christ Jesus, throughout
+0

OCEAN

PARK.

A correspondent, after

speaking favor-

ably of Ocean Park as a location, says :
The

spirit of the

meetings

was

emi-

nently Christian, the social meetings spir-

one and may be made an instrument ot
great
gaod in pushing forward the inter-

ests of

the cause of God. . To me the Sun-

day-school work was the most interesting
feature of the occasion. That something

should be done to improve and ‘push forward our 8; 8. work
is apparent to ever

thinking

person.

The

‘youth

and

chil-

dren are the + glory of the world, and
the hope of the church.” The papers on

presented some
stated, our future prosperity is not assured by what we
future

our denuminational
to work and it is‘wonderfal how ingen-' important
facts. ._As these

ious and apt they.are. The State Agri
that cultural college is three miles east of the
wor- city; at present they have 220 ‘students.
an- The grounds are very pleasant, embrachis ing over 700 ‘acres of land under a high |

When the missionary first

met him on a cabstand, he told him
he had not attended any place of
ship for nearly twenty years, and in
swer to an inquiry, said that he spent

istry.

itual and profitable, and the Holy Spirit
credits per day for good behaviour, and’ ‘was present to bless. . I was converted to
the time of their stay is according to ‘their the belief, that the institution was a good

conduct. They are educated and taught
|'to work and good situations are secured
BY W.H.
for them. It is doing ‘a good work for
In this,as in every other religious work, the poor waifs rescued from the tide of
there are difficulties, discouragements, 'sin.-- The Blind Institute located here has
y

Seventeen years ago I was converted
to God; six years ago called to the min-

not ouly in church but in their daily lives,

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENCE.

writer who understood the real wants of

tinct department of literature.”
«« Ah,” she quickly responded,

BY MISS LURA A, MAINS.

the blessing of holiness, and testify to it, .

--0

the church at North Seriba, N. Y., where
for ten years we had labored in the Master's service.
We found it hard indeed
to break away from the associations]
where friends had in many ways proved
that ¢ friendship was not a mere name.”
Believing the call was of the Lord we left

such

Corner

The

him!”

to

A. E. WiLsoN.

0-0-0
ore

man confessed that he was answered sat- and was filled with the Spirit. | praise
‘lighe Lord for perfect satisfaction in Christ,
isfactorily.
St
wa

good

and

good men,

such

the pre-eminence.

mission-

ary read the fifty-fifth chapter of Isaiah,
and was speaking of the gracious invitarupted him

meetings.

‘They had

great faith

tation of approval. For the four

in God

have done,or what we now are, but depends
on the*purposes of God concerning us,and

what we can do for ourselves.
No Christian will doubt this. But does not the
success that has attended us thus far, especially in our educational interests, en-

urage us to believe that

.-

conviction of’sin, and to a trust in Jesus

Christ for salvation,

And lest he should

be led astray by strong drink, to which
he Jad been addicted, he became
totaler.

a tee-

.

‘He (God) can not have taught us
To trust in his name,
And thus far have brought us,

To put us'to shame”

But the generation that inaugyrated our
educational advance, bas nearly
passed
away. A few lingeron this side
the river, and their work will soon be ended.
Other beads must plan, and other hands
execute for thefuture. As advantages

and privileges increase, “responsibilities

increase. Where much. is givén much is
required. The past was surrounded
also
with difficulties,but by persevering effort *

and God's blessing
months | surmounte
d. = And

ese difficulties were
by the same self-deny“conse

-publie house. He was induced to atiend “there
he
stant ‘increase of in: |
has beena
ing And perse
the Mission Hall. The Word reached terest and numbers; two have been bap- orati
to ‘God, «with his blessing,
on
tic wood, which span the capricious path]
his heart, and brought him under deep | tized and ten have united with the | «« Whatever obstructs, obstruets in vain.”

way of the Beaver Dam Brook; or pausing to notice the ‘shores of the fern
edged pond so unexpectedly encountered
in these woods,
- with its graceful little
islands, you will be inclisied to end your

tH

tion should be interested, this growing

were seated, and were supplied with their

- The first of April we bade farewell to

were

The so-

about a dozen cabmen ready to enter one
of these houses as soon as it opened, and

loved the Harpers!” said Mrs. C. “They
friends

a better house of worship and are now ag-

itating the question of building.

ciety is free of debt and has a large, valu.
able corner lot. If there is any place in
the Western States where the denomina-

one

Harper

«*Ah, how my brothers

Books, 12 in all.

~

adopt a different course, and gave him a blooded stock are of interest to farmas was (lone in Europe, or for his pubNew Testament. A. beganto read this, er. The school system of the city is of
lishers and friends, the Harper's in New and
Ai
then with his wife and’ daughter the best.

v4 reason, worthy of our highest con- in that State, tells of a church there that lying from the Sandy River across the
‘sideration
and most careful -regard; his had a Sunday-school but became con- village streets and extending to the
authority over us is supreme and absolute, vinced that the church ought to meet woods beyond, was bought by the father
resting npom the most substantial founda- every Sunday, and unitein the study of lof the well-known. authors and it has
“tion, and ought never to be denied; his God's Word, when they could not have since been laid out in beautiful and inter- administration of this authority isso full preaching. In one year. they had gone esting’ grounds, adding much to the at- of wisdom, mercy and love, that we ought
wn into an affectionate and loyal

then you are at once presented to a quiet,

J deserted by its fair tenants. It waits for at length, farewell, and as I wished the
a literary resurrection.
Quite at the -dear woman in her; quiet chair ¢ Many
lower extremity of Maine St. is found the more years of“peace and comfort,” she
classic nook of Farmington. Every one lookedup in my face with a pathetic apto his taste, as the familiar phrase has it, peal in her sightless eyes, ‘out of which
and so the friend and lover of books will there looked a soul, longing for the refind his attraction irresistibly drawn to
turn of the old . days of usefulness, and
that quaint little cottage situated at the
added to my words’ of parting, softly,
most quiet and retired end of Maine St., wistfully the question, ‘“ Aud ‘the return
which now contains all the most inter- of my eyesight P
:
esting reminiscences of the well-known
PN SA
Abbott family.

profession of their faith during a certain
period, 140 were members of the Sundayschool. Another pastor on a similar occasion stated that of 121 thus admitted, 98
—8. 8. World.
The Sunday-school cause

is Mrs. C., a wid-

never tiring delight, and among the first
impressions of a literary character then’ dainty little home have an expressive
indelibly fixed upon my mind were those language of their own. Nothing has
derived from reading the History of Na- been added to, or taken from these rooms
polean Bonaparte contained. in some of for many, many
pears, and an air of
those same volumes. I understand now, quaintness, A
refinement rests
J
that the charm which irresistibly drew upon every object.
After a pieasant chat
on my childish attention in those days Mrs. C. pointed me to the portraits of her
was due, ‘not to the ‘historical fact of the brothers upon the wall, ¢all of whom,” she
great man’s life, but to the genius of J. said, (five in number, if I remember cor.C. Abbott, the writer and historian, who ‘rectly,) “fitted for the ministry at AnSold the story of his favorite Hero. The dover, but on account of bronchial troubles
‘pages of dry history would have been only one was able to devote himself
swept over with swift, impatient fingers to
other
Among
that profession.”
for something more entértaining, but skétches she directed my atttentiento¥
those thrilling stories of bivouacs guard- one, a very correct one, of the little coted by lonely sentinels, when the hero sat tage in which Mr. Abbott wrote all the
with folded arms by blazing camp-fires, Rollos and did much other literary work
planning the campaign of the next day; except such as he went abroad to do,
or those grim battles where the Eagles of «« all of which he sent home to be copied
France ever soared victorious, guided by by my sister, there,” said Mrs. C. turning
the star of the Child of Destiny—held me to the quiet little figure sitting opposite
spell-bound and caused the child to for- us.
get that she was reading history.
Then I learned for the first time the
Remembering, then, the pleasure and history of this dear woman whose name,
profit derived, so early in life from this like many another one of the world’s ungifted author, and being mindful, too, of known benefactors, has never been added
another name which the youth of our to the public roll of honor.
land must ever hold in even more grate“My sister,” continued Mrs. C., ‘‘copied
ful reverence, that of Jacob Abbott, tie
\every one of her. brother's manuscripts,
author of the famous Rollo Books, it was taking as much interest in them as though
with real delight that I crossed, a few
they had been her own, and in the evendays ago, the threshold of the quaint liting when her days work was done, she
tle cottage in Farmington, where two sismust read the Tribune and the Times beters of this once large and gifted family
fore going to bed. Her work was too
still reside.
oh
trying for her and she is now totally
The pleasant village of Farmington, blind.
;
aside from its literary and educational
Mrs. C. very kindly conducted me to
renown, is famed for the natural beauty the room now occupied by the blind sisof its situation. It rests on the gentle ter, where the library and many reminis-

trees, once
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of Harper’s

knees, over

How love fulfills the law.

The

IDA HAZELTON.

childhood is that of sitting on the floor of

relation of the law to

(From Rev. Dr.

Abbott brothers spent the last years of his
valuable life.
2
The pleasant-faced, genial lady who
greets you at the door

Gospel.

a seat

within the quiet cotiage where one of the

Among the most vivid recollections of owed sister of Joh and Jacob Abbott;

The letter and the spirit of law.

II.

Exodus 20: 12—21.

TT.
W.

"BY

TOPICS FOR THOUGHT AND STUDY.

-

READINGS.

The commandments.

ML.

God ought always te be approach-

III.

ed with profound reverence.

wanderings, as I did, by seeking

OLASSIO FARMINGTON,

:

others.

STAR, AUGUST 24, 1881.

Communications,

II. Some of the most dangerous sins
may be hidden away in the heart of the
sinner, and be entirely unsuspected by

Sunday-School Lesson.--Sept. 4.

:

1

266

8. $. Brpurtment.

3

ple

not die with the past,or
church. The Sunday-school is in a very Waar
God will not
ion, and
generat
resent
prosperous condition. ~ Prayer and con- | P
to be graciqus. The first great
cenge
ference meetings well attended and inter- | effort should
be to” Yeplenish our empty
esting. The pastor and members are treasuries, and place our institutions of
greatly encouraged.” We need very much learning on 3 sound financial0 basis.

°

Rn

"JR
)
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one, and out of that gully, turning to the left, “Then,” said Rows, *if that is your
THE. LIVER.

MISSION WORK.

-

| and

a weary

to a'mud

CONDUCTED BY REY. G.C. WATERMAN .
WHERE SHALL WE SEND THEM?
We mean the young people who are
going away from home to school next

walk

round another

house, with the rain

from

eaves, where the

tank,

r

down

place was

nar

|

row to hold an mmbrella,~uncomfortable!
The puri here was a very intelligent woman,
and I got wholly plesse and
t. We
came out of that
gully, still bolding
a southerly
course, went on a little, to a house where
learning and where a dear old lady

gard

.
Many do not enjoy such advantages
seto
home
from
go
must
ren
child
Their

cording to the relative expense of differ-

DANGER

Our schools are

a cost.

else at so small

Nothing more

colors cased, while

FROM

Teach-

Proctor

of particular interest:

can afford to work at a less salary than

helping to train those who are to be lead-

are among the finest scholars and most
skillful teachers in the profession. Some
of them are excelled by none an
equaled by few. Asa whole they com-

ets may be,

we

bodies;

of

bodies,

rear presented a less martial sight,

know—nay,

as clothing and order were concerned.
But all these men were conquerors, and
their very. appearance bespoke the hardships and privation they and their State
At
had undergone to win in the struggle.
the head of the respective lines were the

probably are—followed by similar trains

pare favorably with the teachers of other

schools of the highest grade.

aught

of larger

There are

therefore,

which might penetrate the soft yet strong
seminaries having finer buildings and aerial armor of the earth and reach her
more costly appliances than ours, but few surface as dangerous, death-dealing misthat are producing men and women betgy siles. If the earth passed through a
denser portion of the meteoric train of
ter fitted to do the world's work well, such a comet as that of 1811, it is probaand to become leaders in society, church. ble that many would be killed by the
Let us stick by our own zerolithic masses rushing with planetary
and state.
schools; give them our sympathy, and velocity through our air. But, if, instead
put it into dollars and “cents if we can; of the train, the earth encountered the
head of such a comet, where probably the
send them our song’and daughters and meteors are more densely strewn, the
follow the children with our prayers. So mischief would likely be more serious
shall we encourage teachers and trustees ; still. It is by no means improbable that
build up and strengthen our schools, if the earth rushed through the head and
making them, year by year, even better nucleus of such a comet as that of 1811,
tens of thousands would be killed by metthan they are now; we shall teach our eoric downfall. Fortunately, the danger
children to love our own institutions, and of such an encounter is so small that it
- the zeal and devotion of the may be estimated *‘ almost as naked nothto imitate
b
men and women who are toiling to make ing
he real danger to which thie earth and
them a grand success.
the other planets are exposed is of a dif.
.

5 Midnapore

Alphonso

Houghton

ferent kind.

Life.

is growing

up

a fine

out, when

Our

Mission

has no good

facilities for

giving this education at present.

There is a *‘ Local

Mission

:

school” in Mid-

napore, where a good course of English is
tanght, in connection with the Bengali, and
Alphonso was entered there, the first of May.

He lives in our compound as before and
boards himself.
His monthly expenses are
now greater than before. We have just taken
a new little boy on “ faith.” His mother has
“gone to the bad,” but had a wish that this little fellow should be cared for, and gave him to
me.
Our good neighbor, the judge's lady, saw
him at our house the other day, and was greatly taken with him, and said she would send

teacher’s school, in their Eng-

and

“‘ rains ” means business, so as we left the garry, the before brimful earth was rutfning over
—when we &tarted, the treacherous sky said
a drop

of rain to-day,”

shoes at home.

so we

The filthy, narrow

left our

drain run-

sewerage into the

mud of the gully; and we were glad enough to
get to the first turn, short to the right, and our

first house was but a few steps further, the establishment of a proud Brahmin. In this house
is a significant

sign.

On

at the

account of the rain-

the first door in the wall was opened, and we

were led through a pretty little open court, one

side of whieh was occupied by an idol house.
The door was open and much within could be
seen. The family god was seated, life size, It

which in May, 1866, suddenly blazed

out

away to 1t8 6Fdinary
weeks.

few

luster,

brilliancy

side of the court, in full view, the Zenana
teaching went on—the daughter and granddaughter of the Brahmin were the pupils. Aftwere repeated,

We

with wa:

ter, not 80 bad as the mud and sewerage. ~ The
next turn short to the left; we had to skirt the
slippery banks of a tank, with houses ¢lose
this a little

grassy walk, and then to the borders of a large

swimniing.

Men, geese and ducks were

Here we entered by an arched

gate—a rather nice house, a native doctor's, A

pretty young wife reads, and listens attentively
to the religious teaching.
fer ti

id

IF tan axe’ of Tho, toi ave

turned to the lef, und soon came to a horrid
cluster of roof corners, of different hights, with
sharp ends of bamboos sticking out. Thin fol
lowed an irregular succession of dodges to save
the head from sharp knocks, and also simulta
neous efforts to keep the balance of a rather

Sambersome body on the Slip

a

ry mud, This

hand, helped me upon toa wet verandah.

By Sis te

pupils

wy ol

were not ready,

A

had got short,
as the

and sitting on a wet ves

randah w th wet clothes and feet, was Teally a

little trying, Three women read here.
parently rather barren

soil,

with

Nasal

Catarrh

heart and

other

complica-

tions all removed,
and yet I have not taken
one-half of your medicine.
My friends all
congratulate me op my recovery.
My thanks
to you also. My weight before taking your
| Treatment wus 118 pounds; present weight 155
pounds.” Our Treatise on Compound Oxygen,
containing large reports of cases and full information, sent free. Drs. Starkey & Palen,
1109 and 1111 Girard Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

millions of ages

Ap-

After thie, we

came backby the large tank, then by the small

ALL DISEASES OF
THE STOMACH,
KIDNEYS, SKIN,

DYSPEPSIA,
LIVER
COMPLAINTS,

&

&

G

two

o'clock

we

back.

Accounts

agree

in de-

scribing the display and ceremony on the

occasion a8 quite imposing. : The British
appeared

in

among them

new

a few

uniforms,
days

distributed

before,

and

it

only required the flying of their standards |
to give their march the effect of a holiday

parade.

But their colors were cased, and

they were prohibited from playing either
a French or an American tune. Fits was

the return of a compliment, a piece of

A

§

11,000,000 Bottles
SOLD

SINCE

This Syrup possesses
It

Stimulates

Saliva,

which

1870.

Varied Properties.

the

Ptyaline fn the

converts

the Starch

and

Sugar of tho food into glucose.
A defi=
ciency in‘ Ptyaline causes Wind and
Souring
of the food in the stomach.
If
the
medicine is taken immediately
after
eating the fermentation of food is prevent

It acts w
the Liver.
It acts upon the Kidneys.
It
the Bowels.
It Pu
the Blood,
Ie
the Nervous System.
It

motes

tion.

He

|

Perspiration.
It rally s the ! hereditary tain! ty or poison
in the blood,
Which generates Scro:
, Erysipelas, and all manner of skin diseases and
internal humors.
There are no spirits employed in its manu.
facture, and it can be taken by the most delicate babe, or by the aged and feeble, careonly
being pedro in attention to directions.
DRUGGISTS
WEW

SELL

77

Laboratory,

YORK

West

IT.

3d St.,

CITY.

the past few

weeks,

owing

to

)

@o

L 5

Surgical History of the War

of the

Rebellion,

of the thousands of cases of wounds in the liver, not above

sixty survived,

not violent ones.

The

record

and

they were

is filled with

recoveries from gunshot wounds in the head,
the lungs and the pelvic region, butit is a ‘mir
acle” when one outlives even an ordinary

simple. Itis composed of two lobes, which
lie directly under the right lung, and is of a
spongy character.
When the venou¥ blood is
circulating from the various parts of the body
to the lungs, it passes thro
this organ, and
is there relieved
of its rank
poisons, «part of

which are used for digestion and part for a
cathartic of the waste materials of the food we
eat.

53

:3-

=

of

§

Co., N. H.

I have used Dr. Clark Johnson’s Indian
Blood Syrup for Rheumatism, Neuralgia and
Liver

and

Complaint,

troubled since.

have

never

been

I never knew a well day’ be-

fore I took your medicine.

Mgrs. H. KNOWLTON.
‘
Rockingham Co., Portsmouth,N. H.
1 had a very Weak Stomach and was unable
to attend to my work, as I ‘cottld not eat to
keep up my strength. I purchased some of

Dr. Clark

Johnson's Indian Blood

Syrup, and

greatly benefited by ia use. I recomwas
;
mend it.to be a reliable remedy.
JOSEPH WAINE.
Manchester, N. H.
:
‘General Lincoln was compelled to surThis is to certify that I have-used Dr. Clark
in my family
Syrup
Blood
render at Charleston the year before. Johnson’s Indian
The matter came up at the meeting of: for the past two years, and consider it the best
nown., When the children
the commissioners, ‘This is a harsh ar- family mediei
a slight cold, and aré threatened: with fe| get
ticle,” said Ross to Laurens.
ver,
a few doses will set them right.”In m
+ Which article?” answered-the latter. -own case T use it; and think it-the best -medi=-|-and
"The troops
shall march out, wilh ¢ol- “oleI over took for bronchial difficulty
has become chronic and
ors cased, and drums beating a British or constipation,butwhith
I think the Syrup will finally
stubborn;
a German march,”
‘|
cure me,
‘“ Yes, sir,” returned Laurens, with a
WILLL
PHERSON.
Blood
Indian
A
the
for
wanted
ouch of sang froid, “it is a harsh arti- s Agents
yru| in every town or village, in which I have no
agent. Particulars given on application.

justifiable as well ns poetic retaliation, on

the part of the Americans for what the
enemy were pleased to command when

.

PA

J

ILLSDALE COLLEGE. — Michigan. Collegi-

HE
Scientific, Theological, Commercial, Preparatory, Music and Art
partinents. * Elective
studies. Admits both sexes. Best of
us influences.
Thorough and cheap. Finest
college
buildings In the orests
tion, Selden
ees, Of
a year. Board,

«

ed

Be
if oc een
Musié $15 and Painting $13 a term.
Bie 430:
or

of

. Is a Positive Cure
-'1t

will cure entirely the worst form

proved

did a few

P

t.

The

d

y to can-

Bloating,

Headaches,

NervousPr

Systematic Theology, Pastoral
logy, Homi-~
letics and Church
History. Theological students

,

General Debility, -Sleeplessness, Depression and Indigestion.
That feeling of bearing down, causing pain, weight

have access to the classes and lectures of the eollege. Financial aid 18 rendered to those needing

it.

and backache, is always p
tly cured
by its use.
1t will at all times and under all eircumstances
act in
harmony with the laws that g

the female

LYDIA E. PINKHAMS{EGETABLE COM.

od Western Avenue,

Lynn, Mass. Price$1. Six boitlesfor §5. Sent
by mail
in the form of pills, also inthe form of lozenges, on
receipt of price, $1 per box for
er. Mrs. Pinkham

freely answers all letters of inqui#y. Send for pamph-

let, Address as above. Mention this Paper.

No family should be without LYDIAE. PINKHAM'S
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousnesg,
and torpidity of the liver, 25 cents
per box.

ar Sold by all Druggists.

Nov. 7, 1881.

A

both

RY

The astonishing success of this Elixir, ana
the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
its, superiority over all other remedies of the
kind, for

Lung and Throat Affections.

HALF A CENTURY OLD,
;

:
{

2

Js a sure

Coughs,

remedy

Colds,

for

Whooping

Cough, and all Lung diseases, when used in season,
Fifty years ago, Elder
Downs was given up by his

-

|

this Elixir, was cured
and lived to a good old age

You can try it for the price
of one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

Lands;

-

ducts, Herds; Wages, all Trades and Professions; Mercantile and Manufacturing
Business; all Statistics; Areas;
Rainfalls; Manitoba,
British Columbia, Alaska, Texas—
every section beyond the Mississippi. Sells to every class,
and Secures the most unqualified endorsements. Subatantially bound. 10 inches in length and over 7 in width, out=
side measure,
Address BRADLEY, GARRETSON & Co.,

No, 68 N, Fourth Street, Philadelphia, Pas

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
LEAD

Morning Star

the

health

They also keep a full assortment of Anti-Masonic Books, and publish the Christian
nosure,
16mafe
weekly paper
opposed to secret
docieties.
y
¥

the

BUCKEYE BELL FOUNDRY

Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churehes,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FULL

struggle be-

W. RRANTEDL Catalogue sent Free.
ANDUZEN

How thig

can

best

governors

be done

has

of the

Shiv

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

of

CENTER,
= =

begins

= = = Principal,

August

29, 1881.

Study.—Colle;

Preparator;

ommercigl,

to those preparing

low,

Advantages

VT.

to

special atten
teach.

excellent.

Ex-

The

best

Freewill Baptist Publications.
Doctrine

Views

is a small book

in Raper

covers,

the first 44 pages of the

Treatise.

detail, the

of our

embracing

Price

6 cents,

or 50 cents per dozen, and 4 cents postage.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existence,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with censiderableearly

events

history.
$1.00, including postage.
The Treatise
contains

a brief statement

denominationa¥

of

Fo
the

doctrines

held by
the denomination,
and eur genera}
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au~
thors of She General Conference. 25 cents; poss
e, 1 cent.

The Mos $ng

Star.

is a large religious paper of eight pages, in it.
fifty-third volume. - If is able, literary and pro
grossive,
All
communications, should be ad
gsed to Dover, N. H.
.
Terms ;—$3.00
per
year, if
d strietl:
in advance j, $2.50 ir
d paid, sur A
first thirty days, and $3.50 if not.

Postage is paid by the publisher.
:
The Littls ih sioo
japon
are
Babbath-school
papers,
pri
alternate
weeks, on superior
gH
og
rab
Both papers are of the same size, but the LiTTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
. Terms: single copy, each, «
35 cents,
Packages of ten of more to one ad. dress, each, «=
05 cents
Payment always in advance, discontinued when
time expires, and no commission allowed on mone.
ey sent.
Ph
Sample copies sent free.
:
8.8. Quarterly.
J
aay
This Magazine of 32 pages, contains Be Inter
national lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. It is intended
be equal to the best,
TERMS : 20 cents per copy in packages for the
year, or 25 cents to single subscribers,

One copy.
Lesson Papers
of the International
and children,

are

Series,

printed

6 cents tox

for both

i

adults

monthly, at therate o¥

100 copies to one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance. Discontinued
when time expires.
Sample copies sent free.
Lat
‘
4
The Psalmody

is the

demominational

‘sively used. Large
Morocco Gilt,
90;
co.

Hymn

Book,

exten.

£0; Moroos
Sheep,
Turkey Gilt, 1.50,

book, in
1.25;

Postage 9 cents each. Small, Morocco, 65 ote;

| postage 4 cents,
>
Spiritual Songs.

©

This book of nearly 1100 Hymns with tunes

:

is

fries Bu, ST, ach fun,

strength,

‘| edition is a selection of just one-half of the hymns!
r book, and is designed more par
+"

system.

been outlined

above, ry a4 suchit is cordially recommended
to-all+as the most efficient means for securing
the Dest of health and continued happiness. .

per week.
A. MOULOhio.

offered to our churches as the best of all books of
@ abridged
the kind now before the public.

both of which ‘are the privilege of the race
In order to counteract these terrible influences
y
“the greatest careis Yequired, 08
‘ present time, i guarding the kidneys and liver,
which’are the

1836 to 1880, 18 vols.

cents.

public with

and

complete, from

By Rev. C. G. Finney, D. D.
A Distinguished Author, Noted Preacher, and
late President of Oberlin
College, Ohio.
He renounced Masonry soon after his conversion to
Christ. Messrs.
E.°A, COOK & CO., 13 Wabash
Avenue, Chicago, Ill. Price in Paper covers 36

Malarial poison,
ween mankind and disease,
with its insidious power, the influences of
heat, cold, bad water and jmpure food all com+
bine to undermine

PIPE

FREEMASONRY
~ "EXPOSED!

will cure every. form of liver disease and kid
:
:
wey disorder.
a constant

OF

are bound; also the Register from 1833 to 1852
bound, first
8 vols. of ¥. B. Quarterly, 6 vols. of
Oldshausen’s Com. on the New Testament, 2 vols,
Bromfleld’s Greek Testament, with notes, 2 vols.
Master of Pulpit Eloquence, &c¢., &c., which he
would gladly sell, being in poor health.

that if taken faithfully and
the utmost faith
persistently, according to the directions, it
be

OF

THE
STAR AND BOOKS FOR SALE.
* Rev. 8. M. Weeks, of Milford, Mass.,” has the

its elements and compositions purely vegeta-

to

MANUFACTURERS

Apr, 3

to $28 per

Commercial Department in the State. Students
will be conveyed. free of charge, to and from the
depot at Waterbury at the beginning and close of
each term on applieatjon,
Address Rev. 8S. D.
Church, at Waterbury, or, for the present, the:
Principal, at Hill, N, H.
:

Homestead, Railroad and other

AND

20, 1882;

TA

COLLEY,

Courses

Transportation, Prices; Social, Educational and Religious

GRINDERS

Jan.

Fourth,

ELIHU HAYES, Sec. Trustees.

Fall Term

Tells all about

Condition; Nationalities represented: Climate, Soils,

to

College Fees $7 to $8 per term or $25
year.
Board, (including room rent) $2,15
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doubtless to the poor drainage in many localities and the consequent accumulation of green
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now exploded because malarial poisoning is
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What, therefore, can be the cause for this
terrible increase of malaria in all parts of the
Unquestionably the
States and Territories?
drinking water used in every portion of the
land is the most active agency for carrying
malaria into the system. This water may be
clear, but it has become poisoned by filtration

in
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For the cure of Kidney-Complaints of either sex

gerous epidemic. * Prof. Chadbourne is not an
alarmist and what he says is confirmed by oth-

er distinguished medical

stage of d
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case and then gave it to the world, It acts
both as a food and a restorer on the kidneys and
liver so that when disease is cured in ome of
these organs it can not go to the other, but is
entirely removed from the system.
The symptoms of kidney and liver difficulties are great, and unnatural weariness, headache, belching of wind and food from the
stomach, constipation,
piles, displacements
and inflammation of the sexual organs of women, a sullow countenance, skin eruptions, and
the especially fatal complaints of the hot season.
These troubles are caused principally
by malaria, which is, at the present time becoming so great an evil in this land,—so much
so that President Paul A. Chadbourne, of
Williams College, has just published a long
and interesting article on its wide-spreading
prevalence.
He states that malarial poisen appears in all localities, the high and dry, the
low and damp, in the crowded oily and the
roomy country, and there are no
differences
as to the effects produced.
Malaria is in the
water we drink, in the air we breathe, in the
food we eat, and while constantly
‘and naturally increasing with the growth of the country,
it is just at present afflicting us, as the epizooty

early

h
thereis checked very speedily
by its use.
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroysall craving
for stimulants, and relieves weakness of the stomach.
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Change of Life.
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ture of the disease is intensified, and hence a
neglect of any disorder in this organ is almost
certain to bring on chronic liver disease, 80
terrible to contemplate.
In curing liver troubles, not only must the organ be rid of its old
complaint,
but, at the same time, it must be
prevented from contracting other diseases, and
the
agency used must have such power with
the kidneys and lungs (the other two purifiers
of the blood) that it will, while restoring the
impaired liver, give to them strength sufficient
to do part of the purifying work of the disabled prgan.
There is a
peculiar dependency
between the-kidneys and liver, and no Jeredy
can be of benefit which does not act. upon bot!
at the same time. The reason why so little
success has hitherto been reached in the treatment of liver disease is because the. philosophy
of treatment has been lame and the remedies
employed have been inadequate.
It is a conceded fact that until within the past few years
there has been no known remedy for chronic
kidney diseases, and it is certain that the liver
can not be restored to its right action if the
kidneys are affected. It is a fact that when the
liver is diseased the kidneys also are troubled;
hence, it follows that liver diseases are hard" to
cure chiefly because the doctors know of no
agency which will at one and the same time
operate on both the kidneys and the liver.
Admitting then, that no form of treatment
can be effective which does not seek to reach.
both the liver and the kidneys at the same
time, it would be strange indeed, if in all the
researches of this wonderful &ge “of scientific
invention no such remedy had been found.
The doctors admit they have nothing to offer,
but independent scientists have honored their
learning and patience, by discovering a pure
vegetable remedy whose success in the past
few years in the treatment of kidney difficulties, shows conclusively that it can cure every
form of known kidney disease, and what it has
done for the kidneys it is equally able to do and

who
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@n abscess on my
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of America.
in every
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hon.
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most,
terrible
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follow, The
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The Best REMEDY KNOWN to Man!

We have

reach the closing scene, The army of
Cornwallis marched out as prisoners of
war, groufided their arms, and then

i

Dys
sia Liver
plait: Fever &
Ague, Rheuma-

tism, Dropsy, Heart Disease, Bil=
iousness,
Nervous debility, etc.

no reason to believe that that will happen during millions of years to come
which has not happened during millions
of years which have passed.
In other
words, there is no danger which science
recognizes as likely to arise from comets.

Marquis Laval the French party, each of

BLOOD.

(TRADE MARK.)

before either the historic

or the geologic record began.

During

tioner,

:

marched

handsome tank.

chitis, painin the

all, or very little, and as to those comets
which, if they fell directly on the sun,

letter? It must be so; it will soon be gone!
After that house, till the next turn, it was

Beyond

suffering

HEART DISEASE; = B=

one hundred men.

. they not plainly show that idol worship, even
among its high priests, is getting to be a dead

on us, on the other side.

“have been

for a number of years, but never so much as I
do now.
I have also a slight cough, which my
doctor says is Bronchitis.
Iam also sufferin,
with Dyspepsia, and, in fact, I am in genera
bad health.”
In January, 1880, eight months
after beginning the Treatment, he says: ‘I
am now in perfect health,
Dyspepsia, Bron-

So far as the only comet known to travel on a path'closely approaching the sun
is concerned, there is either no danger at

have signs. like these in other houses, and do

and ‘grass filled

Louisiana,

sent for the Compound Oxygen Treatment in
May, 1879. In describing his case, be said:

*[

A

greatest importance in physical health,

and Liver Cure was the discovery

At noon of the 19th [October] we have
the first act of surrender.
Yorktown
changed bands;
Two redoubts on the
left of the enemy's works were at that
hour taken
possession of by detachments
from the
allied army. Colonel Richard
Butler commanded the American and the

water
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in a
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mains that though it may not be the special
seat of love and passion, it is after all of the

does do for the liver.

ers, and flowers were strewn around.
The
holy shell to wake up the god in the time of
worship was lying in front. On the opposite

running

Harper's

portion of his

THE SURRENDER OF YORKTOWN.

and all finished with the Lord’s prayer.

the

the right where
arms.—Henry
P.

enormous

was ornamented with garlands of fresh flow-

er the lessons were over, texts

between

Prompt Relief in Catarrh and Bronchitis,

tends in the past, over the whole time
covered by the
geologic record, and for

ning along the base of a high, long, brick
* house, overflowed its black

even

general,

British

the

marched

ust.

would cause mischief, not one is known
which has a path approaching him within many millions of miles. There is
then, no recognized danger of this kind,
except such as may be thus represented.
There may now exist unknown to us, and
traveling somewhere in interstellar space,
a comet of the more dangerous sort, whose
path chances to be such that eventually
that comet must fall directly upon the
sun. But to this danger—such as -it is—
our solar system has been exposed during
the whole time over which histery ex-

our first gully, it began to rain, and rain in the

“not

sun,

with 80Q, times its former

He is

to Burra Bazar

Johnston, in

of

ing thing on the face of the earth and of
whatever other planets may be the abode
of life.
The sun's heat is due to the
gravitating energy of his own mass ; and,
although - astronomers no longer entertain the theory that the downfall of me-

then

two lines to a fleld on
they grounded
their

flight of meteors forming the head of
such a comet as that of 1811, fell directly
upon the sun, his heat would be temporarily much increased. It might well be
as greatly increased as were the light and
heat of the star in the Northern Crown,

lish lessons, for she as well as myself is ambitious to have them get into a higher class before the usual time, and they will.
Bina Hatch is doing finely in school, and we
hope before long to have herfbegin to go with
the Zenana teachers,to learn the work.
Yesterday’s Zenana work was rater misera-

Just before we got

whose troops

steady emission of heat, yet it is certain
that if the denser portion of a great

small in body but large in brain, He also is in
the ** Local Mission school,” and is the first in
his class. These two get belp every morning

ble.

fately returned it to

(from 250 to 860 miles per second), is the

him?
"
This boy and Alphonso live together, and
one more boy, the intellectual gem of our

in the Zenana

movements

comet's downfall, as to destroy every liv-

cause of any considerable

to take

young community, Aaron A. Myers.

Lincoln, Stuben, Knox, and the rest. Leading the British came. General ;0’Hara inThe latter pleaded
stead of Cornwallis.
illness, but he sent his sword by O'Hara to
As O’Hara
be given up to Washington.
advanced to the chief, he was referred to
Lincolp, who upon receiving the sword as
a token of the enemy’s submission, immed-

as. I

the comet which bears his name (the
comet of 1680), that if the course of the
comet should be directly toward the sun,
the heat of that luminary might for a
time be so enormously increased by the

teors on the

school but comes and sits by the teacher and
learns.to sew. He has already made himself

Doesn't scrae one want

the

Fayette,

La

Rochambeau,

Washington,

velocity with which they would reach him

two rupees a month for him till October, when
she returns tq England. He is a lovable boy
about eight years old, is never idle out of

two jackets.

discussing

mounted—

nobly

commanding ‘generals,

know, before the time of Sir Isaac Newton recognized the danger.
Hé pointed

young man.
He is one of the very few whom
we think worthy to receive an English educa-

tion.

No astronomer, so far

The French troops presented
spectacle in their white uni-

of an attraction in outward

Larger com-

for

ject of great solicitude; but the truth still re-

icans were less
wound in the liver, No other proof is needed
appearance, but not the less eagerly eyed of the delicacy of its structure, nor of its exAmong the
by their late antagonists.
susceptibility to injuries, whether viowar-worn Continentals there was variety | ireme
lent, like a gunshot wound, or as the result of
from a wound proof dress, poor at the best, distinguishing disease. Of course injury
the men of the different lines; but, to com- duces speedy results, and though organic disaffect the patisht fof years, and renthere was a sol- ease may
pensate for lack of show,
his life a long continued burden, the same
dierly bearing about them ‘which command - der
end
is
eventually
reached.
Re
.
The militia formed in their
ed-attention.
The structure of the liver is delicate and yet
so far-

rendered incandescent during their flight

through our air—are seen.

Turned Upside Down.”

av their head, and gorgeous standards of
white silk, embroidered with golden fleursde-lis, floating along the line. * The Amer-

sions are followed by billions of billions
of meteoric bodies, and when the earth
s through such a train thousands of
ling stars— that is, of meteoric bodies

These men and women

£

Undoubtedly the discovery of the fact

and of the passions, has led the people, as is
‘natural,
to neglect what formerly was an ob-

forms, with plumed and decorated officers

and interested in building up its institutions. They feel that they can serve our
‘He, might bringdanger of a very serious
people, and through them the caunsé of kind. For instance, we know that some
by
ively
than
effect
more
way
no
t,
in
Chris
comets of comparatively
small dimen.
ers in our work.

love.

follow was an old British march with the

surrender.
a brilliant

Can comets in any way bring danger to
the earth? Science can not in this case
answer positively that there is no danger.
The fall of a comet onthe earth, utterly
unlikely though such an occurrence may

would be required in other places. They
are strongly attached to the denomination

i

£

was

that the liver is not the seat of the affections,

World

©

event of national interest, much has been said
Americans on their right, and extending and
written about the injurious effects of
for more than a mile toward the ticld of wounds
in this organ, and according to the

as to possible dangers resulting from them, are

ers, being able to live at smaller expense,

liver

Modern research, however, has shown this to
be an error, and hence less attention and care
have been bestowed on this organ than in the
early days when it was supposed to play so

As the prisoners moved out of their
works along the Hampton road, they
found the French and American armies
drawn up on either side of the way, the

COMETS.

tors, the following opinions of Prof.

In the opinion of the ancients the

the tune they chose to

juite appropriate title of “The

1]

5

the seatof the affections and of the passions.

important a part in making war and cajoling

said;

marched out with

é
I]

Injury from Wounds or Disease.

the article

was

stood, and the enemy

In view of the general interest in comets,
awakened by the presence of our celestial visi-

generally located in places where the cost

of living is comparatively small.

wallis did not command at Charleston.”
+ ‘There, sir,” said Laurens, ‘‘ you extort another observation. It is not the individual that is here considered ; it is the
nation. This remains an article, or I
cease to be’ a commissioner.”

People.

Its Delicate Structure and Susceptibility to

« But,” rejoinéd Ross. ** my Lord Corn-

ence, so we don't want any one to pity us,.—S.
Be

patronize our own schools ; for, as a rule,
equal advantages can be found nowhere

y

¥

German march.

‘pleasant work.
y
I must add, that this is not a eommon experis

sure to

be pretty

Such will

ent schools.”

ungal-

American

other than to march out with colors casnot beatinga British or a
ed and drums

Mary.
goneto another part of the town
with another set of teachers. After a change
of clothes, we compared notes, and rejoiced on
the whole for the privilege of doing this

mainly ac-

obliged to decide the «question

but were

lantly refused any honors of su

our long, slow ride home was hard to bear.

cure such opportunities as tifey need.
Where shall they be sent? Some will be

The Unusual Attention which this Organ
is now Attracting from

8 on that occasyon had

made
a brave defense,

, to a cold,
wet verandah. The tes
and papils were wet and cold too, and ‘I was
rather glad to getaway, and by another gully a
quarter of a mile beyond the one we went in
at, found the garry. The horse bad been taken out and put under shelter, so we had to sit
and shiver and wait. The wind was fresh and

to denominational cohsiderations.

]
Laurens,
- who had been
made prisoner at Charleston with Lincoln’s army,
to remind Ross

that the Ame

year. Those who live in the immediate
iva
vicinity of good schools, which their chil- |
can attend and board at home, will generally patronize such schools; without re-
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OF MINISTERS,

At the late session of a Quarterly Meet-

ing in the West, we think, according
report

an inquiry

was:

made

into

to
the

' standing-and service of each minister in
- it. An excellent custom, and one which,
in some form, should be adop‘ed by every
‘Quarterly Meeting in the denomination.
Had

this custom

prevailed

ameng

us

from the time it was practiced in effect by
the early Fhthers,

it would

this time was with the stomach, which failed
for.a time to perform its functions, and

tenders, who obtrude themselves on the
public, and prosecute their plans reck-

‘not with the wound,

REV. J. M. BREWSTER,

AF All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
sddressed to the Publisher, Dover,

thread he is still heldto life. The difficulty

have

spared

which

seems

to be

doing very well. Since the war the President has suffered from chronic dyspepsia,
and it is quite likely that the attending
physicians, in their anxiety about the
wound, have neglected this organ, until
the alarming symptoms of last week concentrated their attention upon it. Very
gradually the patient has yielded to the

course of treatment adopted, and this
Saturday morning hope of his recovery is

again quité strong. The President's own
courage and calm trust in God have never

room shows the ordeal through which she
is passing.

Again

the

universal

interest

in the

President's case is shown by the crowds
that wait outside the ‘White House gates
ters, who migrate from one church and '| for news from his chamber, by the teleQuarterly Meeting to another, with ques- grams of sympathy and inquiry that pour
‘tionable, if not bad reputations,uninvesti- in from all quarters and by the earnest
prayers that are offered for his recovery.
gated and unchallenged, only to leave
The Queen has telegraphed assurances of
each church in a worse condition than they
sympathy to Mrs. Garfield and asked esfound it.
pecially for . a statement of the latest
If aflone session annually, the Quartersymptoms, the Catholic bishop of* Cineinly Meeting conference would inquire into
nati
has ordered that prayers be offered
and pass upon the character and standing
in
his
diocese for the President's recovery,
of its own members, not in the character
and there are many other noticeable and
of an inquisitorial tribunal, but in a free
and easy way, as mutual help to each interesting features of the case.
us, in partat least, the injury and shame
we have suffered from a class of minis-

other, it might be more profitable than to

spend all the time in looking after the
work and standing of others who ‘are
without. Even base rumors prejudicial
to the reputation of a minister, which
sometimes gain currency, in justice to
himself, as well as to the cause, should
be inquired into; and, if found to be the
offspring of prejudice or ‘malice, they
should be stamped out by the Quarterly
Meeting, and the character of the

minis-

ter,in question should be openly endorsed
and vindicated.
:
Sometimes a minister unfortunately
“commits a fault, a mere imprudence, perhaps, which,

nevertheless,

gives

rise

to

unfavorable reports, and prejudices at
least a portion of the community against
him. He may rectify the fault in a true
Christian spirit, but the stories set

afloat,

perhaps in an aggravated form, follow
and trouble him elsewhere to the injury
-of his reputation and influence. . It is due

Amid these features,

many

of

which

are encouraging, it can not be denied that
the President is in a very precarious condition. The skill-of his physicians,his own
vitality and God’s blessing have apparently brought him back again, for the time
being, from the very brink of the grave,
but his strength is reduced and he is less
ableto endure another relapse if it should
occur.
:
While all are either praying or hoping
for the President’s recovery, it would be
idle not to contemplate the possibility of
his death.
The
results of such an
event, although
none the
less deplored, would be viewed with less apprehiension than they would have been a few
weeks ago. Vice-President Arthur has
won the confidence of the people in a
‘marked degree by the manner in which he
.has borne himself

since

the

catastrophe,

a

true patriot and faithful citizen always
and everywhere. In no other way can
we discharge our sacred obligations.
MEXICAN RAILWAYS.
In answer to the question, Why is Mexico, a rich and populous country, having
a large inland traffic, practically without
railways, while other Spanish-American

undeveloped,

inferior

resources,

have

found

with

-railroad

building a profitable employment?

Gen-

eral W. J. Palmer, President of the Mex-

ican

National

Railway

Company,

has

the

itself from its shroud. ' By and by, ihe

ot the

And now

at last she sees that the cloud, which was

way.

>’

But.one

may

say,

that

an indepen-

dent church has a right to ewploy sich

a pastor
as it pleases, and what is the
Quarterly Meeting ‘‘ going to do about

it?”

Well, yes, in a sense a church has

such a right.

Andsoa

Quarterly

Meet-

ing has a right to hold in its organization such churches asit pleases,
‘with
the implied right of calling to account and

that the Mexican ig satisfied to go on with
the primitive tools used by his forefathers.

It will scarcely be believed that when I
was down there ten years ago thé method
then (and probably yet) in use for getting
water out of the silver mines was literally
to carry it

out;

men

with

pigskins

on

their backs went from the bottom of the
mines to the surface, filling their pigskins
at the bottom and emptying

them

at the

disciplining a church of its membership,

that persists in harboring a minister it
has adjudged unworthy of its. fellowship.
The precious cause of Christ, our cguse,

is lamentably

suffering

to-day for the

‘want of some expedient to check at least
‘the evil of which we are speaking.
It is
~
-sad to think how many of our best minis“ters, upon [taking charge of .churches,

their land closely and thoroughly,

four hundred
Mexico.

no sooner is he nominated

apparently,

he is decried

unworthy.
foll'play.

and

denounced

as utterly

Falsehood and slander have
A man of honor

is unwilling

to run such a gauntlet, and the contest

is left to those who have little to gain or
lose.
Such recklessness tends to demoralization by ignoring all moral distinotions.
Let it not be said that the epithets so
freely bandied are unmeaning. If party
leaders regard them as such, they do not

sors. How muchwe need a ministry of
exemplary prudence and purity.
Holj-

ness becometh thy house, O Lord, forey- Error and falsehood travel speedily
where no antidote can reach them, Some
er.”
:
2
bGF~ Mr. A. S. Mansox, of Boston,
whom we have known for several years as
8. . a collector of New England local histories

fanatic of a Guitean will credit ‘the slan-

der, and be impelled by it to the bagest

deeds.
:
There is no justification for party recklessness. ‘When our aims or those of our

and biographies, writes us’as ‘follows un«der date of Aug. 16, touching a matter that party can not be subserved

the work at Harper's Ferry paid, oll the
Working Capital had to be used. This has
only just been returned, and now in the
few days remaining before Aug. 25th, we

Catholics $241,000; but, while the Catho-

have to raise over

ing to the Catholics are assessed at $3,100,
000, and those of the Protestants only at
$700,000. Opposition to these exemptions is’

ere

premises.

long,

so the cloud becomes

her

guide;

she

is

cloud appeared.

And its dark side is to-

This principle of *‘looking on the
bright side of things,” as we say—keeping on the sidé of the clouds which is to-

afflicted, are a source of large revenues to
the various orders of nuns and friars who

as well as in relation

to

serious

&

T

Shai

O0-O-O
+04

A
a gs Att

difficul-

HOME

SECRETARY.

be

a {wo-days

meeting

of the

Free Baptist ehurch at Roxbury, in Judkin’s

for the needy and

manufacturing establishments.

every

Maine.

bly conducted

own them, and some are nothing less than

not

help lift this

Eastern.
There will

‘many of which while being admira-

asylums

Will

Ministers amd Churches.

sist of vast and magnificent piles of mas-

wards her enemies—worldly attractions!

wards the light—has its advantages when
applied to the minute experiences of life,

burden at once?

Benevolent institutions belong-

said to be becoming greater every day. The |
Catholic
¢¢ benevolent institutions
con”

onry,

$600.

one interested in our work

safe in heaven, and she

may,

remittance was sent to

India and our quarterly appropriation for

$1,307,000 for the Catholics.
In the matter of parsonages the difference is small,
the Protestants having $235,000 and the

its wounded President, knaves and villains

are holding high carnival.

A FRESH evidence of the ever increasing power of monopolies is afforded by a
transaction just.completed, by which the
Montreal Telegraph Company, the chief

telegraph company in Canada and about
thirty years old, has sold or given itself
away to Jay Gould and his colleagues.

ate

not willing to give it up to railways. Up
to this year there have been less than
miles

of

railroad

in

all

s

which

have

really

not detracted from the honor or strength
of Mr. Gladstone and his party, a compromise was effected by which certain of
the Lords’ amendments -were allowed ;

and in that form the bill has become law.

0-44

Itis said that the changes

made in the

With the sea before them cutting off, bill since it first passed the lower house
all

escape,

and

with

their

maddened pursuers behind them threatening capture and death,—the cloud, which

are not such as to materially affect the
operition of the measure or reduce its

to the

beneficent value

Irish

tenants.

hung over the Israelites at that critical The law will go into effect forthwith.
moment, performed a very important and
Tue passage of the Irish Land bill by
significant office: it was the Hebrews’
brilliant guide, while at the same time it the British Parliament, or rather the acwas a cloud of darkness to their enemies quiescenceof the House of Lords in its
—darkness which resulted in the Egyp- -passage, is not only a triumph for the
Irish tenants but it is one of the greatest
tiang’ disastrous ruin.
triumphs that Mr. Gladstone has ever
So, alsuv, God means .many
clouds
which arise over our pathway in life to be achieved as.a Liberal leader, and marks

agreeably exemplified in the will of the lately
deceased Matthew Vassar—agreeably, that is,
to Vassar college, which gets $130,000 by that
instrument.
vo.

George William Curtis has put the whole
philosophy of human leadership into this sentence :— A true leader is but an advanced figure of men of his own spirit.” No man can
be a leader with nothing to lead.

We learn from the

Hillsdale

Mrs. Jeremiah Phillips and

Herald that

her daughter Nel-

lie propose to sail from New York Sept.

their way to India.

24

on

They will visit friends i

grove,on Saturday and Sunday, Sept. 3 and4—

to include a meeting

of the Temperance re-

formers of Rumford, Dixfield and vicinity on

the afternoon of the 3d. Elders Crockett,
Wyman, Procter and others are expected to
“ber “present.
:
New Hampshire, :

There is a kind

of pathetic

interest in re-

calling the words of President Garfield, uttered
twenty years ago :—“ I regard my life as given
to my country.
I am anxious only to make as

much of it'as possible before
it is foreclosed.”

National

bility to make

Baptist, referring to its ina~

the

Independent

admit the

close-communion quality of the Philadelphia
Articles of Faith, pleasantly says:—* Old Dr.
Samuel Jobnson believed in ghosts and did
not believe in the Lisbon earthquake. - It is
said that Andrew Jackson believed that the
earth was flat. We all have our little weak
‘nesses. The Independent has its weakness.”
The

recent

statement,

improbable

at

the

time, that. Mrs, Julia Ward Howe was writing
a comedy, is followed by the interesting announcement that she is to appear on the stage
of the Casino theater,

in Newport,

last two evenings in this month,

R.

I., the

in a French

play. The casino is a private enterprise, to be
sure, but we are nevertheless not wholly
pleased with the announcement.
Chautaigua

new

proposesa

training

for

ministers supplemental to that of the seminaries, by means ofthe undenominational Chautauqua School of

Theology,

New York State law.
dent of the School,
Boston, dean; ‘and

Dr.

organized

Vincent

under

is presi-

Rev. Dr. Townsend, of
the trustees include in

their number some of the most noted clergymen of the different denominations. This
project will afford many persons a means of
:
independent theological study.
It is announced that some changes are to be
made in the management of the Watohman,
our esteemed Baptist contemporary,
Rev. J.

C. Foster, a prominent and energetic clergyman of Randolph, Mass., is said to have purchased a controlling interest in the paper, and
that he will become actively connected with

jt

October 1. His letters to.the Watch Tower
foretell a good quality of work in the Watchman, in case he should identify himself with
that department of the paper.

“The Wheel as a Symbol in
curious paper of travel, which

years ago, where by industry, economy, and
the blessing of God he secured a competence
for himself and family. He was married to
Catherine
Blake, Aug: 23, 1820; to Diana
Barnes, Dec. 11, 1834; to Sarah Buckman, Nov.

11, 1865. The latter and her son and six daugh.
ters, several of whom are members of the Oxford F. B. church, survive him. So one after

another

of the fathers is passing away. May

:

have no less

zeal, fervent piety, holy

success in winning souls, than
thers.—M. H. ABBY.

unction,

had

our fa-

Rev. J. M. Allen died at his home in Ot
selic, Aug. 12, He was carried to Willett for
burial.

the mortgage on

It may profit a certain class of persous who
feel themselves a little above the business of
the Sunday-school teacher, to reflect that the
late Lord
Hatherley was. a Sunday-school
teacher for forty years, and the only two men
now living who have been Lord Chancellors—
Lord Cairns and Lord Selborne—have also
been Sunday-school teachers.

The

as an evangelist, and saw many revivals.
He
baptized at least one thousand souls during his
ministry. His last pastorate was West Davenport.
He settled in Root’s Corners forty

* | our young ministers, more cultured it may be,

the East before their departure.

Pennsylvania.

Rev. T. H. Drake writes:

meeting

* At the

recently held with

camp.

the Bellevernon

chureh,
there were , present Revs.
O. E.
Baker, G. C. Baker, Mr. Woods, of Ohio; Rev.
A. H. Chase, of Michigan; Rev. A, F. Bryant,
of New York; Revs. J. B. Page, B. H. Fish

[pastor

of Bellevernon

church)

Drake, of Pennsylvania.
tinued over two Sabbaths

The
with

and

T.

H,

meeting cona fair degree

of interest and attendance. The matter worthy
of special note in connection with this meeting
was the lifting of an old debt on the church,

of

about $1400. This leaves on it only a small
debt of about $300, which is partly provided

for already, and which the church will now be

able

with

without

wise

udministration.

serious

to manage

embarrassment.

praise is due Revs.

A.

H.

Chase

Special

and

A.

F.

Bryant for the part they bore in raising the
funds. There is far more hope for the prosperity of our cause in Bellevernon; with such

a financial burden rolled

off, than for many

years previously,
Our stay at Bellevernon
was rendered pleasant ‘by the pastor and his
People.
We shall expect to hear good reports

from therm hereafter.

Situated as the church

is, in a village of "about two thousand population, about forty-five miles from Pittsburg,

with both rail and river communications, in the
midst of a very rich agricultural and mineral
region, with very picturesque surroundings
which make

it

quite

attractive,

and

being in the near vicinity of where

ton’s’ battle with’ the

Indians

witbal,

Washing-

was

fought,

where he once owned a farm, where he fre.
was one of the
q uently - camped, where

strongest forts of the race that is fading away

80 rapidly,—there ought to be no difficulty in
keeping up and even increaging the interest in
this camp-megting, from year to year.....We
have reason to think
impressions were left.”

some

good religious
i

: ‘Indiana.

;

5

Rev. Z. Langston died in Greensburg, May
3, 1881, aged26 years.

He professed religion
about seven years ago, and a year or two late

er entered the ministry.

He gathered two

appears

is a
in the

Sept. Scribner by Miss Constance Gordon
Camming (sister of the famous lion-hunter), In
her visits to Thibet, India, China, Japan, and

Co

different denominations, in that city, al)
of
9,

’

poy
Na

Western.
AH

Ohio.
9
Ha
A
Suppose that some of the Israelites sented, it was doubtful if even a majority
Rev.
0.
E.
Baker,
formerly
of
Waterloo,
of
the
Commons
would
favor it, since it other oriental countries,
had voluntarily—nay, willfully,
and perthe author has made Towa, is doing excellent work for the Master,
sistently, kept on the dark side of the took from the landlord so many of his old special gearch for all forms of the obsolescent as pastor of the Marion church.
That church
‘pillar of the cloud, thus separating them- rights and gave so many new ones to the prayer-wheel, The result is a' collection of is now re-slating-its church balcony and adding
selves from God's protecting and guiding tenants ; but for the Commons and the curious pictures, drawn by the author from other needed improvements. The pastor now
presence,~-they would have been over- Lords to unite in its favor, although the nature, and an interesting comparison of the is absent, assisting Bro. B., H. Fish in
various evolutions of worship by wheel.
The camp-meeting work at Bellevernon, Penn.
taken and destroyed by their enemies, or latter do it of course as a matter of neces- field ig:almost tmtrodden
ground,
and
the
pa- Rey. 8. D. Bates is still the indefatigable worksity,
is
an
emphatic
victory. It ought to peris a valuable addition to religious anti
engulfed
in the sea.
er of former years, and his pulpit efforts are,
And
are not we, when some cloud of quiet Irish agitators, and convince them quarianism,
as the wine of Cana, the “ best of the wine at
trial or tribulation overshadows us, apt to that there is a strong party in England
the
last of the feast;” and through the blessing
Miss Frances E. Willard,in a very interestenwrap ourselves in its gloom, shutting that is disposed to remove the causes of ing letter to the Boston Advertiser, describes of God he has been permitted to ‘gather many
t flelds of labor, and.
out the brightness of the Father's love | injustice of which they so bitterly com- her visit, last gpring, to the new settlementof sheaves,” in his
still
1s"
thrusting
in
the
sickle
of truth into the
plain.
:
the Modoc ' Indians who ' were brought from
and mercy?
!

first-born.A dense'cloud envelops hersoul,

|

churches in North Carolina, and in 1879 re-

‘moved from that State to Indiana.
Religion”

except. by
‘will interest most of our readers. In ac- such resort, then it is sare that
these
fledging the receipt of a portrait of aims are bad, and to be abandoned.
Do.
~ Rev. John Buzzell,
Mr. Manson says:
what you can fairly, justly, truthfally,and
It may interest you to know that the be content. - Be
candid towards friends * There is a bright
the Lava Beds in Oregon, and portrays the
‘Life
of Eld. Berj. Randall,” Limerick,
side to every cloud. ~——_IN
and
opponent
s.
view of the attempts which have wonderful transformation that has been effect,
alike,
indulge no vain Conld we but always
is rare in this section. I
kéep
on
that
side,
lar,
. been made to again bring into operation ed by their conversion from barbarism and’
of New England local aduldtion of one, nor vituperation ‘of the | in the guiding
light of the Holy Spirit
yan
-and am constantly other. =...
the repealed law of New Hampshire, by degradation to- temperance and Christianity,
:
ei
adh
1.
and under the tender, watchful gare of which
the labors of a Quaker preacher and
all church propertyin the State was | through
~
Ta
review
of
0)
history
nothing
e only copyof the
often ap- our Good Shepherd, very many if not all
exempted from taxation, it may not be his wife (Mr. and Mrs. Asa Tattle),at the
pears more foolish and strange than the
of our trials would be ‘turned into bles | nprofitabe to look at the
Agency, Indian Territory. She closes
©xcessbs of party. © By such means the
effects of ex- Quapaw
ings and our sorrows into rejoicings.
her
communication
with the following obser
empti
on
in Montreal, Canada, where it is
‘best men for a time have been represent‘vation:
** We.must revise our ignorant fanBee that loving mother as she weeps enjoyed to the full.
Churc
hes, benevolent cies of Indian Territoryby the fact that it
in the
A
the Library of | ed as monsters of evil, and the vilest over the coffin of her darling babe—her
institutions and parsonages belonging to abounds in churches,
~ I'exalted to seats of honor. We wonder that
school-houses and homies,

Snithe’ent
Librarian eof

DEAR SISTERS :—
* ‘When our last

at first impenetrable darkness to her, has
one side all- ‘bright: for her treasure is

have to labor years to overcome the prejudices against the cause “engendered by thus represent them to their followers,and guides for us. We need to get on the “him as one of the greatest statesmen of
the time. When the bill was first pretheir imprudent if mot corrupt predeces- rancor and hatred are the effect on them. } bright side of them—the.God-ward side.
Disciple
s often go beyond their masters,
charges mude enlarge as they spread.

city treasurer the assessed value

IZ" SUNDAY-SCHOOL INSTITUTES.
All
given to a representative of the New York ties and sore afflictions. If governed by
A very good religious interest is manifested
persons
interested
Post, the following reasons:
in
Sunday-school
work,
| in the Pine St. church, Manchester, at the
it our lives are not only made happier for
by
IL has been impossible, he says, to build ourselves, but also far more useful .to and in its relation to denominational pro- present time. Baptisni was administered
the pastor on Aug. 14, and the ordinance will
rail-roads with American money without others. Itis a constituent principle of gress, will read Mr. Smith’s article onthe
soon be observed by others.
some sort of protection from the Mexican the Christian religion, when the latter- is first page, and we hope that those not inVermont.
terested in such work will read the article
"| Government, and this has not always been enjoyed in its fullness.
Mrs. J. H. Eaton makes the following ap80 as to awake an interest. Such insti- peal in bebalf of the mission treasury:
‘easy to obtain; the Mexican is possessed
+--+
“ Dear Sisters, especially are we urged to an
tutes as are there proposed oughtto prove
with the notion that the United States are
increased interest in our mission cause. at the
OURRENT TOPICS.
insatiable in their desire for more terriserviceable to the school and the church. present
time, to help meet the appropriations
tory, and that an attempt to absorb the ——1Ir is really unfortunate that there is We wish the plan might be tried during made by our Woman’s
Board which soon
whole of Mexico will be made sooner or no legal way of suppressing that arch the next few months. Before printing become due. The help of all is needéd. Let
nuisance
O'Donovan
Rossa, who last week
later. - Therefore Mexicans are shy of althis article we have ascertained that Rev. us pray for a spirit of giving and withhold not
lowing Americans to-establish -means by assembled a company ef sympathising G. C. Waterman, of Laconia, may be call- that which belongs to the Lord or to his serwhich they can flood that country with Irishmen in New York city to consider ed upon to conduct such Institutes, and vice, that Ly the first‘of October a, blessing
shall be ours, for the much we have given.”
United States troops at a day’s notice. the best means of using dynamite. He that his charges would include little beNew York.
represents
the
crowd
whose
principles
Then there is the fear that property may
sides the necessary expenses.
As noticed in the Star a few weeks ago,
are
in
turn
represented
by
the
Crowe,
of
be unsafe in a country famous for its poRev. Bishop Asbury Russell fell asleep in
Illinois, who ig.engaged in the manufaclitical disturbances, and also, the ignorJesus; at his home in Oxford, of: heart disease,
June 27, in the 80th year of his age.’ He was
ance concerning the land and its inhabi- ture of infernal machines with which to
BRIEF NOTES.
blow up English ships. This Rossa,
born in New Rochelle, the home of Thomas
tants. The General adds:
The statement that the Gospel has made its
Paine.
He was converted at fifteen, comwhose
real
name,
by
the
way,
is
Jeremiah
way
into
all
the
eighteen
provinces
of
China,
The reasons why-the Mexicans have
never undertaken to build railways for O'Donovan, and Hartmann the Russian is a striking evidence of the efficacy of mission- menced preaching at sixteen. Thus for more
than sixty years he had preached Christ, and
themselves are equally plain. The peo- nihilist, and Esposito the Italian brigand, ary work.
j
:
Him crucified, He was ordained in 1820, Deple are not rich, and the Government's —that is the brace of ruffians that our
An open-dommunion’ Baptist church has finite statistics of bis life's work are wanting,
credit has been'so uniformly bad that no
money could be borrowed outside. It boasted free. country gathers under its been formed in Toronto, Canada, with Rev. His labors were mostly confined to Pa, and N.Y.
must also be acknowledged that the Mex- protection. As well might a dove hover a W. Brookman as pastor. We wish it prosper- He assisted in organizing the Susquehanna.
ity, and great success in the Master's work.
M. No more than one or two of its charter memicans have absolutely no enterprise so far nest of vipers and expect her brood to be
bers survive him.
He labored considerably,
as the introduction of machinery is con- safe.
While the nation is watching with
“The ruling passion strong in death” is
especially during the first hall of his ministry,
cerned. The country is so rich already

of faults. How are the people able to
make a fair estimate or a just decision ?
It makes havoc of name and fame.
‘Reputation is dear as life, but avails
nothing before “the shafts ‘of partisan
strife. One may stand ever so fair before
the community, beloved and honored ;
for office, than

* Au Appeal to the Ladies.

annual report

lic churches generally own their own parsonages, the Protestants are chiefly rented

and there is good reason to believe that if top. Instead of smelting their ores they
he should be called to that office he would use the old-fashioned quicksilver process. The contract provides for the transference
discharge its duties in a broad and manly In fact, the absence of cheap fuel is a bar of all. the Montreal Company's property
to-all work by steam, and it was reserved
him as a Christian brother, from his im- spirit.
- The government would move for us to find and open the first coal beds to the “ Northwest Telegraph Company”
‘mediante associates,
that the case be investi- steadily forward, there would be
no pan- known to exist in the country—those dis- (a United States concern with a capital of
gated, and if circumstances warrant, that ie, and the confidence
only
of the people would covered last year at Laredo and others on $500,000, of which
$50,000
is
the be commended to the fellowship of not be seriously shaken.
the Manzanillo line and in the state of paid up), the latt
- agreeing
er
to
pay
an
Michoacan. It is perfectly true, as some
the friends of Christ, and to the confidence |But we still hope that the President writers have observed, that the Mexican annual dividend of eight per cent. on the
of the community in general.
will recover. For this let all men pray. is not fond of travel ; we get plenty of good capital stock. The ‘ Northwest” ComBut there is another, and a different Of how great value
might not such a laborers at thirty-two cents a day to work pany appears to be virtually only a subcase, and none of us need go far to find life be to this country!
in the neighborhood of their homes, but stitute for the ‘Western Union,
and the
we can not tempt these same men to come
it. A minister in a certain locality comimmediate effect of the transaction, it is
40+
and
work
for
us
on
the
Colorado
roads.
mits an offense, an act of mere impruPARTY VIOLENCE.
General Palmer professes the belief, boldly stated, will be an increase of rates
dence, it may be. Brethren are grieved,
One great evil of the times arises from
however, that there is ample encourage- all over the Dominion. Sir Hugh Allan,
-a scandal results to the cause.
The excess of party spirit.
Itis no excuse that ment for railway enterprise in Mexico. famous for his connection with the old
-chureh, indeed, in consequence is divided
parties have always existed, and always
He says, that although the passenger traf- Canada Pacific railway scandal, is the
in""sentiment and feeling. He makes
in connection with wrong. In the prog- fic is not what will pay in Mexico, the ex- President of the Montreal Company and
bold to defend himself, at least to excuse
one of the largest owners of its stock.
his fault. Matters go on from bad to ress of light and civilization, evil is to perience of Mexico's present roads shows
be overcome, the sooner the better.
Parthat the people may be educated to use
worse, till he is compelled to leave. But
ties are not objectionable in themselves. the railroad to some extent; and making ——THE longest and most inharmonious
having, it may be, a pleasing address, a
They grow out of the diversities of socie- a very favorable comparison of the net session of the British Parliament ever
ready gift of utterance, and a little smartty and are susceptible of good. We may earnings of the Denver and Rio Grande held, is now drawing to a close, the great
ness withal, he is not long in finding a
belong to parties in politics or religion, . railroad with those of all the railways of subject of labor and strife having been
new charge, but it is only to repeat the
and use all, proper means to promote
the United States; he intimates that rail- passed over by the final passage of the
. same course of conduct, with the same paintheir interests,
not for
selfish
purways in the southern end of the Mexican Irish land bill. After firmly resisting the
“ful results, and so on wherever you folposes but to promote the common good. plateau, which is filled with mines and prolonged factious opposition offered to
low him. No charge of crime against
But when we put party above our coun- thickly popglated, would be much more this measure in the House of Commons,
law,
or perhaps against the ordinatry or above truth and right, we pervert profitable. As another consideration he the government were at last rewarded by
ry rules of society, can be maintained. it,and
make it an instrument of evil,
speaks of the fertile fields and forests of its adoption by an everwhelming majoriBut still we take
the
responsibility
Party asperity ‘works much mischief. Mexico, many of whose products are not ty ; but when the bill reached the House of saying that such men should be Itis blind and
reckless. It makes all to be found elsewhere in North Amer- of Lords, that aristocratic and conservative
speedily arrested in their course. The friends honest;" all
of the opposite party ica. There are no waste lands belonging ody weakened it by numerous amend~cause of God and the welfare of souls are
dishonest—its candidates for preferment to the state, and the people, who cultivate ments and sent it back to the Commons.
‘too precious to be trifled with in this
Then, by concession
are faultless

, those of its opponents full

last

for the Prostestants and
being $1,354,000

her at-

tention is drawn to the Light which has
given that silver lining to the cloud; and

According to

f the Prostestant is greater than that of
the Roman Catholic churches, the figures

parted one in glory, forever free from sin

on the side towards the. Light; the path
ahead is now brighter than before the

quite as

subject to- political revolutions, and

are valued at $7,000,-

rejoin it there. Behold! the Light is
drawing her affections thitherward. And

40-09

countries, more

forsaken him, and in that respect he has a

strong ally in his brave and devoted wife,
although her grief when out of the sick-

stand firm for truth and right, and be

which are exempt,
000.

and sorrow and pain?

lessly. Every good citizen has a duty to
check such aspirants, to investigate, to

SREY Sow

which she seems as helpless to disperse
as is the lifeless form’of her child to loose
ever, she catches a glimpse of a silver
lining to that cloud ; for is not the de-

?

SE mA

a
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men can be so deceived, yet the same for
substance is practiced in our own day.
Why can not wisdom be learned from experience, why not feel that falsehood and
slander are ever evil ‘and unworthy ?
The evil often arises from base pre-

THE PRESIDENTS CASE.
The serious relapse which the President
experienced the first of last week, threatening during Tuesday and Wednesday to
terminate fatally,shows by what a slender

i

but is minus bar-rooms und grog-shops.”

=
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ripened grain... It ‘is very probable that Bro,

W. C, Hulse of Mainville, will seék another
field of labor the

approaching autumn.

“Any

church desiring pastoral care can address him

as above... Rev. John Hisey, the pioneer of

dhe Warren & Clark Q. M., still guldes the
gospel plow and labors

with several churehes

:

in Southern Ohio with the sume JArpesmers

as of former years.......We
‘and energy
learn that Bro. E: Pimlot, pastor of the Beech
Grove church, contemplates attending Hills=
dale College this approaching session, ‘As it
is a privilege that so few young ‘ministers of
/

,

a we
SE
>

dt gp si

~~

sides near Morrow, Ohio, preaches every Sabbath, but is mot engaged in active pastoral

are few; let us

‘Vest is great but the laborers

the aged father in the ministry, is still working

for God and meeting with deserved success.
.eesBrother A.H. Whitaker and Bro.J. B.
Harmony

as pastors in the

Lash aré laboring

and

Q.M. and the Lord is blessing their labors.
Much good is being accomplished through the
unity and harmony of the brethren. Rev,
Isaac Seitz, the worthy pastor of the Grand
tion"a new church edifice in the thriving R. R.
village of Morral. This is a much neeeded en-

bly helps those who take

:

:

The work of rerhodeling and materially improving the First F. B. church. in Goodrich
ing completed,

has

and he

church,

Paw

Paw

Springfield

Washburn,

Evansville, baptized . five persons,
whom united with the church there.

of

three

Fa

TT
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be done

for the Master.

Those coming by rail may
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stop at Wawaka

R. R., and

who
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inquire for Rev.

R. L. HOWARD,
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Meeting

'M.,
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Central
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the blood it quickly removes pimples and gives

See notice.

Did you read how Josiah Pitkin of Chelsea, Vt.
was cured of a terrible sore leg, by Hood's Sarsaparilly, the blood purifier?
1:
i

TUESDAY, 9, A, M.—Meeting of Trustees. 7.30,
P. M.—Opening sermon by Rev. B. D. Peck.
WED., A. M., 9—-10.—Social meeting. = 10—12.—

11-12.
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of the

Extension,”

school

System,”

Reforms

in our

by

by . Rev. T. H. Stacy.

ssay, “The
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our
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way.
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l
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same.
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Clara

both of

St.

F. Sliman

and

.

ren o

© Spaffor

, M, are

invited to attend, Bro. Payne will have

charge of the meeting. - All are invited. .
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. ER & TEN COMMANDME
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Ginger, Buchu, Mandrake, and many ofthe bestmedi.
cines known are here combined into a medicine ofsuch vaas to make it the greatest Blood Purifier and
ried
The Best Health and Strength Restorer Ever Used.
It cures Complaints of Women, and diseases of the Stom, Bowels, Lungs, Liver and Kidneys, and is entirely
different from Bitters, Ginger Essences, and other Tonics,
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~asi never intoxicates.
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NEW RICH BLOOD!

the. price, and the hymns and tunes are
wanted for examination,

Hewitd

Parsons’ Purgative Pills make New Ric
Blood, and will completely change the blood in
the entiresystem in three months. Any person
who will take 1 pill each night from 1 to 12 weeks
may be restored to soutid-heaith, if such a thing
be possivle, Sent by mail for 8 letter stamps.
« 8. JOHNSON
& CO., Boston, Mass.
formerly Bangor, Me.
.
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Taine’s History of
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it to the
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England.
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many tunes.
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first
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“Physician heal
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CHILDS, Troy, 0.
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Including a full and accurate account of his brief
but eventful administration; the great conflict
with the ¢¢ Stalwarts,” headed by Conkling; the
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and Anti-Slavery work.
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diabolical

book,
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health.
They work like

OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
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land, Ohio.

pa-D Is a combination of the Cocoa-

and

DEAR SIR: —I

Specimen copies mailed for 75 cents.
The usual reduction for quantities.
d
With the IDEAL, which is a most real book an
the HERALD OF PRAISE, which is the best praise
y
book, teachers and choir leaders will be full
equipped for a successful musical season.

Stamps.

dyspepsia,

good health; eat any kind of food,

priate for Singing Classes is left out.

Hand
AND
MACHINE

PAY

and

1877, and found relief at once,

erence to choir singing.
The contents are similar
to those of the excellent HERALD, but matters are
condensed, and whatever is not perfectly appro-

for

;

St. ¥. B. Church,

with ease.” I have sold 36 dozen in one year, an
they“have given good satisfaction,
i
DANIEL AYER.
From a Deacon at Madison Bridge: DR. DYER—

3m26

THE

;

* I have used Dr.

benefit from one

duction for quantities.

is a companion

says,

Friends, North Vassalboro’, Me., July 30, 1878;
«I have been afflicted with dyspepsia for years,
and had to eat gruel for seven months at one time,
and that distresced me.
My back
was
80 weak
that I had to lean on the sink to wach.
Feet and
hands were socold that I had to warm
them in
midsummer.—Death seemed
just before me, I
commenced using Dr. D. Dyer’s pills in October,

HERALD OF PRAISE, and
is intended for Singing Classes only, with no ref-

BIG

more

compilation, filled from cover to cover, with new,
fresh, interesting, Jrackiea) music and word
The usual reSpecimen copies mailed for $1.00.

Sewing.

invalids and persons in health.
To the sick it yields a delicate

ceived

thousand persons are to use this, the last and best

1

Me,,

from all other medicines I ever used.
From an honored member of the

books of sacred music about half a million copies
have been sold.
So that the issue of a new Church
Music Book by him is a notable event.
J naga
by previous experience, as many as a hun dre!
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Nut with other ingredients, in.
vigorating and agreeable alike to
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Dyspeptic

Cough Balsam, a valuable remedy), Augusta, Me.,
says, ‘ Dr.Dyer’s pills are better than they are
recommended to be, and their sales are rapidly in-
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meg femipe

Miss

BROMA

and
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H., writes,
* Your pills give the best of satisfaction. Please send me 40 boxes.
F. W. Kinsman
(proprietor
of Adamsom’s
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N.J,

SOAP
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«1 take great pleasure in recommending your
pills, for they do more than you elaim for them.”
Rev. S. P. Fernald, ge
.) Melvin Village, N.
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Secretary.
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A GROVE MEETING will be held, Providence
permitting,
in Chauncy
Stockin’s grove, 11-2
miles north of Fabius Village, N. Y., commencing
A 33 Ce
tas a pSontingin hy the

v6,

Miss

In Birmingham, Marshall Co., Ky., Aug.

Sunday:

Binghampton; then if the new Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western R. R, be running
(as is expected, by Sept.1) take that, which runs directly
through Apalachin; if the new R. R. be nob
running - take the Erie, sloping at Campville,
opposite
Apalachin, over the
river. Those
coming from the west will take the Erie R.
R., stoping at Campyille: teams will be in readiness,
ope
none will neglect sending their card to G,
W. Mayhew, Apalachin, Tioga Co., N. Y.
(2t33)
:
i
REDUCED FARE TO CENTRAL ASSOCIATION.—
Those in attendance at the meeting of Central
Association at Apalachin who pay full fare over
the Erie R. R. will be able to purchase return
tickets to the point from which they paid full fare,
from Campville (the point at which we leave the
road for
Apalachin) at one-thigd the regular local
rates, providing there shall
b&twenty-flve or more
ersons in attendance who have paid full fare
rom any point on the road.’ It is hoped to secure
reduction on other roads.
JH. DURKEE, Sec.
i

especially

TITLE

giving perfect satisfaction.
Mill Gearing of all deserip-

MA

D.,

Hall, D.

ate or Fourth Year course
'm’ opens Sept. 15th.
For

D.

Rev. A. Ridlon,

pages larger “than the ordinary size) beautifully
rinted on fine, toned paper, handsomely and durably
5
:
Bound in board
by
Price $3.60 Per dozen by express, 35 cents
mailed
covers)
(board
copy
Specimen
mail. A si le
on receipt
0
cents.
"HEART AXD VOICE will be supplied by all

A One Thousand Wheels
now in use,

and Miss

|

been Cured by Them.
They are the.
Great Mandrake Liver Pill.

Send on your orders for this mew book
for
Choirs, Conventions
and
Singing
Classes.

T. D.

L.L.

Prof. L.

N.H. Send for circulars

Headaches

such a wealth of treasures old and new as can
be found in no other similar collection,
HEART AND VOICE contains 192 pages, (32

Manutacture the

the

Mrs,

Those coming from the north or east, come to

‘Thereis no Cough Medicine so well adapted

Heretofore unequaled,

hrtel

PRODUCERS
CITY

In Buxton Center,
Me.. May
31, of diptheria,
Josie, son of the late James Hazeltine and Mrs.
Sarah C. Hazeltine, agad 9 years and 11 months.

Nellie Gates, of Scranton, Pa. P. M,, 1—2.—F8say,

who were suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle & Sons, Boston.
;
+ 88

The

and discussion

SOLE

D.,

Pills.

. Strong and Popular Authors

+

tlet Articles,

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE €0.,
AND

Dawson,

n Commercial College

DR.

They have secured a combination of

———

To Nail Waler Wheel Gn

THURS, A. M., 9—10.—Devotional.
10—11.—
‘¢ Harper’s Ferry,” by representatives of Storer

College.

The Peruvian Syrup has cured thousands

and general debility.

Secre-

Reports of Corresponding

tary and Treasurer,

or KN

Sold by Druggists

ct toilet soap, especia
en.1 Box containing 3 cal es by

P. M. 1-2.—Essay, * Ministerinl Home Study,” by
Rev. C. A, Hilion. 2—4.—* Present Exigencies
of the Temperance Cause,” by Rev. 4. R. Foster;
followed by a general discussion. 7.30.—Sermon
by Rev. D. Boyd.

Look out for Sudden Changes
of weather, and guard against them hy usin
Warner's Safe Kidney and Liver Cure,
Yo 8

consumption,iscrofula

Association.

PROGRAMME of the 12th Annual Meeting of the
CENTRAL ASSOCIATION to be held at Apalachin,
N. X,, Sept. 13-15:
’

Organization.

NM

PEARL'S WHITE GLYCERINE

Dorchester, Mass.

9-11, 2 o’clock, P. M. Openjpg sermon by E. F,
Bliven.
‘
.J. COLE,
Clerk.
PARSONSFIELD Q. M., at Limington, Me., Sept.
14, 15.
:
A. S. HILTON, Clerk,
CATTARAUGUS Q. M., with the Wirt and Bolivar.
church, Solmentiod Friday, Sept. 2, at 8, P. M.

'

I

Hy et, a d Ski n

B. F. YOUNG, aged 31 years, 5 months and 5 days.

STATE
Maine

Brownington

Potter

%

other nourishment is unpalatable

sermon.
W. A.
PHILLIPS, Clerk.
DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. M.,at Uniontowng

N. W.

d;
Y ugh

Died

Rec. Sec.

H. LOCKHART,

Sept. 2—4.

i

The G
y

H eadache

Heart =i Voice

White, both of Lyndon.

on

LAKE GEORGE Q. M., with the Hague church,
Jeph, Jed. A full attendance is expected. = Rev.
J. B Randall will preach . the opening sermon on
Friday evening, Sept. 2.
J. J. HoaG. .
MCDONOUGH Q. M., with the Serna ehureh,
Sept. 2—4; Rev. C. Steere to preach the opening

Tonic.

the young as Dr. N. G. White's Pulmonary
itre eves Croup instantly.

Alma H.

Wilber

Notices.

with

and

.

Chicago.

The Publishers believe that in the preparation of

NESS,

, PROPRIETORS

Smith

Street,

GEO. F, ROOT and J. R. MURRAY,
SPECIAL CONTRIBUTORS.
’

‘

soft and pliable, and of
that perfect clearness and
purity which constitutes
lexion. It bleaches the

4, by Rev. HH. Lock-

Noyes

Howard,

Central Y. M., at Pishon’s Ferry, Wed., Sept. 7, at
4 o'clock, P.M.
Per Order,

Regulating the internal organs and purifying.
a healthy bloom to the cheek,
y
—

L.

M. M.

(234)
*
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
of the MAINE
Mi18siON
SOCIETY will convene with the

Clerk.

Ginger

Miss Clara

the Me. Cen. R. R. to all
persons attending the
Me. Cen. Y. M. at Pishon’s
Ferry, Sept. 7, 8. Ask
for tickets to the Me. Cen. Y. M.
Com.

A smooth complexion can be had by every
lady

W.

Also. Aug. 11, Mr.

will be received.
J. W. RENDAL, Clerk. *
MAINE CENTRAL YEARLY
MEETING.
Tickets
for one fare and good for return will be sold on

SPRINGFIELD Q. M.—Held its June session
with the church at Enfield, and a good season
was enjoyed. Rev. B. 8. Gerry was with us
from SebeeQ. M. and his labors were encouraging and appreciated.
Next session with the church at Lowell's
Mills, commencing Sept. 2, at 2 o'clock.
H. Graves,

George

Dodge, or those who come on the Grand Rapids &
Ind. R. R. should stop at Rome City where they

;

lh

W.

|

, New York

81 Randolph

DR.

ALL

either wit nor upon the
skin, leaving it smooth,

Moulton, both of Wheelock. At same place and
by the same, Aug, 9, Mr. Stillman H. Kent and

Fellow-

acted in love and harmony, and the Holy SpirEWTON C. MCKOON; Clerk.
it. was with us, AH delegates reported their
TAMA Q. M., with the Oneida church Sept. 2—4,
churches in good condition with very good
hy
H. H. WITHINGTON, Clerk.
prospeets for the future. Rev, J. 8. Manning}:
preached on the Sabbath at 11,. to good —
church,

hart, Mr.

ship,” It is hoped none will fail to attend but
that all will come and come prepared, that good
work may

“the skin

John

Special
Fiven atthe

Edited by W. F. SHERWIN.

Spots, Freckels, Tan
Moth Patches, Black
ies

Penetrates

Prof.

Rev. Phillips Brooks, D.

$30 per 100.
ford, M. D.
$10 per 100. | will be co)

HEART xo VOICE.

of

Ferguson,

‘tion services, conducted by Rey. I. S, Jones,
Address by S. Y. Barringer,
‘ Theology
and

Address by Rev. John

ERADICATES

Mass

Rev. C.

William

In 8t. Johnsbury, Vt., July

need

‘Pearl's REFINED

.

of

D.,

The New Sunday School Song Book

A story of intense dramatic interest and great
power, in which enthusiatic discussion and practi-

of Sotiway.
A
Aug. 7, by Rey. J. A. Sutton, at his residence in

“ Divinily of Christ.”
Paper by T. J. Mawhorter,
¢ Call and preparation for the ministry.” Address

All the churches were represented by delegates and letter,
Rev. J. S. Manning was
called
to the chair and the business was trans-

:

Our Sabbath Evening, ete.

Crockett, Mr. Frank Wentworth, of J., and Miss
Lydia M. Allen, daughter of Wm. H. Allen, Esq.,
Green Camp,
O., Mr.
Jennie Uncapher.

76 East Ninth

the times, shed clear light on difficult problems.
$1.25,
12mo, extra cloth,
D. Lothrop & Co.
Boston.

daughter

course),

BICLOW & MAIN,
1tf

cal methods of meeuing the most pressing

ur,p.D.

Mark Bailey, M. A., Instructor in Elocution,
LECTURERS.—Rev,
Presideat
Robinson, ' of
Brown
University (Lyman Beecher Lecture

Bay Specimen pages and Catalogues with full list of
Publications sent Free on request.

AT BRISTOL, CONN.,

;
13, by

o | Bev.Samuel Harris, 0.p. | Rev.W
V. VW. M. M . Barbo

Author of John Bremm, Waifs and their Authors,

all

COLLECE,

:
Satins y
Social duformation, apply to GEO.
Ka Specimen Copy sent by Mail on receipt of price. | —
3 Sec, Rew Haven. Conn:
10%e0W

BY A. A. HOPKINS,

In Harrisburg, Pa., Aug. 16, by James Calder,
D. D., Prof. John W. Heston of Penn. State Colofficiating minister.
In Jackson, N. H., Aug.

:

O

Music Edition, in Boards, 192 pages,
Words only,

SINNER AND SAINT.

- Married
lege, and Miss Mary E. Calder,

=

McGill University, Montreal, Rev. John

gestible food. Sold only in cans, by all Grocers.
ROYAL BAKING POWDER C0., New York.

5

as
LOWRY AND DOANE.

Made from Grape Cream Tarter.—No other prep-

E R Perkins Cleveland O
Rev A Moulton Stanstead P Q
.
Rev W C Burns Box 84 Guodrich Mich

|

* Sanctification.”

Atonement.”

ducted by Rev. M.
Asa Pierce,

EnpYvVILLE (Ky.) Q. M.—-Held its last session July 22, 23, with the Birmingham church.

YOUNG *Clerk.,

whom

TERM,

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF YALE COLLEGE.
PRESIDENT —REV. NOAH PORTER, D, D.
FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS.
Rev.Leonard Baker, D.D. | Rev.Geo. P. Fisher,D.D.
Rev.George E. Day, D.D. | Rev. Tim’y Dwight,D D.

THE LATEST SUNDAY-SCHOOL SONG BOOK, BY

aration makes such light, flaky, hot breads, or
luxaorious pastry.
Can be. eaten by Dyspeptics )
without fear of the ills resulting from heavy indi-

with

same place, comrevious.
Assign. Vaughn, ‘In-

Rey. 8. L. Kenaston,
ptists.” Sermon by

UNION (N. Y.) Q. M., with

Davenport

to

00

Absolutely Pure.

Y. to
of the’
52

Vi

C D Dudley Three Rivers Mich

spiration
of Scripture.”
Devotional,
special
prayer for Ministers’ Conference
gpd Northérn
nd. Y. M,, conducted by Rev. B.
#. Furguson.

mencing Friday before the third Sunday in
‘Sept., at 7.90 P. M. It is our annual session
and we hope to see a full delegation present.
W. H. SmitH, Clerk.

I. A.

Treas.

Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

G A Gordon Campbell Hill Ill
(Geo H Mason West Charleston

J. A. EATON.”

Ministers’ Conference at the
mencing Wednesday evening
ments : Sermon. by Rev, H.

Next session with the Bushnell, church com-

the

Society,

Rev R H Tozer Box 98 Taunton

Corinth, Vt., Aug. 15.
NORTHERN INDIANA Y. M., with the Haw Patch
church, Friday, at 2 o’clock, Sept. 23.

|

the Crystal Lake church, commencing Friday
evening before the 2d Sunday in June. A very
good attendance. All the churches were represented by letter and most by delegates, The
business was harmonious and the meetings of
worship spiritual and
profitable.
On the
‘whole the rospect of our Q. M. seems brightening,
All the churches are favored with regular preaching but one.
We hope the time
will soon come when this one may secure a
minister to break the bread of life to them.

with

eee "402.66

Rev C W Griffin Center Sandwich N H
Herbert S Clary South Danbury N H

Clerk,

North Tunbridee church, Sept. 8—10.

MONTCALM Q. M.—Held its last session with

Collection, $12.25.

5.60
7.00

A P Whitney Harrison Me

Clerk.

0. RoYS,

There will be

_ Next session with the Sparta church, Nov.
b, 6.
C. C. RUBLE, Clerk.

Next session

POWDER

10.00
:

Money Letters Received,

S. F. SMITH,

connection with Vt. Y. M.,

DEARBORN Q. M.— Held its last session with
the Franklin church Aug. 6, 7. A. M. Simonton,
moderator,
Churches represented as follows:
Franklin—by letter, T. C. Fuller, A. A, Fuller, Stephen Hushman, Frank Boldrey.
Providence—~no letter; L. Elwell, W. H. Clark.
Sparta—no letter; J. Shepherd.
Rev. Wm.
Tucker and Brethren John Tucker, Silas Tucker; George Holda, George Webster and Sister
Webster, of the Ripley Q. M., were present.
Preaching Saturday at 11 o'clock, by Rev. Wm.
Tucker, and also
Saturday. evening.
A lively
and interesting season was enjoyed Sunday
morning in social worship, many testifying for
the Master.
Sunday at 11, preaching by Rev.
A. M. Simonton, after which
the
Lords
“Supper
was administered.
{
Preaching Sunday
night by Rev. Wm. Tucker.

ance.

Useful to Everybody!

Rev. Z. F. Grifiin, Gilberts Mills, N. Y.

of attending

fare one way.

church in building a house of worship.
Tbe
subscriptions and collection amounted to $101,
for which the church feel very grateful. At
2 o'clock P. M. the meeting enjoved another
gospel feast.
Rev. F. R. Randall preached
with power from Matt. 3:10.
Sabbath evening, preaching again by Rev. Robert Martin.
All enjoyed the Q. M.
The Master was honors
ed and his cause advanced.
GEO. N. HOWE, Clerk.

Oct, 21, 22.

14.63
33.21
14.00
6.41
9.61
16.99

money for this Y. M. work should be sent. iot2s)

(3132)
VERMONT Y.M. The next session will be held
with the church at North Tunbridge, Vt., Sept.
8—11, People will be conveyed from and to the
South Royalton station free of charge. Free return checks can be had on the Passumpsic and
Vi. Central R. R’s, by those who have paid full

we listened to a short discourse by Bro. Crites,
from these words:
* Then Peter opened his
mouth andisaid, Of a truth I perceive that
God is no respecter of persons.”
In the afternoon and evening Rev. Robert Martin filled
the appointments,
On Sabbath morning the
people repaired to the grove at an early hour
for prayer.
At 10.80 A. M., Rev. Robert Martin addressed the multitude in words too plain
to be misunderstood, from the text, “I give
myself unto prayer;” afler which subscriptions

were

243.31

Rev. L. B. Potter, Lansing, Mich., to whem all
money contributed within the
bounds of the Mich.
Y. M., should be sent tor F. M., H. M. and Education Societies.
(25¢t)
Rev. J. D. Batson, Northfield, Minn., Treasurer

‘White Co.
Winchester

be desirous

Fre

VASSAR

All money contributed for the Mane State Mission should bé sent to Rufus Deering, Portland,
Me.
‘
(25122)
Rev. S. D. Bates, Treasurer Ohio Free Communion Baptist Association, Marion, Onio,
)

South River
Salem, Neb,
‘Westmore)and

the place who may

Tailor elected

After the business was

has

stations at Fairbury on the arrival of the trains
from the east and west, to convey any persons to

_ vened with the St. Joseph River church Friday evening, Aug.b, Opening sermon by Rev.
F. R. Randall of Burlington.
Saturday, 9
o'clock A. M., the Conference was called to or-

der by the clerk,

year

n

a

Estate

2

SPRING

Hotices and Bppointments,

pastor at

si.

of twenty weeks, begins August 7, 1882.
Courses of Study—one and two years, including
one term in Training School.
Expenses, inclu ing every Charge connected with the school,
$68 a .
Makes a
ect bed. No mattress or pillow 8 | term; or $48, if pupil boards himself.
For
i»
tter than a hammock,as it fits the bod
required.
lars or information, address H. P, WARREN,
Folded or opene
Pleasantly, and lies straight.
Principal, Plymouth, N. H.
12125
nstantly. Self-fastening. It is justthe thing for
®
es, camp-meetings, sportshotels, offices, cot
men, ete. Good for the lawn, piazza, or *¢ coolest
place in the house.”
Splendid for invalids or
POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y.
children. Sent on Tectlbe of price, ¥. Gi:0. D.
ay ex:
For 50 cts. extra, wit order, I wi
For the Liberal
Education of Women.
pressage
to any railroad station east o ihe, Mis.
xaminations for entrance, Sept. 14th, Catalogues
sissippi River, and north of Mason and Dixon’s
nt on application to
Line. For 75 cents,
in Minnesota, Missouri and
8130
W. L. DEAN, Registrar.
Towa. Send for circulars,
H. W. LADD, 108 Fulton 8t., Boston; 207 Canal
PEEKSKILL
(N. Y.) Military Academy.
St N.Y.; 927 Arch 8t., Phila.; and 94 Market od J
—For circulars address Col. C. J. WRIGHT, A: M.,
hicago.
Principal.
19

J Ashley—M E Ahper—A Clark—Mrs J L Allen

be

5%

of twenty weeks, begins August30, 1881.

C BE Bean=-O A Besgse—H Briant—A G Brande—A
F Bendett—Mrs E I, Black—N O Brackeit—E 8
Beiny—A
Brigham—-M' Batés—J Chaffee—O T
Curtis—C T D Crockett—W A Carlisle—H 8 Clay
—Mrs
M
Crabtree—S
A Carl—-E M Corey-=+G “W
Yearly Meeting Notices:
Curtis—T Danton—F O Dickey—L Decker—W ¥
_ MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. at Pishon’s Ferry. Sept.
Eaton—Mrs H Estes—A M Fork—Mrs 8 B Given
[0
—C Harking—J
Hisey—Mrs 8 Hammond—J F
CENTRAL [11 Y. M. at Gillsburg, Sept. 2.
‘Heath—C H Hungate—L
Hutching—M J KelloggINDIANA Y. M. with Zion church, Sept. 9.
D W Libby—Lee & Shepard—J Longley—J W
Penosscor Y. M. at Rockland, Me., Sept. 27.
"|. Mutehler—A 8S Mapson—E F Nason—B D Newell
On1o & KENTUCKY Y. M. at Seience Hill, Ky.,
—I Port—A L Palmer—F Putney J Robinson—
Sept. 2.
:
Mrs M C Russ—D L Rice—G
Smith—A M 8iH Swatzell-G B
KANSAS & SOUTHERN
NEBRASKA
YEARLY [ monton—B A Sherweod—J
Shorey—T H-Smithers—C N Soule—R H Tozer—E
MEETING will be held with Fairbury church,
H Treunx—Mrs BE Thompson—Mrs E L Thompson
about six miles northeast of Fairbury, beginning
—J Vail—Wm Whitefleld—H H Wallace.
:
on Frinay at 10 o'clock A. M. of the second day
of September next. There will be teams at the

Wisconsin.

M.

‘eague’s

he sent), Lewiston, Me.
52t
. A. Hilton, Treasurer, North Parma, N.
whom all mission money within the bounds
Central Association shouldbe sent.

Somerset

Little Scioto
Liberty

cast,

July 31, Rev, ¥.

of next

‘Harmony

many years, having been called to other fields,
the church lately passed resolutions expressive
of ‘regret at their departure, gratitude for
their faithful labors, and commending them to

Si
RC 2 NES TAR

I

Yo HompehireFALLtateTERM,Normal Sobol

Post-Office Addresses,
:
‘REV. E, N.FERNALD (to whom all contributiens
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should

Richland & Licking

Jefferson Co., Kan.
James River
Lorain

Ma

R. DEERING,

Meigs

Hocking Valley

500.

ed Se

the following Quarterly

Midnapore
New
Hope
Osceola

ik
the matter under consideration.
Iiev. John Ashley, of Homer and forimerly
pastor of the Cook’s Prairie F. B. church with
which he and his estimable wife have labored

the people of God wherever their lot may

from

Harrisburg

to con-

urged

is cordially

Rev. J. B. Drew

for the Register

Mrs

Safe’ Kidney

Cass & Berrien
East Baton Rough
Franklin

;

x

wl,
1
4.

Brown per A H

invaria-

REPORTS.

‘Clinch River

curred on July 24; sermon by Rev. A. A.
Myers of Hillsdale and prayer by the newly in

tinue with the

Nature

Meetings, which reports are wanted immediately :
Chemung
Marion

the re-dedication services oc-

stalled pastor, Rev, W. C. Burns, B. D.

m

As we go to press with this issue of the Star,
been received

$

Mrs E O Jameson .50 Dr Bowen 5.00
Mrs Hill 1.00 Cumberland Q M 6.00

Warner's

RECISTER

**

: Collected by Rev ¥ Boyd
i
Ch N Berwick
10.00 Ch Burnham 4.63
Ch W Waterville 28.90 . Ch Unity 4.31
Waterville & Sidney 2.00 Waterville 12.00
Ch Cornish 4.41 Ch W Buxton 2.00
Ch Canton 5.11 Ch Peru 4.50
Ch Chesterville 1,66 Waterville Q M 15.43
Ch Phillips 3.22 Farmington QM
6.73 to
gongtitnse Rev Charles Woodeock

AS

no report

Michigan.

.

and

~

ETRI nar

_and Liver Cure.

added tothe church.

$

Receipts for Maine Home Mission Society,
Ch Auburn 80.00 Ch Bowdoinham 10.00
40.00

These Pillsare an Fastindia herly flower, and
etable compound §
ills
in a box-—each
pill

those who help themselves,”

Sunday evening the 14th the right-hand of
fellowship was given to 9 persons by Rev. H.
The good
M. Ford, pastor at New Lyme.
work prospers and others will be baptized and

4

3
N.C. BRACKETT, Treas.
Total on special $3000, $1321.
The pledge
from Lisbon, Mich. was 50 , nof
$90
as the last Star reported it.
2
’ N. 4

¢ The Gods Help

der many embarrassments. But Bro. 8S.
is not the man to despair under discourage:
ments.

Gates

M A Hamphervyille Pittsfield Mass
Unknown
Mrs E L Tryon Boston

Cleanses the Kidneys,

un-

forward

been pushed

5.

a ny
ey
a
your druggist for Dr,
H, James’ Purifying and Regulating Pills,
.
CRADDOCK & CO., Proprietors,
2032 Race St., Philadelphia

Prairie church, is rapidly pushing to completerprise which has

5.00
5.00

LM

But produces sound and refreshing slumbers, preventing headache, and giving
a good flow of
spirits to the otherwise languid dyspeptic.
#y

ry

522.00

Such as the natives of /adia call a Summer Pill*
Because it not only
Cools the Blood,
Controls Perspiration,
Sharpens the Appetite,
Promotes Digestion,
Regulates the Bowels,

keep them all employed... .Rev. K. F. Higgins,

R A Alexander Charleston W-Va
A W Gates Scranton Pa

their father Adam
Morrell

‘One Sugar-Coated Pill.

har-

The

well by addressing him as above.

A

Pn

Receipts for Anthony Memorial Hall

Mr and Mrs Francis Adams in memory of

Just what I need.

do

Any church needing » pastor could

work.

-

Have Wistar’s Balsam of Wild Cherry
always at hand. It cures Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup, Influenza, Consumption, and all Throat and Lung Complaints,
50 cents and $1 a bottle.
87

ers will study to show themselves approved
unto God, workmen that need not to be
ashamed...-Rev. J. H. Baldwin at present re-
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our denomination can enjoy, we are particu1arly glad that he can, and hope that many oth-
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day schools or adapted
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classes, rotall price 10cts, bi

arranging for the agency ahi
they seeit, will notbe long inon receipt of 25cts, Terms
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old or new version,
send sample,
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Name, Post Office, County and State Plainly.
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preserveit.

Address ARNOLD & NICHOLS,

ycamore, DeKalb Co. lil.
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—
The kité was attached bya string to a
post, -and at the lower end of the string
was a steel key. As the shower increas-

Poetry,

which the string conducted to the key so
when the man touched his knuckle to it

Say not the struggle nought availeth,

The labor and the wounds are vain,

he perceived the spark and felt the shock.

The enemy-faints not, nor faileth,
And us things bave been they remain.

‘ And, but for you, possess the field:
For while the tired waves, vainly breaking,
. Seem here no painful inch to gain,

Far back, through creeks and inlets making,
Comes silent, flooding in, the main.
And not by eastern windows only,
‘When daylight comes, comes in the light;
In front, the sun climbs slow, hew slowly,
But westward, look, the land is bright.

—NSelected.
el

eller

eet

—

THE AMBITIOUS VINE.
‘A Vine that stood beside a thriving Oak,
Grew weary of the labor
4
2
Of self-support, and thus she plainly spoke
Unto her stronger neighbor:
¢¢ I prithee bend your handsome trunk to me,

The children

My noble forest brother,
That, mutually embracing we may be
Supporters of each other.”
¢ Nay,” said the tree, *“I was not made to
bend;
I’m strong and self-reliant,
As Oaks are wont; but you, my pretty friend,
Are twenty times as pliant!
*3
“¢ So clasp your slender arms around me, dear;
And we will grow together,

High as yon azure cloud, nor ever fear
The roughest wind or weather!”
¢ Nay, nay,” replied the foolish Vine,

“ I hate

To seem 80 much your debtor;
You do the twining, now, and I’ll be straight;
T’d like it vastly better!”

you

to

me;

and,

taking

Nature's

‘We'll keep our proper places;
;
I to the twain will give my manly force,
And you your maiden graces.
¢¢ But if, perverse, you try to live alone,
With none to hold and cherish
Your slender form, before you're fairly grown,
You certainly will perish.

“Or if, instead of fondly clinging fast To one who would protect you,
You flirt with others, all the trees at last
Will scornfully reject you.”
“I see—I see,” exclaimed the musing Vine,

twine;

the

Oak with

many

a graceful

And so they grew and flourished!

Famaly Circle.
A STORY OF THE OPEN

STOVE.

die

They had watched the maple

sticks burn to coals as he told them stories of fifty years ago, when the country
was new, and he rode to mill on horse-

back, with the bag of corn tied behind
him to the horse.

When the coals were bright and glowing they had parched corn and cracked a
them,

and all the time the minutesandseconds
had
gone scampering after each other till the
tall clock in the corner struck nine. A
blank look of amazement came over ‘each
young - face, bat with one accord they
begged for one more story, just one, and
grandfather consented, for some of the little folks were to go to their distant home

:

“Iwill give you something to guess,”
he said. “There is something in this
room which has added very much to our
comfort and pleasure this evening.
It
was invented by a very noted man. I will
tell you about him, and you may guess
who he was, and what he invented which
we have enjoyed this evening.

and as he looked,

the

letters

on

it. Franklin

thought

it

too

bad for

was,

heavy

and

stifling

and

dear

Sav- | bright hunior.

This

did

not

last

him

Rasmus

her and guide her for his name's sake.

POW
“ LEAD ME.”

:

00-000

heard, and that she should

be

led

and | for after & short

most

fourteen,

mother,”

said

Maggy at last, “and don’t you think I
could get a place to go out to. work somewhere? I long to be earning more money to help you take care of the children,
now father is dead.”
* There's no place, Maggy, unless you
and I can’t

think

of that,”

he

resumed

But, no!

The whole day passed, | neck, gave her a hearty kiss, and

they did not trust her as before. Poor
Maggy! She prayed
a great deal in those
ed
ry
often David's words
came to comfort her.
She felt that the
Saviour
was
her
rock,
and
that he would
surely load her and guide her.

I

across 1 the

chasing

something

Was it?

Could it be?

gravel.

Yes, sure enough

as he wished, but the words, * Lead

“ O mother! come and hear the lady’s

little path to the'gaté.

Jesus once

d

be- | And before she went

to bed

“Lead me, dear

was Maggy’s prayer.

Wil-

althdugh

“I would take this,”

said Ben,

as

;

was off for school, with

but

side the arbor, and

Saviour,

the tree until it ‘was

lost among

the other hand, no editor who is

she saw something like a nest in a crotch | editor resents, but rather

giving

be bad
been asking the
could have his cow.”

peasant

4

whether

Guttorm; * you know yourself what you

he

Hugh?” she asked, while

3

sentient.
nl

very same place every year since I came
here, and that's ten year come June,”

times"

lived and grew, and from them came all | that she could afford to be patient when

sorry

PPR

+1 wish I conld
go out now

reserving

this

and (5) to supply a usefal hind-book to parents

The

best educators have contributed to it, and it
would be a fortunate thing if it could come

into the hands of every teacher in the country,
or at least, if there could be a copy of it in
every school building.
PATTY'S

PERVERSITIES.

Series].

Boston: James

16mo, pp. 308,

($1.00).

[Round

R.

Robin

Osgood & Co.
3

We have here a popular novel narrating the
experiences of a young girl who would when
she would, and wouldn’t when she wouldn't.
Judged by the ordinary standard of novels
itis a good, entertaining story.
It is, as we
have often intimated, a question
with us
whether our literature needs such large addi-

* Patty's

book

Peri

.

entitled

hate

Revised Odd-fellowship,
Sovereign

Grand

Odd-fellowship:

useful litile

books

are

published

by

Lee & Shepard (Boston), one entitled Insects,
how to catch and how to prepare them Jor
the Cabinet; and the other, Bigelow's Hand-

book of Punctuation.

Both books are

practical, and the latter especially so,

contains

aids

quite

since

to proof-reading, remarks

it

on

composition, sizes of type, dimensions of books
etc. Each is 50 cts.

right with the load when she holds the. reins.

It is astonishing what

power she has over him; |

he lay ill at home,

I had proof of that when

Anson D. F. Randolph

and did not know how things were golng with | Publish
him,—whether he would

“Memorials

& Co.

of

(New

Frances

Havergal, from the pén of her younger

get well or not.”

“ You should not be so

York)

Ridley
sister.

hard to please,” said | The book is composed of a biographical sketch
‘ You know what she wants her-

Guttorm.
self, and you know

and

it is for her we live!”

Then Synnive looked up for the first time,

selections

from the

* Oh, yes,” sighed Karen, after a moment's
silence; and now she drew her finger along the
table a little more vigorously than before. * If
I have beld out against it the longest, it was be-

“ I have never doubted that,” said S@zmund,
also rising. “ Those who are meant to come

together
oor,

come

‘“ Well, what

together.”

have

He

crossed

you to say to

the

this,

r, she too going over

my

to

bad

first

taken his place.

Suuiled, kp

my child,” whispered
whereupon 5 she lose;

and

wept.

always!”

‘The Lo

said the moth-

er threw her arms around her, and wept too.
e two men walked across 3 8 bok, each

You still
¥

in

iihave lo goas over
weeping,
she

for such | Thorbjorn Jbrang u and went toward her,
her hand,
it, knew not what more
tseized
0 do, and stood there holding it until she
ently withdrew

and then

by myself, without always having my lit- | .

it.

y each other’s side.

Then

they stood silent

and

correspondence

other writings of the deceased, Who was one

and turned a pair of large t ankful eyes on her | of the sweetest and most exemplary

father,

3

are

education,

——

lasted probably a whole minute, * If we could
only be sure of him,” said she.
‘“ Well,” said Semund, joining in the conversation again, “ so far as that matter goes, I
can only say what I have said before; it is all

But for the one who reads, dis- | let go of her, and stole a Joving fiance at her,

we

practical

in the home education of their children.

Two

The husband and wife exchanged looks; this

took a step forwa
then stvod
there, | sents and flashes back an angry “Stop my | iil"Synodve
because. she could not get ta titer

a great hope | paper®—well,
;
grew in her heart.
brethren.
*¢ That robin’s ,built her nest in that

in

larger work for occasional reference, particularly when information regarding edu cation,
history, biography, and statistics is needed 3

it a pretty good knowledge of
without joining the order.

said

y

to-day.

the | sion of contrary opinion from a manly dis- his OWh diregtion.

up

portion of the Cyclopedia which is of especial

value

son, etc., is published by Ezra'A. Cook, Chicago. If the book Is authentic, one may get from

‘* We might as well answer af once,” remarked Guttorm, and glanced at his wife.
** What I thought was that
perhaps Thorbjorn might be a little wild,” said sbe, but did
2
not look ub.
‘¢ That, I think, has righted itself,” suggested

and | respects the hearty, pronounced

:

supply, at a small cost, to every teacher that

and symbols adopted by the

an answer at once, as the bear said,—

between two. of the higher branches,

“Is there a bird's-nest

of

Lodge in September, 1880, copiously illustrated, with 117 foot-note quotations from such
standard Odd-fellow authors as Girosh, Donald-

just then Hugh came whistling down
walk.

mormal

folded his arms and leaned up against the wall.
‘“ We have only this one daughter,” added
Karen; “ we have to consider a little.”
“ There is reason in that,” said Semund;

must get up,
On | tne“ You
mother
fo he r;

expres-

in

voice, as though he were considera

to

of the |

Velovmion and

for use

a course of instruction in principles
and
methods, not necessarily superseding other
valuable manuals differently arranged, but accompanying and strengthening them; (4) to

A

“ but I can not see what objection there can be

to

half an

pedagogy

and claimi
to ng
give the latest statistics, the
revised ritual with the signs, grips, passwords

orn, thewhorestatstood
whereabout
he

the | best of friends, a good newspaper.

leaves. Looking carefully, Maggy thought

class manual of

schools and teachers’ institutes as the basis

versities.”

relieved
.and looked froin. her to Smmund,bly who
had

put her

one

practice of their profession, thus giving to. the

work of education a greater degree of intelligence and efficiency; (3) to afford a convenient.

under this class may be found

accept it with thanks,” said Guttorm, in & loud

Then she ran’ out- ; No true man gives up a friend because of Synnbve.
kept her seat;
there, sure enough, | a difference of opinion; neither does he, her,Sheallstill
exoept
Thorh

into
| fora like : reason,
i
part with

atically studied; (2) to encourage in this way
the study by teachers of the principles and

tions of stories whose only attempt is to enter-

ing her finger on the table,
** The fact is—it is a fine offer,” said she.
“ Yes, and it seems to me we might as well

lead me,” | lege to do and as he would do to a friend. pehild? said the mothe
up

ofthe

tain, as it is at present receiving.
Yet if
stories must be read, let us take the best, and

stir; no one eould see her face. Karen sat draw-

he

minutes

manage

for I am pretty sure I know what she wishes.”
Thus spoke
Swmund.
Guttorm sat in a
stooping position; kept alternately placing his
hands one over the other; made several s gns
to raise his head, each time drawing his breath
more heavily, but did not succeed until the
fourth or fifth time; then at last he straightened his back, stroked his knees up and
own,
looked over at his wife, 80 that the glance now
and then took in Synnove.
The latter did not

choice, and
the dress.
lacing his

five

to

you think of this—I will ask her afterwards ;

Wilson has
she always

to

able

ng of other things,

for him; and if I can
not she can, for her power is now the greatest,
I suppose.
What do you two think of our
making a match for them?
There is no need
of any haste, but I do not know, either, why
we should wait. You, Guttorm, are
retty
well off; I, to be sure, rather less so, and have
more to divide’ among; but I fancy that will
be all right. You will bave to say now what

a bright border.

me, | shoes, while Rose hastened

scarcely

i

| wasup to time. He was five minutes
| longer than he hdd thought, he said,
laughing. Now he displayed the pretty
| samples which he had brought, from
| which to choose his sister Rose a dress.
“I will let Bennie choose it, for his
| kindness,” said little Rose.

| held up a piece ‘with

I was ligtle in favor of this in the days

when I saw he wig

the cloud | with the parcel, gave mamma a kiss, and

the | Was a thread of cotton reaching
i

that night,

such good

gether.

that it seemed to lead up into an old pear | that he does not like, writes to the editor
tree standing. close by.
expressing his dissent—as it is his privi-i

people generally. Once he found some | wita Ned in the generous, old-fashioned
yellow willow twigs that had been garden by the hour together. Sometimes
brought here from some foreign port and | the girls, Hattie and Bessy, were there,
had

he

air of se-

in

«over here,” began Smmund slowly; ‘it would
take him a long
time to get here alone, I fancy,
—aud he would make poor work of it, besides,
Iam afaid.”
He cast a sly look at Synndve,
who was conscious of it. * Now, it is just
this way : he has set his heart on Synndve from
the time he was old enough to understand anything about such matters; and it is not very
sure but she also has set her heart on him.
And so I think it is best for them to come to-

ed gently, when to her surprise she found | man, seeing something in his newspaper

*‘He was always trying things to benefit | children, and it was Very Pleasant to play

Maggy

hurried into the sitting-room to see if

an

uside

:
of the publishers of this

clear and definite articles, alphabetically arranged so as to be easily referred to, or system-

simple

more, she tossed the leaves about to [than he that taketh
a city.”—Western | cause I mennt well by it, I suppose. Perhaps I
amuse Ned, all the while looking very | Christian Advocate.
was Bot 80 hard as my words.” She looked up
and smiled ; but the tears would come,
carefully, when suddenly she saw a bit of
~+-4o
At this Guttorm arose. ** Then, in God’s
name, that has come te pass that I huve most
cotton dangling from a "broken place in
The Christian at Work has this item :
wanted of all things in the world,” said he, and
An honest,
the trellis-work. Taking hold, she pullstraightforward,
manly
crossed the floor to Synnove.

with the funny little rogue called Ned, who
was to be her special care. Maggy loved

They | too, and

and

with

J. Schem.
New
1881. 12mo. pp,

Co.

book is (1) to supply a brief compendium

accompanies

layhis
brass
tobacco-box. Guttorm,
Karen, and Thorbjorn,
let their eyes wander in different directions.
‘I thought I would - accompany Thorbjorn

‘It must be there, somewhere,” she | spend at his papa’s store, all because he
said, half aloud, as they passed near the | tried to conquer himself.
arbor again, and kneeling down once
‘‘ He that ruleth his own spirit is better

She

to

more,

seemed darker than ever.

| had a long and earnest talk with the lady,
| and dt length consentedto allow Maggy
| to go. When Mrs. Hayes drove away,
| therefore, ‘it was with the promise of
| sending for Maggy on the next afternoon.
| There were some preparations to be
| made, but the simple wardrobe was soon
ready, and long before the appointed’

ing

Ben only answered with a smile,

him

cautiously

the mora}

theory and practice of education in a series of

the description of the betrothal near

the old one.

people com.

Syslopadia of Education.”

820. ($1.50).
"The special design

and customs which we obtain from the book,
and the quaint, concise style constantly pleases.

ing

a nice boy,
back the
was sometouch that
proceeded

you

Based upon the

are

delighted with the glimpses of Norse scenery

added, looking about

sug--

SRI

These Norse stories will therefore be more
gladly welcomed into our literature.
We are

We quote

of

in our churches and Sunday-schools,

influence.

curity, and he changed his quid of tobacco

a

expect
:

stories of questionable

sight to
one who has children himself,” added
Guttorm ; his wife moved a little on the bench.
* That it is,” said Seemund; * it sets one to
thinking seriously about them, and that is
why I wandered over here this evening,” he

lead me,” had meant more to her than | room in order before school-time.
little Ned knew ; and she was trusting in
In just twenty minutes Bennie arrived

| question,” said Maggy eagerly, and Mrs.
| Wilson laid aside her ‘work and came

the

mot

and

is full

told, the characters finely sustained,

and the

ones,

“ A confirmation is a very touching

and saw Ned's pretty white kitty scam- | walk.

pering back and forth" among the dried
“ Well, Bennie, Idid
leaves under the seat. Then she ran out | yet,” said his mamma.

French

any

to dress.

| * It is just like a dress Katie
| and you know how nice
| looks,” he continued.
in hers, said, ¢‘ Don't, Maggy!
Lead me,
Mamma approved Bennie’s
lead me.”
:
away he went to bring home
Maggy led him up and down the walk
Little Harry sat on the rug

live
she
full
be

producing

some

over together:

One bright day in May she was in”the | Bennie started for the store, declaring
garden with Ned, when he began to clap | he could be back in twenty minutes, alhis hands with delight.
" | though several squares away. The time
‘See, Maggie! see!” he said, pointing | passed rapidly, as morning hours do,
into the summer-house.
Maggie looked | when Bennie’s feet were heard on the

could come

| young girl who would come and
| with me, to look after my little boy?”
|asked. ‘He's just old enough to be
| of mischief. and needs somebody to
| with him all the time.”

new pair; and be
and he brushed
lovingly. There
gentle voice and
of crying, and he

of

better methods of raischapter

most excellent, and it merits a general reading:

‘ Synnéve Solbakken ” is a charming story
both on account of the purity of the plot and
the simplicity of its style. -Too many of our
American novels are borrowing the com plicat-

immorality

Another

pointed out to them, which too many in af.
s
fluence fail to see.
As in all of Pansy’s books, the story is well:

each work before it is published,

ed machinery of some English novels

suggesting

ing money.

mencing in Jife on small salaries. Rich people
also will find there are ways of benevolence:

Prof.

of the chosen maiden, and all talk -the matter

early. Presently little Harry came from
his room, crying over a broken shoestring, saying he never could wear such
strings.
#0 yes, Harry!" said Bennie, “I am

| bring you a
| won’t you?”
| tangled hair
| thing in the
| cured Harry

his designated

them, and

are plain, practical hints te young

his son to the house of the father and mother

jagud the ring | seat at the table with papa, who ate quite
|
|
|
|

He

troubles of peasant life the father

his

took

public.

Christian

women that the generation has produced. The
volume will be found to be a sourceof consolation, encouragement
read it. ($1.75).

and blessing
v

I,K. Funk & Co. (New

York)

to all
:

who

issue

The:

Popular History of the Translation of the
Holy Scriptures into the English Tongue,
With Specimens of the Old English
Vere
sions. It is the well known work of Mrs. H.
C. Conant,
revised and continued to the

present time by Rev. Thomas J. Conant, D.
D. Some of the most curious und desirable

information in the world is here putin popular
form, and especially adapted to the multitude
of thoughtful and intelligent persons who have
neither the time nor the means for searching
out the great facts that are revealed. Its con‘clseness represents great labor, and those who

read it will doubtless agree that it is one of the
best works of its kind on the subject treated.
nn

In connection with the book just mentioned
we note the publication of Prof. Samuel Ives.
Curtiss’s The Date of Our Gospels, which
many will remember as appearing in a Chicago,
paper last spring in reply to a skeptical review
of the Christian religion for the first two cen-

turies ; and Dr. Storrs’s oration on John WycUiffe and the first English Bible. Both of
these publications are by eminent scholars, and

tle sister taggingEmr
after me!”It was a
|
answered Hugh.
MEASURE. By P
fl are among the really valuable contributions to
sweet-faced girl who said this, only the Tue POCKET
Poo Ried,” “ Four aio ar Cn tpor of the literature of Bible history and criticism.
white
‘“Well, isn’t there something
face
for
the
moment,
‘was
clouded
and
etc.
Boston:
D,
Lothrop
&
Co.
12mo.
pp.
like trimming hanging down on one side,
.
F. H. Revell (Chicago) publishes the former
:
camedane by. hy.” She had : 515. ($1.60).
cross. Anotitlgirl
;
Hugh” asked Maggy again.
her
book, and the latter, which fs in pamphlet,
There
is
no
uncertain
ring
in
Pansy’s
books.
on a deep mourning dress. As she had
form, is from the press of A.D, F. Ran“Yes, yes, I see it,” said Hatty, ‘who beard

the yellow willows in this country. By |Ned was naughty
and troublesome,
his influence Philadelphia, where he liv-|w hich wasn’t very often.
ed, was lighted with street lamps, and had
One morning when Maggy went up-

paved sidewalks.”
. | stairs to the nursery, where Ned was
The children had thus far obtained no | sleeping, she heard Hattie’s voice saying,

what Laid, Twas not surprised.

to

She writes because

she

has'a purpose.

The

clue to what it might be sich a man had | I've looked and looked, mamma, and ‘had come oan
downto ask Hugh,
ra to harness hear her say, *‘ My little sister is dead I” ‘large
Feaderlecls
sda this
book to not
the
numberthat
she shehas hasalready
published,
invented. Harry inclined to the opinion can’t find it anywhere. What will Uncle for mamma, and had heard Maggy’s | The child who had first sposaid
ken
Hoth- | merely that it may count one more, nerto
that it. xfight
be" the carpet; since this Horace say when he knows it's gone? I question. ** I declare, I do_ believe. it's ing, but presently she took the chubby | increase the fame she has gained,
nor for the

man was interested in paving streets. -

dolph & Co. (New York).

In the musical line we have from Oliver Dit-son & Co., Boston, “ Great Grandmother,”
Molloy, * The Death ofthe Nightingale,”

by

by
don’t see how Maggy could think of tak- my trimming,” she added. “Do, climb | p.n4 gently in hers, and seemed to be | recompense it may bring her, but because she
Henschel,
who
takes
the
words
from
the
Perup quickly,
quickly, Hugh,
and
see;
Charlie said it must be the kerosene | ing it, and yet Hugh says nobody could up.
and
maybe
i
i
t
l
e
**
tamging®
sister.
has
looked
abroad
and
become
conscious
that
tiug
i
ye | patient with the little
tagging” sister
HIT, Tong Feo
I
a with sian of Hafiz ; and “ That Traitor Love,” by J.
lamp because his father was a candle | have got into the garden, for the gate—" the ring’s there, too.” .
|
poverty and yet longingto know the blessed- Roeckel. The ¢ Dream of the Shepherdess,”
Maggy heard no more, for the door of
Oh, thé naughty little thiefof a robin!
by Labitzky, a piano piece, is a summer idyll;
A
PuzzLz..
A
young
man
asked
an
old
ness
of giving into the treasury of the Lord.
“You are wreng,” answered grand- | Mrs. Hayes’s room closed just then. Bat Hugh climbed up, and there, woven firm- | man for his daughter, and received
the ‘Perhaps this volume is not as original and strik- and there is a triumphal march, ‘‘ All the
father, ang continued : ** Besides being a she ndshatood
all. She remembered’ ly in with the straws
anddjcomds
cords of which | following reply:
9
:
ing as some of her previous ‘productions have Rage,” by Artus; and the “Sky-Rocket Galop,”
at Hatty
had been sitting in the sum- | the nest was made, was the lost trimming, “Go into the orchard and bring
lot of | been; this could ! hardly be otherwise ; When a by Kleber. A copy of the weekly Musical!
i
bad
the day Sor tatting very | el The EO)pin and ring were full in view, and | apples. Give me one-half of ‘the whole | Person writes as continually as does Mrs. Record _($2 per year) comes with the music.
1den,
for though the
writer may not become
ts, he was | busily with her pretty tatten-ring, which Hugh had:no scruples abont; tearing. the | number, and the mother one-half of the 2 de
ol Bh ie pr a fore demitnd.
The Traveler's World is the title of & new
:
her Uncle Horace had just sent her for a nest. apart: sufficiently
to recover the | balance and half
(
apple over, and the ing and the freshness of style and methods of semi-monthly journal which has just begun its
birthday present, upon her finger. How treas‘‘ures,
I hope they'll build again; | daughter one-half of the remainder and | treating subjects
are lost. But it is only a fow career in New York and meansto occupy the
maker

-.

es

*

;

convenient it was, with the pin- dangling Miss Hatty,” he said; ‘ I'm glad there | half-an apple over, and have one left for | who have
la
ead
saent
A
inl
one ll
BULLE

| by is gold chain, just where ms,

| easily pick
it up to use it in pulling the
thread through! Maggy had looked at

or Was approac hing. | it admiringly,

for she had made a great
hj

4 Wereno eggs in It yet.”

Y
:
y
]
I'm.glad, too,” said Hatty ah
; *‘ and oh] then, if she is willing, you can have her.”

®

Eig

i

yourself; without cutting the apple; and | come from

I'm so glad the ring is found.”

The lover solved ithe
the problem.
prc

She tarned towards Maggy, but Maggy | many apples did ‘he bring?
CO
.
\
Ny

?

AT
r
Cieer
yet

How

of.

gestions to those who would awaken
mission:
interest in churches, and all the way throug
h

as

Rasmus B. Anderson, of Madison, Wis., as his
translator, co-operates with him and revises

was

to find | Work of preparing

—the very spool of cotton which Hatty
had used in making her tatten. Maggy’s
| home sometimes, maybe. Besides, the
heart was full. Running quickly into the
| dear Saviour could be with me there just
arbor, she began searching among the
| 2s Well as here, you know.”
There lay the
“Yes, child, for he has said, ¢I will leaves to find the tatten.
shuttle
snugly
hidden
in
a corner, but
| never leave thee nor forsake thee.’
Yet,
the threads of both spool and shuttle were
| I would rather wait until I am sure he
broken, and neither trimming nor ring
| points out the way.”
Just then a carriage stopped before the were to be seen. Maggy’s fond hopes
were dashed completely. She sat down
| gate, and a motherly-looking lady beckand buried her face in her hands, when
| oned to Maggy.
‘Ned
came, and putting his soft little hand
“Do you or your mother know of any
“and

American

One

ing that there is little charity resulting from.

He stands

a peer in the north of Europe

~~

the best chapters relates to church fairs,
show.

North,”

ber that the j has the short sound of y. His
works are now for the first time offered to the

So it was this morn-

time,

by

¢ Norse

trouble in pronouncing his name if we remem-

There was one redeeming feature about

and | left alone to think.

the church and for general charities.

novelist, national and lyric poet, orator and
contributor to the press.
We shall have no

A | often sorry and penitent, more so when

peaceful feeling came into her heart,

Norse

the close of the book when after many

thought they were watching her, and that | going to the store for samples, and I will

j
;
The ongrass
Hout wasof growing
ihe Vide very
ted
house
Birch In Lane
green under the warm rays of the April
;
sunlight,
and Maggy and her mother sat
upon the door-step, sewing busily.

| without

long,

he

the

author of

TR —

according to their means for the necessities of"

Bjornstjerne

Bjornson is a native of Norway.

yield so

said,

B. Andersen,

By

from

;

gles of a young book-keeper and his wife to”
live comfortably on a small salary, lay by
a
little for rainy days And at the same time give

etc.. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 12mo.
pp. 197. ($1.00).
;

lead me and | early ¢o his temper.

ed earnestlyto the dear Suviour to lead | little Ben, for, as I have

Translated

Mythology,” © Viking Tales of the

her

| set about preparing for breakfist, in a

fire- | was still missing. No one spdke of it to
her. They did not know that she had
‘Early to bed and early to rise
heard them talking about it. They could
.
Makes
a man healthy, wealthy and wise,” | not willingly think that she really did
was one of Franklin’s maxims.”
steal it. Yet as the days went by, she

freat scholar; he

set them ofit.

sake

heat, so he invented this open stove to be | and the next, and the next

came very rich. Then he was sent abroad | she had become quite well acquainted

He

Bjornson.

the | upon the soft grass and thanked the dear
laid | Saviour who had been her rock

Thou art my rock and my fortress ; there- | how it grieved her to: see

with | saw it.

Tio when
SUI Ws,
eSping
Sowa littletons]
worked hard ; he published an Almanac, | west
Maggy,
with her
trunk,
under the name of Poor "Richard, that was whirled away in Mrs. Hayes’s carriage.

thrown away.

SYNNOVE = SOLBAKKEN.

iour knows I’'m-not,”—and that reminded | however; some trifle threw him off his
her to go to him now in her trouble. guard, and he gavesway to his passions
Then a text came into her mind,—* For [#8 usual. His mamma told him kindly

used instead of the old-fashioned
places. Now boys, good night.

apprenticed fo a | Son had taken in to do for a neighbor.

on government business, to London and
Paris, where he lived a number of years.

the

people to do away with fire-places, and | guided, that she almost expected

er was a candle | ployed upon the sewing which Mrs.

He

thief,” she thought,“ and

fore for thy name’s

the

“He was born more than a hundred | time Maggy and her mother sat again
years ago in Boston, opposite the old upon the door-step, watching and waitwent to see the | ing, while their fingers were busily emSouth church. where y

was sold all over the country.

through

hearth spelled F-r-a-n-k-l-i-n.
when Ned opened his eyes and said, | ing I speak
his mamma quietly left
* The stove, grandfather, the stove!” | «Jyegs Ned, Maggy. Go garden,” she | his room, andof; for
a few mifutes no stir
he cried. « It says Franklin on it.”
was heard. Ben, no doubt, was waging
was ready to. take him.
“Yes,” replied. grandfather,
¢ you
She felt so sure that her prayer was | War against his enemy; surely he. was,
have

down

'

phonograph.
His
maker but the
i
printer.
He
a

trimming

guide me ;” and kneeling down, she pray-

Bertie was looking directly at the stove,

er,” urged Maggy;

Grandfather Hanson sat-before the open stove surrounded by a group of grand-

on the morrow.

low

name was Benjamin Franklin.”
‘ But what did he invent that we have
anything to do with,” asked Harry.

go into town,

pan full of hickory nuts, and eatén

into the

replied her mother.
“But it isn’t so very far away, moth-

BY F. 8. M.

children.

intently

“ Well, ” said grandfather, ¢* the man’s

“I'm

¢ The weaker must be nourished ;”
Then clasped

looked

fire where the coals were burning
but could not guess anything.
“ We give it up,” they cried.

mosphere

course,

op

Hatty drew her

for breakfast, and in a
live in rooms with air-tight stoves where | the tatten, ring, and all, lying upon the | few
moments appeared with a rosy, face,
they never could see the fire, and the at- seat in the summer-house where she last
throwing his arms around * his mamma’s

4 Nature wills otherwise,” the Oak replied,
‘ However you may grumble;
The moment such a silly plan were tried,
Together we should tumble!
“Come

bered, too, that Bessy had come: running | bush. She had left Ned to play with kitty
down with a pretty new book, and that | for a minute, while she kneeled down
ring, stuck the pin in carefully, and

iia

= Fiternry Bebieto,

There was a quiet little corner

the whole upon the seat. In a few min- | fortress, and had used the little thread of
This experiment led to the invention of utes arhand organ had passed that way, | cotton to lead her and guide her out of all
the lightning-rods, to protect buildings by
and they had all scampered to the gate her trouble for his name’s sake.—S. S.
attracting the electricity and conducting .to see the monkey. That was all Maggy | Times.
it where it can do no harm.
Onée when
knew about it.
“9
he was arranging an experiment to kill a
“Oh! oh!” thought Maggy, as she
LITTLE VIOTORIES.
turkey by electricity he received the shock threw herself into a chair in the nursery,
You allknow what victory means ; if you
himself, and so intense was
it that it
‘‘ she thinks I took it! She thinks I'm a | do not, ask mamma to tell you, Although
knocked him over.
:
Oh! Ican’t bear it!”
: children may not lead : great armies, there
“I had almost forgotten to tell you that
Maggy was very angry at first, but |are many enemiesto be overcome by the
in addition to all I have said about him
soon she began to feel frightened. What | girls and boys.
he was also a general and commanded a
if the trimming should never be’ found?
Bennie’s greatest enemy was a hasty
portion of Braddock’s army where Gen.
What if they never would believe her? | temper. His mamma often spoke to him
Washington first came to notice. Now
Of course they wouldn't keep her, Per- | seriously about it, telling him that “if he
can you guess what he invented for our haps she'd have to go to the, House of | did not overcome himself
that-he would
use, for he thought of the little comforts Correction.
At any rate, ho “could she | in time yield to his enemy, and be a ruinwe need as well as of the great danger ever go home
to her mother so?
ed boy. Sometimes he saw his fault, and:
from’ which he would protect us.”
And yet just here there was a little | Would express great sorrow, and try for
Bertie said he thought it was a thermo- gleam of light shining through the dark- | a time to watch and overcome himself.
meter.
ska
;
ness which seemed to shut her in. | One morning he arose quite early, and
“ No,”: laughed grandfather.
“Mother wouldn't think I would be a

If hopes were dupes, fears may be liars;
It may be, in yon smoke concealed,
Your comrades chase e’en now the fliers,

s—p—

to | had gone.

sellto the neighbors at home. She remem- | in the garden, behind a large syringa

ed the silk Kite gathered the electricity

A WORDOF CHEER.

rere

many yards of trimming of this kind

i$

as they
be BS reading
ae dn allTe her books
a.

the press, und we wou

moment wish her to'write

any

less than

she

does. There is none our Sunday-school libraries
cun spare.

*

The “ Pocket Measure ” repeats the ‘strug-

field
of illustrated journalism in its relation to

hotels, pleasure resorts,.
railroads,
and the great army of travelers. Its first number bears evidence of skilled and accomplished.
editing
§
are bright and enteral 1 its pages
A
and those contemplating .
©

wil dd it» useful pubfation.
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Show me one single person,

numerous evils arise, is our lackof rever-

.ence for sacred things. The holy, Name
of God, the holy Wordof God, the holy
Day of God, the holy House of God,
these are among the sacred things which

But we

reverence.

live in an 1rreverent age. As we look
- back through the century, we can see
how- fearfully we have departed from the
customs of the Fathers.” We smile to-day
.at the religious austerity of the Puritans,
and chuckle-over the * Blue Laws” of the
old New Haven Colony, as though they
were but the caustic precepts of a sanctimonious old maid. And yet, so far as we

know, there was nothing so very absurd
in those puritanic regulations.

It is true,

they regarded sacredly all holy things.

The sanctity of the Sabbath day was
faithfully protected by law ; all sport and

secular labor and social visiting were
prohibited, and no man was allowed to
travel beyond a specified distance on the
Lord's day. Moreover, all the people,
go far as practicable, were expected to go

to the House of God. and listen respect-

fully to the greaching of the gospel. . A
New England Sabbath, in those puritanic
days, was almost as quiet as a graveyard.
But the cegtury which has passed, has
wrought
a change in the religious customs of the country, which is not for the
Now the
better, but for the worse.
sanctuary is habitually neglected by a
large percentage of our people, the Word
of God is ignored, and the Sabbath day is
profaned in ways without number. In our
large cities, bands of music parade our
streets, Sunday theatersare in full blast,
beer gardens and picnic grounds are
thronged, saloon-keepers drive their fatal

trade, excursion trains thunder and screech
along our railways, and steam boats

groan beneath their burden of thought
less pleasuge seekers.

Pedestrians stroll

about the streets, gossip on

the

corners,

lounge in the parks, and gather in disreputable places of resort, while noise
mirth and. confusion are the order

‘the diy.

lieve, a valuable school of morals, it
ought not to be difficult, to find men: and
women whose habits have been corrected,
whose passions have been subdued,
whose tastes have been refined, and who

at,

by

using

the

Should God spare the life of this nation,
and should our irreverence for sacred

things increase in the future as in the
past, the beginning of another century
will find us practically without a Sabbath
day. Indeed in certain portions of many
of our large cities, the time hus already
come, when almost every vestige of the
sacredness of the Sabbath has disappeared. Ithink I donot overstate the facts,
when 1 say that there is an increasing element in American society,to whichthere is

nothing— absolutely nothing,sacred in all
the universe of God. Not only is the Sabbath day desecrated but this Word of God
is despised, his name

is used

in«

rofana-

tion, and, his sanctuary habitually
shunned. This state of things, the prevailing irreverence for sacred
things, is
to me alarming, because Y
of
coming disaster.
There are breakers
ahead, my friends, and unless the tide of
events can be turned into a safer channel,

we shall fall upon the rocks in due time.
Another blemish uponthe our social life,

as a people, is seen in our extensive and
increasing patronage of the stage. More
than one hundred years ago the renowned
Dr. Witherspoon, of colonial fame, wrote
concerning the character of theatrical
representations as follows: ‘ Where can
the plays ba found, at least comedies,

that are free from impurity, either directly, or by allusion and double meaning?

It is amazing to think that women, who
pretend to decency and reputation, whose

brightest ornament ought to ‘be modesty,
should continue to abet by their presence’

so-much unchastity, as is to be found
the theater,

How

few

plays are

in

acted

in the

‘have been lifted to

a higher

plane of

moral purity and excellence by jts..influence..

But such cases can not bé found.

I can but regard it as a significant and
‘humiliating comment upon the type of
our modern religion} that so many professing Christians are patrons of the
theater. Not many months ago, as some
of you remember, the distinguished Sara
Bernhardt, laden with unforgiven crimes,
such as send other women to the shades
of merited oblivion—yet with a ceuntenance so brazen, that she could

look jthe

virtue of America in the face without
blusking—swept through our country,
creating a sensation among the lovers of

pleasure.

And do you not

know that

thousands of church members in all parts
of our land, encouraged her with their
applause, enriched her with money which
belonged to the Lord ; while they dishonored their religion as well as their manhood, by sitting in the midst of gaping
throngs of infatuated pleasure lovers at
the feet of a‘ notorious French harlot?
What a place was that for a redeemed
child of God! "The time has doubtless
come, when the church should put down
her foot with greater firmness, and draw
the line with greater distinctness, be-

pleasure which gives it a firm hold
those who indulge in it. But from

does

that fascination

arise?

women do not dance in

Men

in the other.

less?

rendered

I doubt not it can.

per decorum, you have

multitudes in our churches, who

are

evi-

of

then

clearly manifest to-day,

seems

to

me

of the newly-married

so
to

must

popularize

that

DICE,

ment

in the

and reckon their reputation ruined if ever

they should return,
tency

they

With what consis-

gravely

return

to

be-

comes an act of heroic

But

self-denial.

the. every tree must be judged by

invaluable

tor are not endorsed by ‘all our people
to-day,

who

and the minister of the

should give

expression

gospel,

to - such

opinions, now, would be likely to be

garded as intolerably puritanic.

re.

‘And yet

I am not aware that there has been

any

marked improvement in the character of
~ the theater during the past century. That
there are men and women upon the stage
who have purity of character, and plays’

the celebrated

Kidney-Wort

would be much better off.

that are inoffensive, may indeed . be true,
But who does not know that the general
character of the “stage is bad?’ The

when

The ball room

is not

the place where higlrind noble purposes
‘streams of influence which it sends ont! re formed, and squls converted to a truer

into society are poisonous. = As a class, life. It is not the place where prayer
Stage performers are men and women of would seem appropriate, and ‘the enjoy-

Slender virties, whose fnflietice upon

ments of which would be rhightened by
thoughts of God and heaven. Neither is

their admirers ean by no mens be
helpful. * ‘Drawing conclusions from it the place where the Christian finds enWhat Ihave read
and observed, I do not

couragement and help in the prosecution
hesitate to declare that the influence of of his life-work. Is there, then, anything
the stage upon the social, moral, and re- good, growing legitimately from this pop-

is

action

Cases of Cures by Woman’s

a

wonderful

upon the Liver,

Dr,

medicine

and thous-

received

as

to the

Ble

is now

using

her

COMPLAINTS,

AND

by causing free action

Dr, S. Hardy's “ Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar to.
women.
Itis put up by Dr. 8. Hardy’s Sons,
pre rietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale
y druggists generally. Price $1.00 a bott.e.

WEAKNESSES;

NERVOUS

DISORDERS,

of these

organs

and

restoring their power to throw off disease.
Why suffer Bilious pains and aches?
Why tormented with Piles, Constipation?
| ¢ Why frightened over disordered Kidneys?
\{ Why endure nervous or sick headaches?

GEO.C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
GENERAL

Itis put up in Dry
Bl

Vegetable

cans one package of which

medicine.

Form,

makes

in tin

six quarts of

Also in Liquid Form, very Concen-

trated, for those that cannot readily prepare it.

¢

tar1t acts with equal efficiency in either form.
GET IT OF YOUR DRUGGIST.
PRICE, $1.00
WELLS, RICHARDSON & Co., Prop’s,
(Will send the dry post-paid.)
BURLINGTON,

/

CL RATLWAY,

$5.

At this season, various diseases of the bowels are prevalent, and many lives are lost
PERRY DAVIS’
“through. lack of knowledge of a safe and sure remedy.

PAIN KILLER is a sure cure for Diarrhea, Dysentery, Summer Complaint,
Cholera, Cholera Morbus, ete., and is perfectly safe.
Read

the following

:

BAINBRIDGE, N. Y.,
March 22, 1831.
PERRY DAVIS' PAIN KILLER never fails to afford
instant relief for cramp and pain in
the stomach.
JOSEPH BURDITT.
NicHOLVILLE, N. Y., Feb. 2, 1881
The very best medicine I know of tor dysentery,
cholera morbus, and cramps in the stomach. Have
used it for years, and it is sure cure every time.

,

JuLrivs W. DEE.

.
MoinaonA, Iowa, March 13, 1881
+ T have used your PAIN KILLER in severe cases of
cramp, colic,and cholera morbus,and it gave almost
... instant relief.
:
L. E. CALDWELL.
CARNESVILLE, GA., Feb. 28, 1881,
For twenty years I have used your PAIN

KILLER

in my family.” Have used it many times for bowel
complaints, and it always cures.
Would not feel safe
without a bottle in the house.
J. B. IViE,
Saco, ME., Jan. 22, 1881
Have used PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KILLER for twelve
years, It is gare sure, and reliable, No mother

ONEIDA, N.Y., Feb. 19, 1881. |
We began using it over thir years ago, and it

always

gives immediate relief.

togo FA

ents evry FT ES eS
early every
the A

f

family

W. O. SPERRY.

in

this section keeps a bo
y
Dx. E.
MORTON.
U. S. CONSULATE,
CREFELD, RHENISH PRUSSIA, Feb. 8, 1881.
I have known PERRY DAVIs' PAIN KILLER almost
from the day it was introduced, and after years of

the reach of all.

PERRY

DAVIS

Chicago

household as an indispensable Jacossity,
Jd 8. POTTER,
U. 8. Consul.

BEST

LEADING
RAILWAY
Si
—OF THE.
WEST

AND

NORTHWEST !

It is the short and best route between Chicago and

Its price brings it

Northern Illinois,

braska, California,

a bottle.

all points in
Iowa, Dakota,

Wyoming,

Oregon, Arizona,

rado, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and

& SON, Proprietors, Providence, R. I.

Council

Bluffs,

DENVER,

Ne-

Utah, Colo-

for

Omaha,

LEADVILLE,

LAKE,

SAN FRANCISCO,

Deadwood,

Sioux City,

Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, Columbus,
and all
foinis in the Territories and the West.
Also, for

lilwaukee,

sick, they

Green

Bay,

Oshkosh,

Sheboygan,

Marquette, Fond du Lac, Watertown, Houghton,
Neenah, Menasha, St. Paul, Minneapolis,
Huron,
Volga, Xargo, Bismark, Winona, LaCrosse, Owatomna,and all points in Minnesota, Dakota, Wisconsin and the Northwest.
'

The ‘whole system

simple

At Council Bluffs the Trains of the Chicago &
. North-Western and the U. P, Ry’s depart from, ar-

BITTERS

are

At Chicago, close connections are made with
the Lake Shore, Michigan Central, Baltimore &
Ohio, Ft. Wayne and Pennsylvania, .and Chicago
& Grand Trunk Ry’s, and the Kankakee and Pan
Handle Routes.

for all. diseases re-

recommended

highly

rive at, and use the same joint.Union Depot.

Close connections made at Junction Points.
Itis the ONLY LINE running

quiring a certain and efficient tonic; especially Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite, Loss of Strength, Lack of Energy, etc. Enriches
the blood, strengthens the muscles, and gives new life to the nerves. They act
like a charm on the digestive organs, removing all dyspeptic symptoms, such
ete.
The only
as Tasting the Food, Belching, Heat in the Stomach, Hi

Pullman Hotel Dining. Cars
BETWEEN

CHICAGO
and COUNCIL BLUFFS.
Iman Sleepers on all Night Trains.

Iron Preparation that will not blacken the teeth or give
headache. Sold by all druggists. ‘Write for the A B C Book, 32 pp. of
useful and amusing reading
— sent free.
|

BROWN

REMEDIES IN THE WORLD FOR
* THE CURE OF

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
‘Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

CHEMICAL

Insist upon Ticket Agents selling you Tickets
’| via this road, Examine your Tickets, and refuse
to buy if they do not read over the Chicago &
North-Western Railway.
If you wish the Best Travelling
Accommoda~
tions LL will buy
your tickets
this route,

os

CO., Baltimore, Md.

¥9.AND

|

WILL

TAKE

NONE

OTHER.

All Ticket Agents sell Tickets by this Line,

MARVIN HUGHITT, 2d V. P. & Gon’) Hangs,
;

CARO.

8S. M.
PETTENGILL
& CO, 37 Park
Row, New York, are our Agents, and are au-

thorized to contract for advertizing at our lowest

rates

Every affection of the

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST, -{including

CONSUMPTION.
A WELL-KNOWN PHYSICIAN WRITES:
¢¢1t doesnot dry upa cough; and leave the cause

behind, as is the case with most preparations, but
loosens it, cleanses! the lungs and .allays irrifation,
thus removing the cause of complaint.”
:
‘
DO NOT BE DECEIVED by articles BearDR. WISTAR'S BALSAM, OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of“ I. BUTTS ™ on the wrapper.
50 Cents and $1.00 a Bottle.
Prepared by SETH W. FOWLE & SONS, Boston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers generally, ,

& North-Western
RAILWAY

Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED
EQUIPPED | and hence the

BURTON-ON-TRENT, ENG.

T had been geveral days suffering severely from
diarrheea, accompanied with intense
pain, when I
tried your PAIN KILLER, and found
t instant
relief,
H. J. NOONE.
21 MONTAGUE ST., LONDON, ENG,
During a residence of twentyyars in India,
1 have given it in many cases of
diarrhcea, dysen,.and cholera, and never knew it to fail
to give
relief,
R. CLARIDGE.

For sale by all druggists at 25¢c. 50¢. and § .00

—)THE (—

¥

observation and use I regard its presence in my

should allow it to be out of the family.
b
. I. NAYES,
No family can safely be without this invaluable remedy.
withi

Would hardly dare

without a bottle in the house.

SALT

Be sure you get

sn

Dr. 8, HARDYS S80NS8, Cornish Flat, N.H.
.\, PROPRIETORS.

Use KIDNEY -W ORT and rejoice in health: Y

fourth

AGENTS.

Summer Complaints.

-&

ing similar namés.

'

S. HARDY’S SONS :—There isa lady in Wisconsin that used your Woman’s Friend after
using many other remedies, and it proved to
be the best of all. Also one in Macomb,N. Y.,
after suffering a long time she was relieved by
your Woman’s Friend.
Another, who was
discouraged because she had used many things
which did no good.
I persuaded her to give
the Woman’s Friend a trial; she did so, and
was perfectly cured., In my case it proved a
perfect remedy and effected a cure.
I gladly
send these; hoping they may benefit those who
are suffering.
MARY A. D. LEAVITT.

DISEASES,

DISEASES, FEMALE

a

For sale by all Druggists at $1 per bottles or six

IRON

|.

Price $1.00 a bottle.

NorTH RUSSELL, N. Y., Feb. 7, 1881.

~ 7 A TRUE TONIC
:
A PERFECT STRENGTHENER.A SURE REVIVER.

we not compelled to admit that the fruits
of this fagcinating amusement are the reverse of all these ?

Liver-Aid

to her.”

bottles for

should

can be kept in a healthy state by this
but effectual remedy.
See large adv.

ness has been tradeformed-into virtue,
through the influence of the ball room?
Can the person be found whose morals
have been improved, whose tastes have
Are

Four

vice versa, in search of a healthy State. If
they would learn to be contented, and to use

been changed to humility, or whose lewd-

been

druggists generally.

FORM

‘A Healthy State.

quickened into industry, whose pride has

has

DRY

. People are constantly changing their ‘homes
from
East to West and from North to South, or

the man or woman whose idleness has been

mind

and

you will let it become better known.
Mrs. M. A. SHIVLER.
447, W. 22d St., New York.

its fruits,

elevated and purified, by daticing?

KIDNEY

LIVER

bottle. - I told our druggist how excellent it was,

things, these blemishes upon our Chris- | ~~

ball room; at what conclusion do we necessarily arrive? Can any one point us to

been refined,or whose

produces Constipation,

in paralysis, insanity, or death.
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I know these unvar-

LIQUID

Respectfully yours,
’
A.J. KNIGHT.

Dr. S. Hardy’s * Woman’s Friend” is the
best remedy known for diseases peculiar
to
women.
It is put up by 8. Hardy Sons, pro
prietors, Cornish Flat, N. H., and for sale by

WILL SURELY CURE
A

and assured him that he might safely recommend
it as the best known remedy for sick headache.
He says it is not advertised half enough.
I hope

same schools of lewdness, they them. and applying this scriptural test to the
selves best know.”

STOMACH,

Liver-Aid has been a blessing to my poor, afflicted mother. She tried many, many things for
her sick headache, but néver found any relief until she took the Liver-Aid. It has, indeed, been

reluctant to concede that any harm is
likely to ‘arise from this fashionable
amusement, and hence, to give it up

SOUR

ands of testimonials have been
benefit it has given.

which a modest woman can sed¥bofisist!
tently with decency in every'part. There dancing is a fascinating amusement, of
are ladies who frequently attend : the’ the pleasures of which many persons are
stage, who, if they were but once enter- passionately fond,
I know, moreover,
tained with the same images in a private that young Christians are frequently very |.

family, with which they are often presented there, would rise with indignation

Liver

Grosvenor’s

corruption in high places, created by men
who ‘make merchandise of the trusts confidled to them by the people, — of these

amusement, whose influence is both wide-

HEARTBURN,

hundred evils in its train, and also occasions
nervous diseases without
number;
resulting, if

who dare to ¢ speak evil of dignities,” and

day, than they were one hundred years
ago.
:
But again, dancing is another popular

as

Body.
It is the largest because it has the most to
do. Itis intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous- systems, consequently any derangg-

Bat now, there are the evils which arise
from trashy and sensational literature, and
the serious disasters threatened and to
some extent realized, by abusirg the sanctity of the marriage relation, and the
growing irreverence for civil government
as a divine institution, by the multitudes

where and by every possible means,

»

Because we allow these great organs to
become clogged or torpid, and poisonous
I'S humors are therefore forced into the blood
that shouldbe expelled naturally.

for

RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, ERUPTIONS, SCROFULOUS SORES, FEMALE COMPLAINTS, IMPURITIES AND SALT RHEUM.
The Liver-is the Largest Organ of the Human

cardinal principle, will long hesitate to give
it up.
:
;

to-

spread
and pernicious. The narrow
limits of this paper ' forbid an elaborate
discussion of this subject and compel me
to be somewhat-dogmatic.
I know that

Such

vice

give emphasis to the fact, that ‘‘ The
grace of God which bringeth salvation
hath appeared unto all men, teaching us
that denying ungodliness and worldly
lusts, we should live soberly, righteously,
and godly in this present world.”

A

BILLIOUSNESS, POOR APPETITE, - INDIGESTION,
DYSPEPSIA, Di1zZINESS, PILES, BOILS, JAUN-

among the young men of the nation. But let
the pulpit and the religious press and the
entire church brand with its anathema
the folly of dancing, and truly no one in
whose
religion self-denial constitutes a

begin

nearer

WARK

WHY ARE WE SICK?

IS NOT A PAD,
an Internal Remedy
Liver Complaints,

But

amples of folly in metropolitan circles, un.
doubtedly have their influence, just as the
excessive . smoking of ex-President Grant
to

had very delicate

Friend.

the

versation of many fashionable cireles today, and note the increasing disrelish for
churches and the enthusiastic admiration
of theatrical entertainments, to be convinced that the ealamities predicted by
much

Price 25 and 50c per bottle

Y-

IN EITHER

lighter heads, to the disgust of the mote
sensible people of the nation. Such ex-

much

My daughter Rosalia

not being able to go a full term at school, and

THE ONLY MEDICINE)

less lads and lasses, with light heels and

done

Relief.

sometimes would commence a school and have
to give up teaching on accountof poor health.
‘We had the best physicians in the community,
but found no relief until we were induced to .
try Dr. Hardy’s Woman's Friend, which gave
her sound health.
She is now teaching by the
year in North Carolina.
Others have tried it
in our community with similar results.

Rub

IDM oRT,

floor and dance as though they were brain-

has

Give

health especially after the age of 12 or 13 years,

i

dig-

We have but to listen to the popular con-

the wise Dr. Rush, are

Friend.

it in well with the hand.

But now

upon

to

the

more than pleased to give in my testimony in
favor. of your valuable remedy, the Woman’s

Sold by all druggists.

for immediate

go

where

EAST RUMFORD, ME, Feb. 12,1881.
Dr. S. HARDY’S SONS :—Dear Sirs:—I am

Sores

and all Skin Diseases.

now

tian civilization, I have no time to speak.
I can only ada that it is through the agency.of his church, very largely, that God
must work for the removal of these evils
from our land. Hence the time has fully
come when the children of God every-

will

|Scalds

Strain,

compelled by the conventionalities of metperhaps

sa;

Physicians Failed
to

Corns,

unchecked,

society,

Vt.,

Restores

Health

Best

Ulcers,

& WARRANTED

Friend

Sound

Bruises,

Galls,

statesmen and accomplished ladies, feeling
ropelitan

wy

hired ay.

.

Woman's

Wounds,

Sprains,

Cuts,

nitaries of the nation are expected to assemble for an inauguration ball; and wise

churches be neglected and the name of
the Supreme Being never be called upon,
but in profane exclamations; then will
our Sundays be appropriated only to
then

sure cure for

Burns,

& CO., Rochester,

its

when a President is inangurated, the

our

all that long train of domestic and political calamities.”
x

H. H. WARNER

which

an inauguration prayer-meeting.

mantic amours, be preferred to the immortal writings of Addison, Hawkes-

feusts and concerts, and

For Sale b: Drusgists and Dealers at $1.25
per bottle,
Largest
bottle in the market. Try it.

uous duties which lay before him; that was

then will the history of rowill

For Man and Beast.
od

for as alof dancing

couples,

nameis

S.C. BUZZELL.

dancing

practice of

Her

3

the

that cures Bright’s Disease.
For Diabetes, use
W
er’s
‘e Diabetes Cure.
;

be celebrated
h a ball.
When George
Washington was inaugurated President, the very first thing he did,
when the inaugural ceremonies were ended, was to hasten with both branches of
Congress to the house of worship, to invoke the aid of Almighty God in the ard-

distinguished
lights * of
our
early
history, in speaking of his 'apprehensions lest our nation should follow in the
footsteps of European nations in manners
and vices, wrote as follows ;
x
** Then”—that is, when the evils which
he predicted shall have come—*¢ will the
character and performance of a buffoon
on the theater, be the subject of more conversation and praise than the patriot or the
minister of the gospel; then will our language and pronunciation be enfeebled
and corrupted by a,flood of French and

then

restores

\ . AND THE EIDNEYS.

tion.
Benjamin Rush, an eminent Chris<
tian, scholar and physician, one of the

Johnson;

has no eqnal.

That Actsat the same time on’

my ? ‘That its influence upon public morals is corrupting ? And that it stands in
the way of the triumph of the gospel ? If
we can not, then our fathers and mothers
in the churches had more discernment
than their children, for they recognized.
the stage as a flowing fountain of currup-

worth, ..and

16

men

have become ordinate.
Many who go
to our churches, we have reason to fear
go there not to worship God, but rather
to be entertained. Hence, they clamor

Italian words;

Pregnancy

in high places.
Almost every political
and social event, from the inauguration of
a President down to the ‘‘house warming”

ment is sanctioned by the

for, like other sinners.

The public desire for entertainment,

n

I knew and regret that this silly amuse-

dently ‘‘lovers of pleasure more than
lovers of God,” should be faithfully dealt
with. At least they should be invited to
the anxious seat, labored with and prayed

works in the telegraph office.

Lois Pine.

one summer.

pro-

it

arises chiefly from that feature
tween her dominions and the world. And | renders it highly improper.

the time has doubtless cone when the

she could not speak loud, nor sit up half the
time; six bottles cured her, and now she

die at any time.
Mrs. Russell, of Waterbury Centre,
one bottle savedy her the price of a

have become so strong as to prohibit men
and women from swinging in each others
will be discontinued at once;
ready stated, the very charm

en one bottle could walk gne-fourth of a mile
to chifrch. When she commenced taking it

ommended in the world. It saved my daughter’s life atter the doctors said she was liable to

witchery, and destroyed all ‘its charms.
When an adverse public sentiment shall

arms about the ball room,

Waterbury.
The doctors said she must die of
consumption.
I saw her and persuaded her,
to try
Woman’s Friend, and when she had tak-

the last fifteen years, and can positively say I
know if is the best medicine for what it is ree-

subjected

robbed

STOWE, VT., Feb. 11, 1881.
S. HARDY’S SONS :—I sold some Woman's
Friend to a lady from New York, who came to

harm-

it to the rules of parlor etiquette and

=

- man’s Friend.

I have sold Dr. Hardy’s Woman’s Friend for

But when you

have done this, when you have

:

sumption by Wo-

) ‘ HUNT BRO
’ i
608 Washington. Street, ‘Boston.

organs that make the blood, and hence is the best
ood Purifier. It isthe only known remedy

taken their first downward step to ruin in
‘the ball room. This fact alone should be
sufficient to condemn it. But it may be
asked whether dancing can not be im‘proved ; canit not be divested of its social

5 seta

the Doctors Had Given Her Up.
A Woman Cured of Con-

from a Simple Tropical Leaf of Rare
is a POSITIVE
Remedy for all the
diseases that cause pains in the lower part of the
body—for Torpid
Liver—Headaehes—Jaundice—
Dizziness, Gravel, Malaria, and all difficulties of.
the Kidneys, Liver, and Urinary Organs.
For
Fen
Diseases, Monthly Monstiurasions, and

sanctioned by a vitiated public sentiment,
and in the other it is not. It is a fact, my
friends, susceptible of satisfactory proof,
that thousands of young persons have

ops,

ONY 305 rn: BEATTY,

Saved Her Daughter’s Life After

Is made
| Value,
and

The

LS rood

Washington, N.

|

only difference is, in one instance it is

improprieties, and thus

BEATTY'S ORGANS, Is useful
Srl

¢ The finest in the World.”

she will repel her assailant with burning |
to be no worse than

3

PIANOS.

is

indignation. And yet,the moral influence
of such conduct in the one place is likely

bd

BROS.VIX

and
It

¥

ELT|

71

upon
what

solitude.

ed

Rheumatism Permanently Cured.—Mr.
Daniel B. Dodge, Edgecomb, Me., testifies that he
contracted Rheumatism while in the army, and
for twelve long years suffered, he thinks, as much
as
a man could
suffer. Was treated by some of
the best physiciansin this State, and afterwards
in Boston, without benefit. Six bottles of Clarke’s
Rheumatic Elixir c
him, and he has had
no return of the disease.
For sale by all Drugistts. Price, $1 j= bottle; six bottles, $5. Pre'| pared by Rev.
alter Clarke,
proprietor of the
‘European Co ughR emedy, West
ton, Mi e. i

|.

that which is socially imprudent about |
dancing which givés it its charm. Let the
same liberties that are taken in the ball
room, be taken in a lady’s parlor, and

for that which is sensational, exciting,
Christian men and women,
of | dramatic.

Sabbath as a day for dinner parties,
pleasure riding, and social visiting.

NR

higher and more fashionable circles of so- |
same time a living, active, praying ‘ciety. And yet every man knows that all
Chrisiian,- Such persons there may be, needed social culture may be obtained |
but
I have never yet met them. If the without dancing. The fact is, there is a |
theater is what some would have us be- kind of witchery or fascination about ‘this

And all this wickedness, many ‘can we not see that the theater is our enes

Christians even wink

6316 175 BE FOL I

the

1

and

young, thus fitting themto move

EATS

re

Another prevailing fault, from which

is a
at

Ig

4

Baptists, at Ocean Park, Me., Aug. 10, 1881.
After taking strong grounds against drunkenness and the use of tobacco, the author, Rev.
«0. D. Patch, said:

who
and

TaSihih

| {
| I
|
|

Sleeping purposes, and

«delivered before the N. E. Association of Free

constant patron of the stage,

ular pleasure? No, my friends, there
is nothing. The most plausible plea of
its defenders, so far as I know, is, that it
affords a school of social culture for the

for 4&8 entire Meal. ~ Do mol con-

PUBLIC SINS.

should

Show me a lover of the theater,

who is also a lover of the prayer-meeting!

The following is an extract from an address

.every man

and

always has been, exceedingly unfavora-

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 24, 1881.

OUR

is now,

ting purposes

@he Morning Star,

ligious life of the public,

1881.

Ice

&

'

E ft
e

PACIFIC

R.

R.

‘ANSAS CITY, ATOHIEON and LEAVENWORTH, Is the GREAT STEEL LINK in tho RIGHTY CHAIN |

tlantic to. the Pacifip.
,
are run‘over its
perfect track, and every appliance for the safety
and comfort of its patrons is provided
Two "Fnrou h Express Trains each w
RUN THROUGH, and to all Express Tralus is attached one of those FAMOUS PALACE DINING CARS for
ALACE
SLEEPING COACH
PULLMAN
in
CRIT
which this Groat Route has bécom @ renowned,
Running Through Cars
from Chieage Into the State of Kansas Without Change.
’
This ia The Only Railroad Owned by
id Semtant,
iii
Its connections are made in Union Depots,
and | Tokers Jip d hoy JA Coupon Ticket Offices

A, KIMBALL. Gen’l Sup’t,

a
|
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great

concern,

and

showed him that the President’s case had become much more serious, and that the increase

Miscellaneous.

The Garfield fund now amounts to $155,381.
The late Dean Stanley left property valued

of guards meant a preparation to resist a mob

at £90,000.

in case of the President’s death.
He was,
therefore, greatly excited during the night, and

The orange
this season,

was pacing his cell most'of. the time.

While

he has not been able to hear anything about
the real condition of the President, he knows:

that he is not

because he has not heard

any tolling of thé=bells or other demonstration.

crop of Louisiana

The Rassian

:

£81, and from Ireland £162.

rusting through the summer.

a message that she had

.

prepared it with her

own fair hands. Suspecting that all was not
right, the wily monarch presented the toothsome dish to the young lady’s mother, who partook freely and died In two hours from poison.
Then the king cut off the offending wife’s head ,
and peace reigned in the royal family.

1s a failure
poms

Government is extending

tection to the Jews.

to £4,543, and there were from Great Britain
King Theebaw, of Burmah, Pas a good many
mothers-in-law.
The other day one of his loving consorts sent him a dainty confection, with

Sad.

pro-

its,

Latest

Orangemen
have
enlisted
four hundred
laborers to reap the crops in the * Boycotted ”
districts of Ireland.

his

tick let go

wood

A drop of oil willmake'a

grip.
:
Kerosene oil rubbed on & stove will keep it frem

The agreement

dians 'a

portion

News.

ceding

to

treme west of Campas prairie and at the mouth

of Salmon river, a distance of about 75 miles.
Later news from Campas prairie reports that a
column of smoke is issuing from the opening,

which is distinctly visible from the prairie.
New

Home

Ponca

In-

occu-

for the Poncas.

sented, lands on

which"to locate

about 175

who yet remain upon the old
The Sioux delegates consented

not only to part with the land that the Poncas
needed, about 25,000 acres, but offered to give
the lands to the Poncas.
White Thunder, the
successor of Spotted Tail, who spoke for the
Sioux delegation,
was quite dramatic in the
style of his delivery. When Secretary Kirkwood inquired whether they expected the government to give anything to the Sioux for the
permission given to the Poncas to live on their
lands, White Thunder drew himself up proudly and said:
¢*No, my friend; that is not
what I want.
You told me yesterday I ought
to have pity on these poor Poncas.
If I have
pity upon them I am not going. to fake. their
ix Bh gg
give them the lands they need.”
Queen

Victoria’s

which

were trans-

mitted by cable, speak for themselves:

got

OSBORNE, Aug. 17, 1881.

To Mrs. Garfield,

Washington,D. C.:—

.

I am most anxious to know how the President is to-day, and to express my deep sympa-

thy with you both.

To Her

THE QUEEN.

Majesty, Queen

|

ARG. i=
:
Your Majesty’s kind inquiry finds the President’s condition changed for the better. In the

judgment

of

his

medical

strong hope of his recovery.

advisers, there

His mind

is

is en-

tirely clear, and your majesty’s kind expressions of sympathy are grateful to him, as they
are gratefully acknowledged by me.
LUCRETIA R. GARFIELD.

International Law for Assassins.
At the international law conference in Cologne, Germany, Mr. Dudley Field introduced

while

hold economy.
There are thirteen million cows in the United
States. This is more than are kept by any nation
of Europe, Germany having the highest, 8,962,

Baral

Irishmen have

Each year brings us pleasant surprisés: One
season it will seem as if perfection had almost
been reached in some of the larger varieties of
strawberries ; the next some new kind will make its
appearance, revealing gnalities so different and
80 superior in some respects to any preceding variety, that we begin to wonder at the capabilities
of the strawberry, and to look forward with pleasure to what the future

years there has been
the

Rich and extensive silver fields have been
discovered near Fort Sill, Ind. Ter., withinYhe
limits of the Kiowa, Comanche - and Wichita
being made by white men
claims in these regions,

England

are

part of that State us deplorable,

any

until

there has also

in
at

been

their greatest

real satisfaction in raising these immense

berries,

as when heaped upon the fruit-dish they make a
fascinating picture that few can help admiring,
while those who raise extra large berries for

the

rain

A company of Arabs brought to this celittry

for the purpose’ of exhibiting “thé habits and’
customs of Palestine are now in Boston ina
destitute condition.
The means are being
raised to enable them to return home.

On Sunday the 14th a staging overlooking

some

circumference.
Beautiful
large berries indeed
are some of,them! Though weeks have elapsed
since they
§vere here, yet the mere thought of
of them almost makes the mouth water! There is

southern

owing to

strawberry,

that measure over a foot around

represents

vere drouth. ‘There has not beep
here since June 30.

For

advancement

a rapid increase in the size of the berries that are
‘produced by some of the newer sorts, until at last
some few specimen berries have been obtained

It appears that the bill repealing the law
which levies a tax on church property, failed
finally to pass the Legislature of New Hampshire.

in the

of the

vancement in productiveness,

Fair will be held this

the condition of the farmers

develop.

ducing at the rate of 10,000, and even 14,000 quarts’
of berries to the acre. Keeping pace with this ad-

year in Worcester, Mass., Sept. 6—9, and
promises to be of more than ordinary interest.

Illinois

productiveness

may

a decided

last it is not unusual to find some varieties pro-

to locate, mineral

Tamier of

and Bonestic.
BY R. H. HAINES,

=

illegal attempts

dry form.—Danbury News.

THE BEST NEW STRAWBERRIES.

Itis reported that Hartmann, the Russian
Nihilist, has renounced his allegiance
to the
Emperor of Russia before the superior court
at New York, and filed x declaration of his intention to become a citizen of the United

and

He

find it very pleasant to receive irom 25 to 50 cents
a quart tor them. ~All persons will not meet with
sach puccess,
though berries
five and six
inches around may very frequently be grown, and
even specimens of that size will generally seem
very large, and give real enjoyment.
Orient.

a

bull ring at Marseilles, France, fell, and: 27
persons
were
killed and 36 -injured.
The
managers of the bull fight and the carpenters

sale

Fruit-growers

will remember

how

en-

thusiastically the Monarch of the West strawberry
was welcomed some years ago, and what vigor of.
plant,

fine

large berries

and

productiveness

it

displayed when it first nade its ‘appearance.
In
some localities it has decidedly deteriorated; but
the Orient, which is a new seedling of the Monarch
a resolution to the effect that it is desirable that who constructed the seats which collapsed,
appears to combine all the good qualities that the
have been arrested.
;
? Yon an extradition treaty where political crimes
‘| Monarch had in its best days. The plants are
More Indian atrocities in New Mexico are productive, and yield many fine large berries and
are excepted,a provision be inserted that neither
all of the best quality.
reported, Las Vegas advices stating that in one
assassination nor attempted assassination asa
Manchester. This new variety has developed a
means of effecting.a change of government or small village the Apaches massacred twentymerit that has given a pleasant surprise to nearly
redress of grievances shall be deemed a politi- | seven out of the twenty-nine inhabitants comall who have seen the plants, and that is their
cal erime within the meaning of the treaty,and
posing it. A ranche at Alamosa, also, was atthat the privilege of asylum be denied the
capability for producing large crops of fine bertacked by Apaches, who drove off the whites
perpetrator of any such crime. Mr. Field said and captured 300 head of cattle. The Indians
ries on poor sandy soil, near the sea-coast, where
it was the feeling among Americans that as- in that vicinity on the 5th and 6th inst. killed
but few other strawberries, would thrive.
This
~sassinations should be stamped out. Several and captured thirteen men.
will undoubtedly, make it a very valuable kind
delegates supported ‘the resolution, which was |
A Boston firm of lumber dealers is trying for such persons as have similar soils. Then too,
carried by acclamation.
’
the experiment of bringing Canadian lumber as varieties that succeed on poor sandy lands almost invariably do better when placed on soils
to Boston in an immense raft from Toronto to
Auti-Monopoly.
where they can get more nourishment, it should
Oswego,
thence
by
the
canal
to
Troy,
next
to
An Anti-Monopoly Conference was held in
algo prove a desirable sort for most other persons.
Utica, N. Y., last week with a view to secur- New York, and finally around Cape Cod into
Boston harbor. The raft now on the way is Experiments thus far in more favorable localities
ing in all the districts of that State the nominaconfirm this in the more vigorous growth, and
1,200 feet long and 64 wide, the value being
even finer crops that are obtained. The fruit is of
tion and election to the next Legislature of $25,000 and cost of towage $3,600.
representatives of the principles of the Na
The President’s mail has increased very. a bright color; of good quality; stands shipping
well to distant markets, and keeps its fresh aptional Anti-Monopoly League, which are stated
materially since his relapse, andthe number
pearance much longer than most varieties.
This
as follows:
of suggestions as to how the unfavorable turn variety certainly gives promise of becoming a
“ We advocate, and will support and defend
in the case should be met are innumerable, great acquisition.
the rights of the many as against privileges One correspondent says that, if transfusion of
Bidwell. This is a new strawberry whose name
the
blood should be determined upom, he is 18 more familiar than the preceding variety from
for the few.
ready to give half or all of his blood if neces“ Corporations, the creation of the State, sary te sustain and build up the President.
the prominence that has béen given it at some of
shall be controlled by the State.
the Horticultural Exhibitions.
It is difficult to
~The
Mormon
missionaries
who
are
traveling
say which will prove the more popular, whether
* Labor and capital—allies, not énemies—'
through
Georgia
for
the
purpose
of
making
this or the Manchester, though they will not con.
justice for both.
:
converts, have succeeded in arousing a public
flict very much as the Bidwell is an earlier ripen“In accordance with these general princisentiment against their work which may possi- ing berry. The Bidwell has developed rare qualiples we will endeavor to secure, among others,
bly take definite shape in legislation. A bill ties for productiveness, even young pot-grown
the following specific results: First.—Laws has been introduced in the State Senate which
plants, sel out a year ago, hating yielded over a
compelling transportation companies to base makes the Lic
ation of the doctrine of pohundred berries each this season; but what is still
a felony.
charges upon cost and risk of service, instead lygamy in Georgia
more noteworthy is, that thé size of the fruit has
of the new theory enunciated by them, what
"The New Hampshire Legislature adjourned at times, averaged as large ag thé Sharpless. It
is a fine variety either for eating or for shipping
the traffic will bear’
Second.—Laws to pre- finally on Friday.
vent pooling and combinations, Third.—No
to distant markets; while the plants are healthy
The new territorial boundary treaty between
and vigorous growers.
¥
discrimination against any citizens or any class
of citizens on public

highways,

Fourth.—A

Board of Railroad Commissioners for this
. State, to give effect to the laws which ‘are or
aay be placed upon the statute books.” Fifth.
—Laws making it the duty of public law offi-

«cers to defeiid # Citizen's Yight against injustice

by pewerful ‘corporations.
Sizth.—Laws to
prevent the further watering of stock and oth«er devices by which a fictitious value for public highways
_is created. 'Seventh.—Stringent
Ci

laws

186

bribery, including the prohibition
308, Eighth.~Amendments to our
election
laws which will better secure to the
‘the
er to select candidates for office.
“Ninth.~A liberal policy toward our canals,

‘which

during the

-

tent in prev

i

of navigation are po-

exorbitant

es by rail

in yroper
Prop HN limits
its of of SOs

powers and pri

generally, and for the

protection, education and elévation of the

ta

seriesof resolutions
was adopted by

ACOomlegonmh in accordance with the above,
————————

the

Russia and China has been ratified. x
The peach crop in Massachusetts the present
season will be larger than for many years

past.

’

di

Mammoth Bush has the peculiarity of making
but very few runners, Mt. Vernon is becoming

'

The British government has refused to resume negotiations for a new commercial treaty
with France,

Mr. Brown, Professor of Agriculture at the
Guelph Model Farm, Province of Ontario, has
been making a variety of experiments, the results
of which are summarized as follows in his annval
report, and which may. prove suggestive to our
American readers, even if they are mot prepared
to accept all the points suggested as conclusive:

1.

A steady, frosty

Winter

is

better

than an

open one in feeding cattle.

The prize fiend of the year is the man who
tied a boy to a railroad track in Illinois when
a train was appmoaching.
By some strange
feat of twisting, the boy escaped with the
breaking of his ribs and feet.

Indian reservation,

as

holly incapacitated for work.

both liquid and

been in secret conclave in New York, and
0’Donovan Rossa gives color to the report by
saying that when England is full of commotion
the result of the- meeting will be known.

States.

cures

says,*‘ One box made a new man of me, and I
sincerely believe it will restore to health all
that are Similariy afflicted.” It is now sold in

with em-

acting as disbursing

It is siated that the United

State Senator

Victoria, Osborne,

ad

officer of the United States signal service, has
been held in $40,000 bail te appear for examination in Washington.

The New

Seolicitude.

The following despatches,

$40,000

charged

such

Kidney-Wort is constantly doing, it may truly
be said to bave wonderful power.
A carpenter in Montgomery, Vt., had suffered for eigh
years from the worst of kidney-diseases, and

neers

Captain H. W. Howgate,

bezzling

A conference was held last week, at Washington, between the Omaha, Winnebago, Sioux
and Ponca Indian chiefs and Secretary Kirkwood of the Interior department.
The end
aimed at by the Secretary in this conference
Was to purchase from one of the tribes repre
Ponca Indians
Ponca reserve.

im,

performs

well-known for its great productiveness and beautuful large, bright scarlet berries; President Lincoln and Sharpless for their immenee fruit—some

few specimens measuring 9, 10 and even 12 inches
around. Among some of the other prominent new

kinds are Longfellow, Satin Gloss and Hart's Min.

:

2. An average two or three-year-old steer
eat its own weight, of different materials, in
weeks,
3. Two or three-year-old cattle will add
third of a‘pound more per head per day to
weight upon prepared hay and roots than
the same materials unprepared.
4. Tt is thirty per cent. more profitable to
mature

and

dispose

of

fattening

cattle

will
two
onetheir
upon
pre-

at

two

years old than to keep them up to three years.
5.

Thereis

no

loss

in

feeding

well upon a variety of materials

a

for

cattle

the

beast

sake

of

the manure alone.
6.

Farm-yard

manure

from

well

fed

three years old is worth an avérage

cattle,

of $3.30

per

well fed,

will

ton.
"

7.

A three-year-old cattle beast,

give at least one ton of manure every month of
winter.
8. No cattle beast whatever will pay for the di-

rect 1acrease to its weight from the consumption
of any kind or quantity of food.
9. On an average it costs twelve cents for every
additional pound of flesh added to the weight of a
two or three-year old fattening steer.
10. In this country the market’ value of store
cattle can be increased thirty-six per cent. during
six mouths of finishing by good feeding.
11. In order to secure a safe profit, no store
cattle beast, well done to, can be sold at less than
4)¢ cents per pound (live weight).
12. In. the fattening of wethers, to finish as
shearlings, the Cotswold and Leicester grades
can be made up to 200 pounds, the Oxford Down
180 pounds and
the
Southdown
pounds each (live weight).
)

13.

(grades)
:

160

Combining wool and flesh value, the South.

down grades give the highest returns—as much
as double that of the Cotswold grade, and thirty.

five pér cent. over that of the Leicester grade, as
also slightly in advance of the Oxford Down
grade.
14.
Fattening cattle on oats will eat one-sixth.
less hay than
when receiving corn
or peas;

those on pea meal will drink one-third more water
than those upon corn or oats.

Clover lessens

the

consumption of Xoots.
15. Apparently about one-fifth of ground corn
passes through the cattle beast indigested.
16. «Pea meal (rough ground) gives twenty-one

ries by getting the ordinary layer plants

through:

A boy of ten years) in Ontario, Canada, the the mails, being careful to water and shade them
other day rushed out of the house and hanged well for a few days until growth commences. By
himself because his mother "as
;
d. him
to set [ poeifig or raking the ground frequently they will
the table for supper.
make
a rapid growth during the fall, and hy next
+ One Merritt, alias Marvin, etc., has been summer should give many delicious felidts of fine
arrested at Lynn, Mass., for bigamy, forgery large berries.
Moorestown, N. J.
anda ng series of swindling operations. Ie
Bll
y
> bl

have not-less than
.

J

ten

wives in the
;
cy

be | The railroad war continues. The excursionists over the Grand Trunk

eisaten BR

to Boston number about 300 dafly,

‘those

gh ea BP

A oh

Mr. Forster, Chief Secretary for Ireland, has
made an analysis of the subscriptions
to the
fund of the Land League with the following re-

It is proposed in England to form a limited dai.
ry-farming company, its objects being to buy land

to

class

i's dairy farm and sohool, and, by first-

tutors, to inculcate profitable methods

of

farming, Farmers’ sons and others are to
be
received as apprentices.
It is hoped by the

managers that the institution will be gelf-support-

ing, but the main-spring of: the scheme

seems

to

be a desire to inerease the profits
of English
farms,

|

~
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There is no form of Chronic Female Weakness or
Ovarian trouble which does not yield to the curative virtue of Healy’s Vegetable Tonic Pills.

This is indeed an enlightened age, and yet
there are thousands of people ignorant of the
fact that a slight cold neglected often termin-

Adamson’s’ Botanic
Balsam cures Coughs and Colds as'by magic.
ates

in

consumption.

Trial size, 10 cts.

Larger bottles, 75 cts.

KEEP IT ON HAND. No Farmer or Teamster
should be without Henry & Johnson’s Arnica
and Oil Liniment. Itisinvaluable in cases of
hurts, either on maj or beast.

Singers

and

Public

Speakers

Downs’ Elixir, as it. removes
creases the power of the voice.

should use

hoarseness

drake

Bitters.

The

Rev.

4131

Charles

Pittsfield, N. H.,

E.

Piper,

but now

of

formerly

Wakefield,

R.

THE
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_ Boston

Produce

Beparted by HILTON BROS

os

tartar and putin and

stew

till

the

potatoes

benefit.

He flnally consulted Dr. David Kennedy,

of Roundout, N. Y., who found his trouble to be
Urinary Calculi, or Stones in the Bladder.
The
doctor at once removed the foreign bodies with
the knife and then gave his great Blood Specfic,
* Favorite Remedy,” to prevent their reformation,
The entire treatment was eminently successful,

and Mr. Tietsell’s recovery was rapid and perfect,

While * Favorite Remedy” is a specific in all
Kidney and Bladder diseases, itis equally valuable in cases of Bilious Disorders, Constipation of
the Bowels, and all the class of ills apparently inseperable from the constitutions of women. Try
it. Your druggishas
t it, and its cost 18 one dollar
a bottle. - The lucky man is he who puts this ad-

vice in practice.

~ Vegetine
FAMILY MEDICINE.
IS THE GREAT

Lay upon’ it slices of cold meat of any kind; add

salt, pepper, catsup and butter, or any cold gravy;
put in a layer of potatoes and another layer of
meat in the same way till the dish is full; have a
layer of potatoes on the top. Bake it until it is
thoroughly heated through.
RICE FRUIT PUDDING. One large teacup rice, a
little water to cook it partially ; dry; line an earth

Purifies the Blood, Renovates and Invig~
orates the Whole System.

blood.

Report.

Emo, a pooest nd

The lower limbs are apt to be swollen.
patient is feeble and cannot bear much exertion.
The
circulation
is
irregular,
but
almost
always
BOSTON, Saturday Morning, Aug. 20, 1881.
weak. Palpitation of the heart is a very common
FLOUR. There is a very firm feeling for Flour,
symptom. Violent emotion often throws the heart
and holders have been able to oblain an advance
nto the most tumultuous action. The vital func.
of 12) @ 15c ¥ bbl, but the trade still hold back,
tions are languidly
performed.
The muscular
and, although there is more
bus
doing,
the
strength is dimini
; fatigue follows moderate
demand is not general but confined mostly to lead- or slight exercise. The breathing, though
quiet
ing brands suited to the wants of the local trade.
when at rest, becomes hurried and
even painfully
The excitements in the wheat markets of the West
under exertion, as in running, ascending
have failed to impart any considerable life to the
pitate &c. The nervous system is often
trade here and Tecdipis are likely to fall off, as
disordered. Vertigo, dizziness,
and a feeling of
Western millers will hesitate to forward supplies
faintness are very comyfion. Violentand obstinate
to Eastern markets, when, if sold at current rates,
neuralgic pains in the head, side and breast, or
there would be a
positive loss. Theexcitement in
other parts of the body, are also frequent attend.
wheat is not likely to subside at J esent, and 1 ants
upon the disease. The secretions are some.
prices of Flour are lower now than t ey are likely
times diminished. In females
the menses are alto be some weeks hence.
most always either suspended or very
partially
performed. The bile is scanty, and
iveness,
SPRING WHEATS.
Western superfine.....scoeesecsssnans 450 @ 475 with unhealthy evacuations from the bowels, and
dyspeptic state of the stomach, are extremely comCommon EXTRAS. ses
veeriasessresseeess. 500 @ 550
WiBCODBIM. ses asnssisesissscnsrsssniveind00 @ 600 | mon symptoms.
Minnesota, bakers....ocevees “aasesasee S20 @ 700
Would Not be Without
Minnesota and Wisconsin, patents.....7008 825
WINTER WHEATS,
Patents, choice....ucvvees
50 @ 800
Patents,

common

Ohio...

No.

:

to good.

Na

searsanas

Michigan
Indiana.
Hlinois. .

St; Louis. caseeas

8,

5

errsnensenes

870

1

T00
750

@

Corn
Meal # bbl.......... senssssnnacned00

TH0

@

Rye Flour.c.co cesesens crssssssininssedB0 @ BT
Oat Meal, commonto good Western...550 @ 600
Oat Meal, fancy brands. .ccevieeaee
800 @ 625
CORN. The excitement continues and crop advices are so unfavorable jrices are still tend
upward quite rapidly, with a very excited an
speculative market West. We quote mixed and
yellow at 73 @ 75¢; steamer Corn at 72 @ 73¢; and
no grade at 62 @ 68c ¥ bu, as to quality. To arrive high mixed
Corn 18 held at 70 @ 72¢ # bushel,
and the market is still quite
. Itis difficult to give a reliable quotation at the close, and
the range of all grades may be quoted from 70
75¢ ¥ bu, with great excitement

at

Vegetine

70

4

¥
625.8
HT
a

Chicago

an

higher prices at Liverpool.
:
OATS. Market very flrm, prices higher, and the
stock not more than sufficient to supply the
wants
of consumers for a few days. We quote No 1 and
extra white at 61 @ 62c; No 2 white at 59 @ 60c;
and No 2 mixed and No 3 white at
58 @ 50¢ ¥ bu.
There is'scarcely any Oats on the market,
No 2
white sold at the close at 60c, and this js now
about the lowest figure for any grade.
Unless

supplies come forward consumers will have to
feed on eorn and hay.
”
RYE. Market quiet; sales have béen in small
lots at $1 @ $1 0d ¥ bu, closing at $1 05.

FOR TEN*TIMES
ITS COST.
The great benefit I have received from the use
of VEGETINE induces me to give my testimouy iu
its favor. 1 believe it to be not only of great value
for restoring the health, but a preventive of diseases peculiar to the sp:
and summer seasdns.
would not be without it for ten times its cost.
ED WARD TILDEN, 4
Agent for Schomacher
string
Piano,
:

403 Wah

Exportersjeontinue

tone, buyers

not

to

hold

off,

as

advance

as

current prices are altogether more than they can
afford to pay. The market closes with a quiet
responding

to

the

J

Dairy lots,

Do
Do

°

Vermont

choice,4 b......... 23

New York, choice.....cc
0.0.22
fa1r £0 gOOde
sas ainnnins seen
NEW

@ 27
@ 2B

@

25

a

AU

@
@

24
2

WESTERN.

Do

do

SCROFULA,
CANKER,
LIVER COMPLAINT.
SOUTH SALEM, MASS., Nov. 14, 1876.
Mr. H. R. STEVENS :—
Dear Sir,—I have been troubled with Scrofula,
Canker and Liver Complaint for three years ; noth.
ing ever did me any good until I commenced using
the VEGETINE. Iam pow getting along first rate
and still using-the VEGETINE. I consi
there is
nothing equal to it for such complaints.
Can
heartily recommend it to e
body. Yours truly,

Mrs. LIZZIE

~ Vegetine

Dyspepsiag
Nervousness
General Debility.

<«

Vegetine

8c; Northern skim, 3 @ Se.

choice 10 @ 10}5c; Western fiac83 @ 9c; Western, common 5
Co., choice 103 @ llc; Worces10c; Worcester Co., common 5 @

8c.

:

Vermont, 18 @ 19¢; Canada, 18 @ 18)c;
16 @ 16)¢¢c; P. E. Island, 18 @ 18%c.

Western,

Totals
$175.0 ere81, ; hasSweet
8 84 with
00.
8
Sweet Botatoos,
Po!
3 $3.50
ONIONS.
been a fair A
sales at $3 ¥ bbl.
.
GREEN APPLES, BERRIES, &C.

18 THE

.

Apples, choice,

3

tern

s

iy

and

$16 @ $18;

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists.
New & Improved Styles thisSeason..

ErASai BF WE,
| Ea
ig Sisa5

MASON

of highest distinction at every reat

AND

HAMLIN | &ee5iasox®

Cc;

CO., 154 Trement st,

taxt.

Bake till

the crust is done.
)
CRAB-APPLE JELLY. Boil the apples, with jpst
water enough to cover them, until tender.
Mash

ness and

almost

death ‘and “made

strong

mostly

$13 @

at $18;

vanced
to 12 @ 12% ¢ and Boston to 11 g 113¢ ¥
LARD, Sales at 12 @ 12)04 1b."
.

.

—t

oF

Food’s

BSarsaparilla a

vhluable

medicine co
remedial agents which eradicate Scrofula frof the blood. 100 doses $1.00,
Nold by all dealers.
Mass.

C. I. Hood

'& Co.," Lowell,
i

Women that have been pronouncgd incurable by
the best physicians in the country, have been completely cured of female weakness by the use of
Lydia E, Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. Send

to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkham, 208 Western fyeinte
Lynn, Mags., for pamphlets.

atic!

J

for

as

fl

machine of this country,

iis

!

of pee

wa ne

14 as the
sow bidoghonr

A fo

1%, MINARD HARDER, Cobleskill, Scheharle Co., N.¥.
—

sri
:
first thirty

days, and
$2.50
if not.
:
or 25 Soin Setive we will send the Star

ree months on
i
:
RTs Storhor will please notice the dute

of payment, on the0 label of his paper, and not

—————

prove

nited States,

published, thus ado

TERMS :
$2.
year,
advance; pd Paid ry

by

of men, women and children,as described by testimonials,”

46

ys and

er

in the world of its sterling worth.— Post. ~~
4 08

.
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Parker’s Ginger Tonic are the ‘best evidences
SOROFULA. A medicine that destroys the germs
of Scrofula and has the power to root it out is appreciated by the afflicted, The remarkable cures

cently

AN

Tha FEARLESS.

and Boston clear and backs at i] o $224 bbl.

amily
id pinto
at 81450 0 315 ¥ bol.he © ©» . 42 | Pe2g “aon
and
pla
8M
AMS. Choice Western have been ads) L

OV TLL.

Bast 1th at RA

; Swale Hay, slo @ $11; Rye

Worcester County, common 7 8
PORK. Mess has been selling

BOSTON;

Fast 14th st., NEW YORK; 140 Wa-

Northern—

Fine,

BEST

SPRING MEDICINE.

ha
ba bh bie Grave, $l4 2 ORGANS
Water Melons, 100, $15 6 i.
bears,

Mrs, L. F. PERKINS,
irs. H. W. SCOTT,

;

“Baas. Eastern, ¥ dozen 198 20c; New York and

;

and

:
BERNARDSTON, MASS., 1875
7"We the undersigned, having used Vegetine, take:
pleasure in recommending it to all those troubled
with Humers of any kind, Dyspepsia, Nervousness’
of General Debllity, it being the Great Blood Purifer.

common........

Western factory,
tory, fair to good
@ 8c. Worcester
ter Co., good 9 @

M. PACKARD.

No. 16 Lagrange street, South Salem, Mass.

:
JOSEPHUS SLATE.
VEGETINE igs a
t health restorer—composcd
exclusively of barks, roots and herbs. It is very
pleasant to take; every child likes it.

CHEESE. There has been a further advance in
prices, in gympaily with the rapid 1ise in. Liver.
ool, and
the marketis a little excited, though
uyers do not Tespand
y to: the extreme
rates asked. Northern factory, choice, ¥ 1b 10% @
11¢; Northern factory, fairto good, 9 @10c; North.

ern half skim, 6 @

T) Boston.

Vegetine

FEED. Market firm for all kinda, Sales at $16
50 @ $17 50 for Shorts and Fine Feed; and $20 @
$21 ¥ ton for Middlings?
BUTTER. The improvement noticed in our last
on choice creamery and dairy is fully sustained,
and on some fine lots a further advance has been
established.

rion ng

VEGETINE has restored thousands to health who
had been long and painful sufferers.

ple, or any fruit you choose. Cover with rice.
Tie a cloth over the top, and steam one hour, To
be eaten with sweet sauce. Do not butter the
dish.

an inch wide over the top of the

DEBILITY.

is a term used to.denote a deficiency of" 3
e nutritive constituents of the blood are

& CO., Commission

8, .
ns,
apples,
mh
Market, OY

en basin with the rice; fill up with quartered ag-

SPICED APPLE TARTS, Rub stewed tart apples
through g sieve ; sweeten and flavor with mace or
cinnamon. Line soup plates with a crust, fill
with the apple, and lay barsof ¢rust a quarter of

:

HEALTH RESTORER.
GENERAL

are

MEAT PIE. Take mashed potatoes, seasoned
with salé, butter and milk, and line a baking-dish.

Don’t forget the name aad ad--

drese, Dr. David Kennedy, Roundout, N. Y.
The
Doctor would have it understood that, while he is
engaged in the introduction of his medicine,
“ Favorite Remedy,” he still continues the practice of his profession, but confines himself exclusively to office practice. He treats all diseases of
a chronic character, and performs all the minor
and capital operatofions
surgery.

done, about half an hour; the crust may be made
into biscuits. - Crumbs of any kind of fresh meat
may be used in making a stew.
RICE CHICKEN PIE. Cover the bottom of a pudding dish with slices of broiled ham; cut up a
broiled chicken and nearly fill the dish; pour in
gravy or melted butter to fill the dish; add
chopped onions if you like, or a little curry-powder, which is better; then add boiled rice to fill
all interstices and to cover the top thick. Bake it
for one-half or three-quarters of an hour.

:

Mr. Simeon Tietsell, of Saugerties, N. Y,, hag
been treated for seven years by various physicians
for what they call Stricture of the Urethra, without

Debili

Dairy lots, FranklinCty, Vi, ¥ B.......24

STEWED VEAL. Cut your meat in pieces, wash
them clean, put them into the dinner-pot, add three
pints of water, put in one onion, some pepper and
salt, let it stew one hour; then add‘ potatoes
sliced ; and make a crust of sour milk or: cream-

Wonderful Surgical Operation—Remova]
of Urinary Stones from the Bladder—
Successful,

MARKETS.

1
NEW NORTHERN.
Creamery
choice 7 ..o.oeee sovsiinacenesdb
Do
Fair to good.....evvevs.s s scves 22

D&S

I.,

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from $53 to $50
per week Jeming goods
for E. G. RIDEOUT & CO., 10 Barclay St, New
York. Send for their Catalogue and terms.
1y34

quickly as last week.

le

of

writes: * I have used” Baxter's Mandrake Bitters
in my family for over two years, and as a result
have not
called a physician in the whole time. My
wife had been an invalid for years, but these Bitters have cured her.”
-

per cent. greater returns in fattehing ccattle than
f

and

If you desire rgsyshecks and a fair complexion,
purify the blood
by the use Baxter's Man-

either’ corn or oats.

with & gpoon, and strain ou the juice. Take a pint
The Patriarch of the Armenians in Turkey
The strawberry well répays rich manuring and
has sent a communication congratulating the good cultivation; though it is surppising, some- of juice to a pound of sugar; boil thirty minutes,
and strain through a hair seive.
President upon his preservation,
times, to see how well they will do when almost |
An effort is to be made
through the co-opera- | neglected. Pot-grown plants give the best results
Hundredsot Men; Women and Children reswho can not ea= cued in every community from beds of sicktion of both United States
and Mexican troops for planting in summer, but.tligse
sily procure them, may still obtain many fine berto protect the frontier from lawless raiders.

aid) to
nited |

a

fair to create quite a revolution in southern house.

the

of the land formerly

When a medicine

The Ameer of Afghanistan has proclaimed
the occupation of Candahar by Ayoob Khan to
the chiefs of the north, and proposes to proged thither this week and attempt to dislodge

3

If your hat is badly sunburned, soak it in sour
You are sick; there 18 just one remedy that will
milk a few days. That will bleach it.
¢
cure you beyond possibility of doubt. If its Liver
of
off
falling
a
shows
The sugar crops of Cuba
or Kidney trouble, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Deover 12 per cent. ds compared with last year, Owbility, Wells’ Health Renewer is your hope. $1.
ing to the late;heavy rains on the island.”
Drugs.
Depot Lothrops & Pinkham, Dover,
Smilax and Japanese ferns are now made to
twine around the same cord while growing, and
TERRIBLE LOSS OF LIFE.
thus become doubly valuable for decorative purposes.
:
y
Millions of rats, mice, cats, bed-bugs, roaches,
The recent discovery that cottou-seed oil is a lose their lives by collision with * Rough en Rats.”
Sold by druggists, 15c.
Se
perfect and satisfactory substitute for lard bids

pied by them in the extreme southeast part of
The doubling of all the guards was thy first
The Iowa crop report for August indicates the Sioux reservation in Dakota was formally
real evidence he had obtained of the critical
that the average yield of wheat in that State signed at Washington on BSaturday-——The
221.
condition of the President.
It so happened
American Association for ‘the advancement of
will not exceed six bushels per acre.
The mica windows of coal-stoves can be easily
Science, now in session in Chicago, will hold
that
the guard who was placed in the corridor
Mr. Herbert Gladstone, son of the prime
cleaned with a soft cloth dipped in: vinegar and
its annual meeting in Montreal next year.—
where Guiteau is confined was a new man to
minister, has been appointed a junior lord of It is reported in Washington that discoveries
water. This may be done now so they will come
him. It seems that Guitean had taken from his
of irregularities in connection with the fitting _out bright next fall.
the English treasury without salary.
shoe a scrap of steel a few inches long, called a
out of steamer ‘ Gulnare” will increase the
Matthew Vassar of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,
alleged embezzlement of Captain Howgate to
To clean black cashmere, wash in hot suds, with
heel shank. It was sharpened,and Guiteau had it
recently deceased, has bequeathed $130,000 to over $100,000.——The widow of ex-President
a little borax in the walter; rinse in blueing water,
in his hand when it attracted the attention of the
Millard
Fillmore
made
public
bequests
to
the
very blue, and iron while damp. It will look.
new keeper. The latter at once demanded it of Vassar college and $85,000 to the Vassar Broamount of $50,000.—The surplus wheat of
:
y
thers’ hospital,
”
-Guiteau, who refused to hand it out.
The
Oregon for SXPON, d1i3 year is estimated at almost equal to new.
keeper at once unlocked the deor and advanced
Mr. Forster, chief secretary. for Ireland, will | 300,000 tons.-—In! ¢ British House of ComThe butter products of the United States for
toward the prisoner.
The latter at once grapmons Saturday, Mr. Parnell’s motion to re- 1880 is estimated by the department of agriculture
retain his office as long as the coercion bili is in
pled with the guard.
In the scuffle the guard
Mr. Davitt from prison was defeated by
at 1,000,000,000 pounds, and the cheese product at
force. He is preparing to spend the autumn lease
drew his pistol, which fell and went off, and
a vote of 62 to 19.— Forty deaths from yellow
300,000,000 pounds.
:
in
Ireland.
this brought several keepers to the scene of the
fever occurred at Havana last week.——Adilairs
scuffle.
Guiteau began to tremble, and showed
Partial records of the live-stock interests of
A fire Wednesday night destroyed thirty-five in Zululand are very unsettled.——The indica.
signs of great fear, but became quiet and comtions are that the republicans were overwhelmTexas show a yearly yield of. something over
buildings, comprising nearly the whole town
posed #8 soon as he Saw that no violence was
ingly triumphant in the elections in France
400,000 head of cattle. Eight dollars per head is
_Allevton, Michigan.
Sixty families are
intended.
He is now evidently living in con-. of
Sunday.——It is reported that £500,000 will be
about the average market price at San Antonio.
stant fear a-meb—will
that
move on the jail if Ir
“taken from the Englistibanks for shipment to
the President should die.
:
America. —Strong
reinforcements are on.
It is a mistake to let tea draw too long. After it
The opening of the great exhibition of the
the road
from
Cabul to join the Ameer’s
has steeped seven minutes in boiling water, the
New England Manufacturers and Machanics’
troops at Khelat.——The Greek troops entered
virtne ofit is all out. What comes after this is the
Volcano in Idaho.
0
Institute took place in Boston Thursday.
It Thessaly Saturday, the Turks having withA volcanic eruption took place inside of the was a numerously attended and imposing cere- drawn.——The new comet, *‘ comet C,” came tanning, which nobody wants to drink, or ought
to, as it is the same quality that tans leather.
:
out brilliantly in the northwestern sky Sunday
mountain south of the south fork of the Clear- mony.
Pour off your tea from the leaves at the end of
evening,
and
will
be
visible
to
the
naked
eye
The
first
bale
of
new
cotton
was
received®
at
water about twenty miles east of Mount Idaho,
every clear evening for a fortnight.
this time, if you want a perfect cup of tea.
on the 9th imstant, sending forth a column of Wilmington, N. U., Tuesday from Richmond
4s
fire and smoke several hundred feet in hight, county, that State. It was classed ss middling
Wonderful Power.
and sold at thirteen cents per pound.
OANADIAN AGRICULTURE.
and rock which fell at a distance of several
miles from the place of eruption.
The shock
was distinctly felt at Mount Idaho on the ex-
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Guiteau in a Frenzy.
Tuesday night the guards and keepers about
the jail were doubled. Theré was also an-ad¢
dition to the small military force. A These
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somewhat disturbed the stomach.
immediate cause of danger is said to be the
trouble in the parotid gland, which is in the
nature of a painful swelling that threatens to
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